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CRITERION 0. INTRODUCTORY SECTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The section should provide a brief introduction to the Self-Study Report, which includes the
following elements:
0A. An Executive Summary that provides a one to two-page summary/abstract of the information
contained within the Self-Study Report.
The School of Public Administration serves the UNM 2020 goals of Preparing Lobos for
Lifelong Success and Becoming a Destination University by providing customized graduate
professional education for the public service. The SPA has been recognized nationally for its
diverse faculty and student body. As indicated in Table 0A.1: Current SPA Student Body by
Percentage of Origin, both in-service and pre-service students are included in a student
population that reflects the diversity and cultural richness of the State of New Mexico. The SPA
creates value through attention to workforce needs particularly in New Mexico and regionally,
and accessibility through distance delivery of its programs and providing direct student support.
Its excellence has been nationally recognized by its 2018 ranking by U.S. News and World
Report as one of the Top 100 Public Affairs programs (number 96 – an improvement of 30
places from the SPA’s first ranking in 2013).
TABLE 0A.1: Origin of Current SPA Student Body by Percentage
Origin
Asian
Black
Hispanic
Native American
White
International (non-Asian)
Other

%
2%
5%
37%
15%
34%
5%
2%

The SPA has offered the Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration
(NASPAA) accredited Master of Public Administration (MPA) since 1969, awarding over 2,000
degrees. Since 2013, the SPA has offered the Master of Health Administration (MHA), a cohort
program admitting 20 students per year that has awarded 35 degrees. In addition, the School has
expanded its offerings to support undergraduates at UNM through a Shared Credit (3+2)
program with the Bachelor of Liberal Arts and is inaugurating additional approved Shared Credit
programs in Fall 2019 to serve undergraduates in the College of Arts and Sciences (A&S) with
the Departments of Sociology and Economics.

Although service to the state remains the SPA’s primary mission in alignment with historic and
current University mission and strategy, it is well-positioned to expand its service area and has
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extended its reach already to include students from outside Albuquerque through distance
education and in other states in the region. In addition, SPA has a steady complement of
international students (approximately seven percent) in SPA’s graduate programs as shown on
Table 0A.2: International Applications AY 2013-14 through AY 2017-18. This is an area
targeted for growth through outreach leveraging the School’s reputational assets including
accreditation and the U.S. News and World Report ranking.
TABLE 0A.2: International Applications AY2013-14 through AY 2017-18
AY
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

MPA
18
18
21
18
17

MHA
0
0
6
4
4

Total
18
18
27
22
21

SPA Growth and Development
Beginning in 2008, the School experienced three years of significant growth in student
enrollment (approximately 28%) and student credit hour production (approximately 62%). Since
2011, the number of enrolled students and credit hour production have remained largely stable
with the exception of AY 14-15 when there was dip in student enrollment. This was due
largely to a significant increase in the number of students graduating that year. This increase was
the result of a pilot program to provide a course-based option for delivery of the MPA capstone
course which up until that time could be completed only by a resource-intensive and timeconsuming Master Thesis or Professional Paper. Due to this renewed focus on graduation of
students, many with up to seven years in student status, the School experienced a decline in total
student population that year but did not experience a drop in total credit hours produced.
The student population has now stabilized at the previous level and credit hour production
continues to grow as international students, students from the Master of Public Policy (MPP)
who take MPA classes and undergraduates from the Shared Credit program all take larger course
loads. With the replacement of the ITV delivery system with Synchronous On-line programs (the
Zoom technology), increasingly the SPA is pursuing hybrid programs that combine both in-class
and distance students – in fact, this is the normal modality for SPA course delivery for students
from New Mexico. In addition, SPA is exploring the possibility of admitting students from
beyond the traditional New Mexico service area and expanding SPA programs to other markets
within the region and beyond. This includes discussions concerning Asynchronous On-line
programs for the Managed On-line degree Program (MOP). As the other Shared Credit
programs come on-line, international applications continue to increase, and as the A&S Public
Administration minor ramps up, the School is preparing for a new period of renewed growth in
both student population and credit hours.
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The overall trend is for a slight rate of increase for the next two or three years. Allowing for
some fluctuation as new programs come online, SPA aims to graduate students at a rate
consistent with 30 percent of the total enrolled number of students.
Enrollment Projections, Quality Metrics, and Current Staffing
Table 0A.3 summarizes anticipated student enrollment and credit hour growth in the two SPA
graduate degree programs (MPA and MHA) and the resulting number of students per teaching
faculty member.
TABLE 0A.3: Growth Projections and Quality Metrics
SPA Credit Hours, Grads, Students and by
Program
AY

SCH* Grads

Ratio of Credit Hours, Grads, and Students to
Faculty

Students

MPA

MHA

Faculty

SCH*

Students

Graduates

2016-17 2806

56

248

195

54

10.5

267.24

23.62

5.33

2017-18 2939

56

254

193

61

8.5

345.76

29.88

6.59

2018-19 2975

56

256

195

61

8

371.88

32.00

7.00

2019-20 3095

57

265

204

61

8

386.88

33.13

7.13

2020-21 3200

58

275

214

61

8

400.00

34.38

7.25

2021-22 3250

59

280

214

66

8

406.25

35.00

7.38

2022-23 3400

60

290

225

65

8

425.00

36.25

7.50

* Student Credit Hours (SCH)
It is worth noting that the SPA has increased both enrollment and credit hour production over the
last several years and that these are projected to continue to increase due to expansion and
creation of new collaborative projects. This occurs at a time when UNM enrollments have been
decreasing generally. In delivering these programs, the SPA’s goals have been to maintain
quality metrics in course delivery to meet both student needs and standards in the field and to
sustain a teaching workload that allows for faculty success in the research endeavor with timely
achievement of tenure and promotion goals.
To ensure program quality, the School adheres to performance measures and quality indicators.
It aims to maintain a maximum of 30 students per graduate course (25-30 on campus; 6-10 in
ZOOM) sections, using adjunct faculty or Part Time Instructors (PTIs) as needed to maintain that
quality objective—within the NASPAA accreditation constraint of a no greater than a 50-50 mix
of core-to-adjunct faculty. In addition, the School aims for a ratio of no more than six graduating
students (i.e., those completing a Plan I thesis or a Plan II Professional Paper or Plan III
Capstone Paper that year) per faculty member thesis or Professional Paper advisor. As Table
0A.1 indicates, these quality metrics have been met in the past, but are currently in danger of
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being missed in the coming years; this change threatens to erode graduate program quality in the
SPA.
The reason for this change is evident as Table 0A.3 shows. SPA full-time teaching faculty
numbers were reasonably constant for a number of years at about 10.5 FTE teaching faculty
spread over 11 full-time faculty – the 11 included one faculty member who devoted .50 FTE to
the School of Engineering (SOE). This 10.5 FTE number was reflected in AY 2016-17 staffing
at SPA. Unfortunately, the School saw a drastic decrease in Faculty in AY 2017-18 dropping two
full FTE Teaching Faculty positions. This was due to three factors: 1) the .50 reduction in course
load for an FTE Teaching Faculty who became SPA Director and now devotes .50 FTE to
administrative duties; 2) the 1.0 FTE reduction in FTE Teaching Faculty for a Full Professor who
opted for a non-teaching, pre-retirement program; and 3.) the death of Full Professor at the end
of the AY’s Fall semester who was not replaced in the Spring, thereby resulting in a .50 loss of
FTE Teaching Faculty for that semester and a reduction of 1.0 FTE Teaching Faculty going
forward. Additionally, SPA experienced the resignation of an Assistant Professor effective AY
2018-19, further reducing the FTE Teaching Faculty by 1.0. This would have left the School
down 3.5 FTE Teaching Faculty in AY 2018-19, (about a third). Fortunately, the School was
given permission in Spring of 2018 to hire one FTE Teaching Faculty member to begin in AY
2018-19.
Nevertheless, the SPA has lost nearly twenty-five percent of its current staffing in just one
academic year with a decrease of 2.5 FTE Teaching Faculty going into AY 2018-19. This
downturn in faculty resources occurs at a moment when the School projects increased workload
in both credit hour production and student enrollment due to enhanced programs for both
graduates and undergraduates being delivered across A&S and UNM. Moreover, it comes at a
time when the SPA has received national recognition for its excellence by U.S. News and World
Report as one of the Top 100 Public Affairs programs, will undergo its Academic Program
Review, and seeks reaccreditation. This drop in FTE Teaching Faculty threatens the School’s
ability to meet increasing demand and the quality of programs. Its status as one of the top U.S.
News and World Report programs is at risk, as is its accreditation.
0B. A brief description of the history of each degree/certificate program offered by the unit.
Degree Programs and Curricula: Master of Public Administration Degree
The educational philosophy of the SPA is to broaden and strengthen the knowledge and skills of
those in public service careers through graduate professional education in public administration.
This serves to give them the capacity to effectively address the complex and emerging challenges
that face the public sector labor force. Also, it equips them to lead others in the sector to manage
and implement the actions necessary to address important developments in the sector.
The main objective of the MPA Program at the University of New Mexico is to prepare men and
women for positions of administrative leadership in public-sector organizations, especially those
located in New Mexico and the Rocky Mountain Southwest, but also, and increasingly, in federal
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and state agencies outside the region. Nonprofit and (less frequently, but nonetheless
significantly) for-profit organizations and consultancies in and outside the Southwest.
The curriculum is designed to give students strong analytical and managerial skills and a broad
policy and administrative perspective within which these skills may be applied.
The MPA curriculum aims to train professionals who can think, analyze, and solve problems.
Problem-solving and decision-making skills are taught throughout the curriculum. Their Program
of Study provides students with new perspectives from which to view situations that they
typically find in the work place, as well as a framework which to analyze issues and make
decisions for action. The use of specific tools for decision-making is taught throughout the
program. In addition, students learn how to deal with complex problems, particularly those that
may arise internally in dealing with work team members, clients, supervised personnel, or
colleagues; and externally, with those in related fields.
No single curriculum component directly addresses communication. Instead students are
required to develop, refine, and integrate communication skills throughout their graduate
education. This integration is done via written papers, oral presentations, and team projects.

Curriculum Design*
The 42 credit-hour minimum required for an MPA degree consists of a 18-unit core curriculum
followed by an election of a 15-unit concentration, a 3 unit elective and a six unit
ProPaper/Thesis requirement.
The following 18-unit core curriculum is required of all students:
PADM 500 Public Management and Policy.
PADM 521 Institutional Development and Behavior.
PADM 522 Program Evaluation
PADM 525 Human Resources Management in the Public Sector.
PADM 544 Public Budgeting.
PADM 596 Research Methods for Public Managers.
* In the Spring 2016, the SPA faculty approved a major reconfiguration of the entire curricular
structure. The revised curriculum was approved and became effective Fall 2018.

Concentrations
After completing the core requirements, students pursue one of several concentrations as part of
the Master of Public Administration degree program. Individuals already possessing an
accredited graduate degree or pursuing another graduate degree at UNM may seek a
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concentration certificate with approval of the SPA director. The student selects one of the
following 15 credit hour concentrations:
Public Management
To enhance the professional expertise of administrators, as well as students who wish to prepare
for a management career in public and nonprofit agencies.
Human Resource Management Concentration
To enhance the professional expertise of practicing human resource managers and students who
wish to specialize in this field. This concentration is intended to serve both public and nonprofit
organizations which need professionally trained human resources managers.
Public Budgeting and Financial Management Concentration
To enhance the professional expertise of practicing budget and financial managers in
public and nonprofit sectors and students who wish to specialize in this field.
Health Policy and Administration Concentration
To enhance the professional expertise of students preparing for administrative positions in
hospitals, health systems, health maintenance organizations and health-related government
organizations.

Thesis or Professional Paper
At the end of MPA coursework, a student may elect one of two options. The master’s thesis
(Option one) requires a 6-credit-hour Master Thesis course be completed. Option two is a
professional paper and is selected by most students. If this option is chosen, the student must
take PADM 553 (Professional Paper) during the semester that the professional paper is
completed. A faculty advisor for this paper is determined by agreement between the student and
a faculty member.
The Professional Paper or Thesis is intended to serve as both a capstone and integrative
experience. It is expected that the “ProPaper” draws broadly from the MPA core courses and
from common curriculum components while also delving deeply into one or two areas of
curricular specialization, such as organizational development or human resources management.

Degree Length
The MPA degree can be completed by a full-time student in 24 months, if the student closely
follows the recommended course sequence in the prescribed semesters. Most students however,
take three years to graduate, averaging 6 credit hours per semester. According to the University
of New Mexico Office of Graduate Studies, 9 credit hours of graduate study in a semester
constitutes full-time enrollment.
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MPA Degree Dual Degrees

MPA/JD Degree Program
This dual degree program is designed for students interested in legal careers in the public sector
and governmental relations, including all levels of government. In this program a student can
earn degrees in law and public administration in about four years of full-time study. In the first
year, the student enrolls in the School of Public Administration and completes a year in the
program. In the second year, the student enrolls in the School of Law and takes first-year law
courses. In the third and fourth years, the student takes selected law and public administration
courses. The student must get the consent of both the Law School and the School of Public
Administration in choosing courses for the third and fourth years of study. The Law School
accepts six hours of public administration credits toward its degree requirements, and the SPA
accepts six hours of law credit toward the MPA degree requirements. It is important to note that
the applicant must be admitted to both the Law School and the School of Public Administration.
MPA/MCRP Degree Program
The Master of Public Administration (MPA) and Master of Community and Regional Planning
(MCRP) dual degree addresses the needs of students who desire public, private or non-profit
careers in leadership positions requiring professional skill in community and regional planning
and public administration. The program enables students to develop key knowledge and
experience necessary to assess public needs, determine public goals and objectives, develop
community-based strategies, and manage and resolve public disputes. Students admitted to the
dual degree typically aim to become administrators and managers in planning projects or
programs working with local citizens, special districts, and local, state and federal public
agencies. Graduates also work in a variety of consulting situations with community-based profit
and non-profit clients. Students may earn the MCRP/MPA degree in 61 hours, approximately
two-thirds the time it would normally take to earn both degrees separately (92 credit hours are
required separately, 50 in CRP and 42 in PADM).
MPA Shared Credit Degree Program*
The Bachelor of Liberal Arts / Master of Public Administration
Shared-Credit Degree Program is a new program in the MPA.
Traditionally, students are not able to begin their graduate degree
until their undergraduate degree is completed. However, the
School of Public Administration and Liberal Arts & Integrated
Studies program have partnered to offer an accelerated way to
complete both the Bachelor of Liberal Arts (BLA) degree and the
Master of Public Administration (MPA) degree. In this program,
qualifying students can earn graduate credit towards an MPA
degree during their senior academic year in the Bachelor of Liberal
Arts (BLA) degree program. Essentially, a year after obtaining the
BLA degree, one may earn an MPA degree as well!
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The BLA requires a minimum of 120 undergraduate credit hours and the MPA requires 42
graduate credit hours. In this Shared-Credit program, 18 of the MPA graduate credits (6 courses)
are taken during the senior year of a student's BLA degree program and the credits are "shared"
to both the MPA and BLA degree requirements. Thus, this reduces the time needed to complete
the two degrees, compared to the traditional model, and results in significant savings.
Applicant Criteria
The School of Public Administration tries to recruit the BLA's best students that satisfy the
program's invitation requirements. For consideration, the BLA/MPA Shared-Credit applicant
must have a grade point average (GPA) of 3.25 or greater and have completed at least 90 credit
hours while taking an average student's workload (4-6 courses) a semester.

Degree Programs and Curricula: Master of Healthcare Administration
The School of Public Administration's MHA program was created to meet the significant and
unmet need for graduate-level professional education for administrative and clinical personnel of
health service organizations. The MHA curriculum is designed to address the particular cost,
quality, and access needs of the healthcare industry. The curriculum focuses on healthcare policy
and administration issues facing health services organizations, such as health analytics, health
care finance, quality improvement, management, and leadership. The MHA coursework reflects
the needs of our region's Hispanic, Native American, rural, and low-income populations. The
goal of the MHA program is to produce culturally competent, evidence-based managers and
leaders who seek to improve and transform the health of the populations served by their
organizations.
The MHA curriculum aims to train professionals who can think, analyze, and solve problems.
Problem-solving and decision skills are taught throughout the curriculum. Their Program of
Study provides students with new perspectives from which to view situations which they
typically find in the work place, as well as a framework within which to analyze issues and make
decisions for action. The use of specific tools for decision-making is taught throughout the
program. In addition, students learn how to deal with complex problems, particularly those that
may arise internally in dealing with work team members, clients, supervised personnel, or
colleagues, and externally with those in related fields.
No single curriculum component directly addresses communication and no one course can
satisfy this need. Students are required to employ and refine communication skills throughout
their courses. They do this in written papers, oral presentations, and team projects.

Curriculum Design*
The MHA program offers a strong curriculum encompassing healthcare finance, human
resources management, health economics, strategic management of healthcare systems, global
health governance, health disparities, Native American health policy and administration,
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women's health policy and programs, evaluation of health care policy and programs, health law
and ethics, hospital/clinic administration, payment systems, and health policy and politics.
The MHA degree is designed to meet the Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Management Education (CAHME) accreditation standards. CAHME requires a minimum of 40
credit hours not including the experiential component. The UNM MHA program requires 48
credit hours of graduate study consisting of a core curriculum, an internship/practicum, and a
substantive culminating experience.
MHA Core (10 courses / 30 credits)
PADM 600 Introduction to Health Policy and Management
PADM 521 Institutional Development and Behavior
PADM 525 Human Resources Management in the Public Sector
PADM 562 Health Governance in Global Perspective
PADM 563 Healthcare Finance
PADM 564 Healthcare Policy and Program Evaluation
PADM 566 Health Economics
PADM 596 Research Methods for Public Managers*
PADM 610 Cultural Competence and Healthcare Administration
PADM 611 Healthcare Information and Technology
Practicum (1 course / 3 credits)
PADM 655 Practicum
Electives (Select 4 courses / 12 credits from the list below)**
PADM 590 Topical Seminars (e.g.: Dispute Resolution in Healthcare)
PADM 612 Healthcare Payment Systems
PADM 640 Hospital and Clinic Administration
LAW 531 Health Law
PH 502 Epidemiologic Methods
PH 524 Social Epidemiology
PH 554 Health Policy, Politics and Social Equity
PH 560 Special Topics in Public Health (e.g.: Women's Health Policy)
PH 579 New Mexico Border Health
POLS 512 Topics in Government and Politics (e.g.: Health Policy and Politics)
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SOC 540 Medical Sociology and Health Policy
**Electives not on this list must be pre-approved by the Director
Culminating Experience (1 course / 3 credits)
PADM 561 Strategic Management of Healthcare Systems
* In the Fall 2017, the SPA faculty approved a major reconfiguration of the entire curricular
structure. The revised curriculum will be submitted to the University Faculty Senate in the Fall
2018 for its approval.
0C. A brief description of the organizational structure and governance of the unit, including a
diagram of the organizational structure.
The SPA is a professional graduate school within the College of Arts and Sciences. The School’s
governance structure provides the School direct access to the Dean of A&S who is the SPA’s
representative. In general, SPA is given authority over curriculum, program, and internal
spending decisions. These are discussed and reported by the Director with the Dean of A&S.
Currently the SPA offers the Master of Public Administration (MPA) and the Master of Heath
Administration (MHA) degrees. These are governed by SPA standing committees - MPA
Governance and MPA Admissions (electronic) and MHA Governance and MHA Admissions
(electronic). These committees identify curricular and programmatic opportunities and problems
and make recommendations for operational fixes to the Director or to the faculty for adoption in
the case of policy or program change. In this way, the faculty operates as a whole to govern the
SPA but is able to provide necessary attention to and development of each master-level degree
program.
The School’s governance structure ensures that the School and its faculty exercise appropriate
control over all academic and programmatic aspects of the degrees, including their delivery. This
is done through the committee structure outlined above. In addition, the SPA has considerable
control over the resources to support these efforts and a direct relationship with A&S and UNM
Foundation for decision-making on procuring additional resources. The faculty governance
structure outlined ensures that resources, program delivery, program goals, and program mission
are optimally aligned.
The SPA has one administrator, a Director. Before 2015, this was a full-time administrative
position reporting to the Provost. As of Fall semester 2015, the SPA Director was changed
unilaterally by the Provost without consultation with the SPA faculty to report to the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences and converted to half-time administrative position. The Director is
a member of the College of Arts and Sciences (A&S) Chairs and Directors Council.
Under supervision of the A&S Financial Officer, with the Dean’s approval and in line with A&S
written policies, the Director has all budgetary authority for the SPA. In addition, with the
Dean’s approval and in line with A&S written policies, the Director has SPA programmatic
oversight. The Director is responsible for direct administration of the School and of the Master of
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Public Administration Program (MPA). The Director leads and manages all of the School’s
programs and is responsible for operational fiscal, personnel, and facility management. The
Director is also responsible for the direction, performance evaluation, training, and professional
development of the SPA administrative staff.
The Director approves scheduling of courses and faculty teaching assignments, and makes
adjunct faculty appointments. The Director is responsible for resource allocation including space
and operating budget allocation. In addition, the Director leads efforts to and is responsible for
acquisition of additional financial and physical resources. The Director works closely with the
UNM Foundation in development and nurturing of prospective donors and represents the School
in all fundraising and alumni relations efforts.
The Director conducts annual written faculty performance assessments and makes retention and
promotion recommendations to A&S committees. The Director is also responsible for the review
and evaluation of adjunct instructors. The Director approves faculty leave, including sabbatical
leave. For faculty hiring and development, the Director provides guidance to faculty search
committees and acts as hiring officer.
An integral member of the faculty, the Director chairs SPA meetings and leads the School
through collegial faculty governance exercised both directly, through regular faculty meetings,
and through standing and ad hoc faculty committees. As an ex-officio member of standing
faculty committees, the Director provides leadership in program and policy development and
curriculum improvement. The School’s Advisory Board meets regularly to provide counsel,
assistance, and necessary resources to the Director and School.
The faculty, as a whole and through its standing committees, governs and decides all academic
program policies including curriculum structure and design, minimum grade and course transfer
policies and degree requirements, and development of new courses and academic programs.
Standing committees on Curriculum and Admissions and ad hoc committees for Promotion and
Tenure and other matters serve as vehicles for faculty governance and provide the Director with
advice and counsel in setting School and Program policies. Once adopted, the Director and the
academic support staff are responsible for the implementation and administration of these
policies.
The faculty, as a whole and through search committees, plays a determinative role in hiring new
faculty. The faculty also decides on the appointment of affiliated faculty and advises the Director
on adjunct hires. The tenured faculty formally assesses the performance of untenured faculty
annually and provides these evaluations in writing to the Director. The tenured faculty makes
recommendations to the Director on the mid-probationary retention reviews of untenured faculty
and approves policy guidelines concerning tenure and promotion to the Associate Professor and
Full Professor ranks. Finally, tenured faculty engage in peer teaching evaluations at all ranks.
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0D. Information regarding specialized/external program accreditation(s) associated with the
unit, including a summary of findings from the last review, if applicable. If not applicable,
indicate that the unit does not have any specialized/external program accreditation(s).
Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration (NASPAA) Accreditation
The SPA has offered the Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration
(NASPAA) accredited Master of Public Administration (MPA) since 1969, awarding over 2,000
degrees. NASPAA is the global standard in public service education. It is the membership
organization of graduate education programs in public policy, public affairs, public
administration, and public & nonprofit management. It’s over 300 members - located across the
U.S. and in 24 countries around the globe - award MPA, MPP, MPAff, and similar degrees.
NASPAA is the recognized global accreditor of master's degree programs in these fields.
NASPAA's twofold mission is to ensure excellence in education and training for public service
and to promote the ideal of public service. As a result of the 2012 site visit, the following
standards were subject to additional monitoring:
Standards 3.2, 4.3 and 5.1.
The Commission requires a report of progress on these particular standard(s) explicitly each year
in the annual report and that the information or data provided is related to the standards that the
Commission has noted below.
Standard 3.2 Faculty Diversity
Standard 3.2 states that, “The Program will promote diversity and a climate of inclusiveness
through its recruitment and retention of faculty members.” The rationale for this standard in the
Self-Study Instructions also states that, “The program’s faculty, as a group, should include a
variety of perspectives and experiences (e.g., gender, ethnicity, race, disabilities) to invigorate
discourse with each other and with students and to prepare students for the professional
workplace.”
Standard 4.3 Support for Students
Standard 4.3 states that, “The program will ensure the availability of support services, such as
curriculum advising, internship placement and supervision, career counseling, and job placement
assistance to enable students to progress in careers in public affairs, administration, and policy.
Standard 5.1 Universal Required Competencies
Standard 5.1 states "As the basis for its curriculum, the program will adopt a set of required
competencies related to its mission and to public service values. The required competencies will
include five domains: the ability
to lead and manage in public governance;
to participate in and contribute to the public policy process
to analyze, synthesize, think critically, solve problems and make decisions;
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to articulate and apply a public service perspective;
to communicate and interact productively with a diverse and changing workforce and
citizenry.”
The additional information requested was provided in subsequent Annual Reports and all formal
monitoring provisions were removed effective January 22, 2015. (APPENDIX A).
0E. A brief description of the previous Academic Program Review Process for the unit. The
description should:
 note when the last review was conducted;
 provide a summary of the findings from the Review Team Report;
 indicate how the Unit Response Report and Initial Action Plan addressed the findings; and
 provide a summary of actions taken in response to the previous APR.
Prior Academic Review
The Academic Review Team mission was to examine the academic program of the School of
Public Administration (SPA) at the University of New Mexico. The team met with SPA faculty,
students, alumni, staff and University administrators over a two-and-a-half-day period from
September 28 to September 30, 2009. The academic review team was charged by the Office of
the Provost to provide its insight and recommendations addressing the following five questions:
What short- and long-term strategies should SPA pursue to raise its visibility and ranking in the
public administration academic and practitioner community, both regionally and nationally?
What additional programmatic initiatives, besides Health Administration and Policy, and Native
American Governance and Policy should SPA undertake over the next five years?
How should SPA balance the increasing student enrollment and the demand for the program in
the state with limited faculty, staff, and student support resources?
What are some effective strategies to reduce time to degree and increase graduation rates?
What short- and long-term strategies should SPA pursue to achieve a more balanced faculty?
As a result of this review the following recommendations were provided along with the SPA
response to these recommendations. Below each recommendations are the responses of the SPA
at the time. In parentheses following are updates on each item
SPA, as the public administration program at the state’s flagship institution, should be comparing
itself with peer institutions, such as Arizona State University and the University of Colorado at
Denver.

As the primary MPA in the State of New Mexico, it must compare itself to the institutions
mentioned above. The SPA is in the midst of continued and sustained growth for the past three
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years and while the SPA does not have the resources to be considered a peer with those
institutions, progress has been made with the addition of new faculty, and academic resources
committed by the Provost. (Due to budget constraints statewide as well as within the University,
this is an ongoing effort).

Create and implement a transparent and fair SPA promotion and tenure policy process.
This recommendation has been addressed by the tenured faculty and has been submitted to the
Office of the Provost for consideration and approval. (Subsequently approved by the Provost).

Include student representation in faculty and Advisory Board meetings.
With the addition of four new faculty, it will take some time for them to get to know their
colleagues, consequently the faculty have considered this recommendation and wish to defer
consideration of this request at this time. (Subsequent faculty discussions have continued this
deferral. Advisory Board have deferred adoption).

Build the MPA concentration in health administration and policy immediately and use affiliated
faculty especially at the intermediate level to provide mentoring and other professional assistance
to the new junior faculty.
This request has been adopted, and the Faculty Senate has approved a new Health Policy and
Administration concentration effective with the Fall 2010 semester.

Create a research colloquium to encourage faculty and students to share their research. Such
interaction contributes to building a “community of scholars.”
The SPA has just concluded the first series of Colloquia and is in the process of establishing next
Academic Years Program. Professor Chi-Wei Hsieh has agreed to chair this committee. (This
has been an ongoing success evolving into a regular speakers series with the events being both
faculty-led and student-driven).

Increase administrative support for the SPA Director.
While the SPA is very supportive of this recommendation, the current economic situation makes
this unlikely in the near future. The SPA will continue to focus the majority of its resources
towards student support. (As noted previously, the ongoing budget situation has rendered this
unlikely).
As a long-term goal, create a Ph.D. program in collaboration with other related programs on
campus. Institutional visibility and reputation are greatly enhanced by a quality doctoral
program.
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The faculty has considered this recommendation and this is not feasible at this time (Still
infeasible due to budgetary restrictions).

Increase the representation of the SPA Advisory Board to include members from the private and
nonprofit sectors.
The Advisory Board has begun discussions regarding expansion of the Board and final action
will be considered in the Fall 2010 Semester. (Such discussions did occur but subsequent
changes in SPA Administration as well as normal board transitions have delayed final action on
this request. In addition, members are being considered for the Board from the Health Sector to
support the MHA and these additions may address this concern).

Explore the possibility of mounting the MPA program fully online. This could be achieved in
cooperation with Distance Education Programs & Services.
The Faculty have considered this recommendation and continue to explore alternative delivery
methods of instruction. Care must be taken so as to recognize the rural nature of our state and the
technological limitations and constraints faced by many of our students outside the urban areas.
(New delivery systems – Zoom – have resulted in nearly all SPA courses being offered
synchronously on-line. Ongoing discussions with faculty have created plans for the transitioning
to asynchronous online courses and SPA has one such core course already offered online. In
addition, UNM cutbacks in the marketing budget for Managed on-line Degree Programs – MOPs
– have curtailed development of this effort).

Maximize the benefits of impressive and strategically placed SPA alumni. For example, as one
advisory board member commented, “We have to link our alums to the ‘pitch’” [promoting and
generating foundation monies for SPA].
Both the Director and the UNM Foundation recognize the potential for greater support, both
programmatically and financially. The Director, the Foundation liaison and the Advisory Board
are moving forward with plans to increase the visibility of the SPA and its alumni. (The SPA has
gained access to the College of Arts and Sciences development support).

Re-evaluate the process and motivation for delivering a significant proportion of MPA courses
via ITV.
While considerable resources are expended to support academic opportunities for many in the
remote areas of the state, and from a ROI perspective, may be disproportionate, it is important to
remember that the mission of the SPA is to provide professional education opportunities to those
most in need in our society.
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As the sole source of graduate professional education for public administrators and managers in
Northern and Central New Mexico, we must strive to serve those communities most in need of
professional management.
The SPA must serve those most in need and to ensure both professional and academic success
for our students, must try to do so with the least disruption to the student’s families and careers.
This is done by serving them in their communities rather than require them to postpone or forego
their educational opportunities.
(While changes and improvements in technology have rendered ITV moot, the underlying desire
by faculty to ensure delivery of educational services and opportunities to the further reaches of
the state and beyond remains strong and is still an essential component of the mission and values
of the School of Public Administration).

Collaboratively establish written SPA policies and procedures that center on faculty governance
(for example, policies and procedures as they relate to faculty annual review, recruitment and
selection, and T&P as noted above).
The faculty participated in a strategic planning and visioning meeting and have begun
discussions with the goal of completing this process by the end of 2010. (This process was
completed, and the above-mentioned policies and procedures have been adopted by the faculty.
Planning retreats have been held subsequently in 2014 and 2016).
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Criterion 1. Student Learning Goals and Outcomes
The unit should have stated student learning goals and outcomes for each degree/certificate
program and demonstrate how the goals align with the vision and mission of the unit and
university. (Differentiate for each undergraduate and graduate degree and certificate program
offered by the unit.)
1A. Provide a brief overview of the vision and mission of the unit and how each offered
degree/certificate program addresses the vision and mission of the unit.
The Mission of the School of Public Administration is grounded in its commitment to public
service values. It rests on the conviction that professional education in public administration will
advance these essential values, by strengthening the capabilities and skills of those it educates to
effectively and ethically address increasingly complex contemporary management and
governance challenges. The School's statement of mission reflects the faculty's and other
stakeholders' commitment to core values, amid changing conditions in the diverse communities
they serve. The pertinent context is its strategic environment, the exigencies of public
management facing its students and graduates, and the evolving discipline of public
administration, with its ever more explicit concern with values such as equity, diversity and
accountability in public service.
This statement of mission was the result of sustained faculty deliberation in consultation with the
School's Advisory Board, alumni, students, and other stakeholders, in forums that included
retreats, focus group discussions with alumni and employers, and periodic surveys. It has gone
through several iterations.
SPA has continued to update its Mission Statement to better reflect both current challenges and
opportunities. This process has taken place about every five years. In 2011, a faculty retreat
resulted in a new draft Mission Statement that attempted to capture the changes in leadership,
degree offerings, and faculty composition for SPA. The Mission Statement adopted in 2012 was:
The Mission of the School of Public Administration is to advance knowledge in support of
professional education for public service, through the integration of interdisciplinary research,
teaching, and service, in order to address the management challenges of an increasingly complex
and diverse global environment (revised November 2012).
In 2016 the SPA Mission Statement was updated once again. A similar process was used that
resulted in a draft of a revised Mission Statement as a product of a facilitated, faculty retreat held
in February of 2016. The draft was shared with the SPA Advisory Board and student groups
(PAGSA and SAHA) for input. This draft was further refined at the March faculty meeting and
submitted to an electronic vote of the faculty following. The current Mission Statement is:

The School of Public Administration (SPA) advances professional education for public and
health administration at the University of New Mexico. Faculty members conduct sophisticated
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research that integrates interdisciplinary perspectives and methodologies to address managerial,
ethical, and equity challenges in public and health institutions in a complex and diverse world.
SPA offers up- to-date courses in the theory, application, and implementation of management
principles for professionals working or planning to work in public and health systems. The wider
community is effectively served by the School's formal and informal collaboration with public
and health organizations through student internships, shared pedagogical programs, and civic
forums (revised 2016).
While the 2016 statement has continued to define SPA's purpose and outlook, ongoing
conversations about vision, values, goals, and priorities have made for adjustments in the way
this mission is realized. New governance processes have been instituted within SPA and
institutional changes have occurred concerning its organizational place at UNM. Nonetheless,
the School continues to extend and refine its mission, and to maintain its fundamental
commitment to essential public values as a constant.
1B. Describe the relationship of the unit's vision and mission to UNM’s vision and mission. In
other words, to assist the university in better showcasing your unit, please explain the
importance of its contribution to the wellbeing of the university, including the impact of the
unit’s degree/certificate program(s) on relevant disciplines/fields, locally, regionally, nationally,
and/or internationally?
The relationship between the University of New Mexico’s Mission Statement and the School of
Public Administration’s Mission Statement is at the core of each. This relationship is outlined
below.

UNM Mission Statement:
The University will engage students, faculty, and staff in its comprehensive educational,
research, and service programs.

UNM will provide students the values, habits of mind, knowledge, and skills that they need to be
enlightened citizens, to contribute to the state and national economies, and to lead satisfying
lives.
Faculty, staff, and students create, apply, and disseminate new knowledge and creative works;
they provide services that enhance New Mexicans' quality of life and promote economic
development; and they advance our understanding of the world, its peoples, and cultures.
Building on its educational, research, and creative resources, the University provides services
directly to the City and State, including health care, social services, policy studies,
commercialization of inventions, and cultural events.
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School of Public Administration Mission Statement:
The School of Public Administration (SPA) advances professional education for public and
health administration at the University of New Mexico. Faculty members conduct sophisticated
research that integrates interdisciplinary perspectives and methodologies to address managerial,
ethical, and equity challenges in public and health institutions in a complex and diverse world.
SPA offers up- to-date courses in the theory, application, and implementation of management
principles for professionals working or planning to work in public and health systems. The wider
community is effectively served by the School's formal and informal collaboration with public
and health organizations through student internships, shared pedagogical programs, and civic
forums.
These shared values exist in the design of the curriculum, the course content as well as the
research interests of the faculty and student expectations.
1C. List the overall program goals and student learning outcomes for each degree/certificate
program within the unit. Include an explanation of how they are current and relevant to the
associated discipline/field. In accordance with the Higher Learning Commission’s criteria for
accreditation, student learning goals and outcomes should be articulated and differentiated for
each undergraduate and graduate degree and post-graduate and certificate program.
Program Goals and Objectives Linked to Public Service Values
The foregoing learning objectives are constitutive of the SPA program's strategic goals and
serves to implement them with specific, measurable, behaviors. Linkages have been created in
the MPA and the MHA among program goals, educational mission, programmatic supports, and
public service values through these goals, outcomes, and objectives process. This linkage is
demonstrated in the following cascade of SPA specific objectives tied to Public Service Values:
Students will encounter an SPA faculty that strives to employ state-of-the-art teaching tools and
techniques that are particularly well adapted to adult learning, promoting students' mature
commitment to public service.
Students will encounter an MPA curriculum that combines the conceptual and practical
application of administrative knowledge and skills in the classroom and in experiential or service
learning.
Students will demonstrate the capacity to apply technology (including information management
tools) to policy and program analysis, with sensitivity to professional and ethical standards
pertaining to applied in-service research.
Students will understand organizational, policy analysis, and other central strains of management
theory, and appropriately, ethically, and effectively apply theories and methods to public-service
problems.
Students will develop a nuanced understanding of the public, private and non-profit sectors, and
the challenges of cross-sector governance through public-private partnerships and contracting
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networks-with due awareness of the particular challenges that public accountability brings to
these increasingly common forms of cross-sector governance.
Students will acquire the ethical values (especially professional ethics and the valuing of
diversity and equity) necessary for effective public service leadership in an increasingly
complex, diverse, and global world, whether in state, local, or other settings.
Students will be immersed in an educational climate that reflects and values diversity; for
instance, through the involvement of minorities and women in visiting lectureships and adjunct
teaching, thus presenting students with strong minority role models.

Broad Program Learning Goals for this Degree/Certificate Program
To create a challenging learning environment aimed at academic distinction wherein students can
develop the knowledge and skills needed to meet the expectations of public and nonprofit agency
leadership in a rapidly changing, complex, diverse global environment
To enhance the knowledge and competencies of pre- and in-service students by providing
professional development for effective service and leadership in government and public-sector
agencies and non-profit organizations that work with government.
To provide students with a firm grounding in the responsibilities, values, and ethical concerns of
the public service to better the meet the needs and challenges of the public and non-profit
sectors.

List of Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for this Degree/Certificate Program
The School of Public Administration is accredited and adheres to the standards of the Network of
Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration (NASPAA) Commission on Peer Review
and Accreditation (COPRA). Following are those standards and the UNM goals for student
learning that are included in them:

NASPAA Standard 5.1 Universal Required Competencies
As the basis for its curriculum, the program will adopt a set of required competencies related to
its mission and public service values.
The required competencies will include five domains: the ability
1) to lead and manage in public governance;
2) to participate in and contribute to the policy process;
3) to analyze, synthesize, think critically, solve problems and make decisions;
4) to articulate and apply a public service perspective;
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5) to communicate and interact productively with a diverse and changing workforce and
citizenry.

To achieve competency in each of these five domains, the School specifies a hierarchy of six
categories and 22 components of Student Learning Outcomes (SLO).
A

MPA graduates will demonstrate knowledge of...

1)

Political and legal institutions of governance (NASPAA 1)

2)

Organizational behavior (NASPAA 1)

3)

Human resource management (NASPAA 1)

4)

Public budgeting and financial management (NASPAA 1)

5)

Intergovernmental relations (NASPAA 1)

6)

Strategic planning and strategic management (NASPAA 1)

7)

Program evaluation and performance measurement (NASPAA 1 & 2)

8)

Comparative and case analysis (NASPAA 3)

9)

Information and network management (NASPAA 3)

UNM Goals ( _X__ Knowledge

B)

___ Skills

___ Responsibility)

MPA graduates will demonstrate the ability to identify...

1)

Policy problems (NASPAA 2)

2)

Organizational challenges (NASPAA 3 & 4)

UNM Goals ( _x__ Knowledge

_x__ Skills

___ Responsibility)

C)

MPA graduates will analyze policies and programs by applying appropriate...

1)

Information technology and data management tools (NASPAA 3)

2)

Quantitative and/or qualitative analysis methods (NASPAA 3)

3)

Professional ethical standards (NASPAA 4 & 5)

4)

Ethical research standards (NASPAA 4 & 5)

UNM Goals ( _X__ Knowledge

D)

_X__ Skills

___ Responsibility)

MPA graduates will appropriately and effectively apply...
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1)

Management theory and organizational analysis (NASPAA 1 & 3)

2)

Management theory and policy analysis (NASPAA 2 & 3)

UNM Goals ( _x__ Knowledge

_x__ Skills

___ Responsibility)

E)

MPA graduates will demonstrate a nuanced understanding of...

1)

Public, private, and non-profit sector interactions (NASPAA 4)

2) Public service values such as accountability, equity, responsibility, and diversity
(NASPAA 5)
3)

Challenges related to managing diversity in the global environment (NASPAA 5)

UNM Goals ( x___ Knowledge

___ Skills

_x__ Responsibility)

F)

MPA graduates will demonstrate excellent...

1)

Verbal communication ability (NASPAA 4 & 5)

2)

Written (expository and analytical) communication ability (NASPAA 4 & 5)

UNM Goals ( x___ Knowledge

_x__ Skills

__x_ Responsibility)

1D. Describe the unit’s primary constituents and stakeholders. Include an explanation of:
 how the student learning goals and outcomes for each degree/certificate program are
communicated to students, constituents, and other stakeholders; and
 how satisfaction of the student learning goals and outcomes for each degree/certificate
program would serve and support students’ academic and/or professional aspirations.
Provide specific examples.
The School’s primary constituents are the graduate students of the MPA and MHA Programs, the
undergraduate students of the BLA/MPA Shared Credit Programs, all faculty and all staff of the
School. Its secondary stakeholders are the alumni of the School who hold its degree which gains
or loses value due to the reputational impacts of changes in the school. Its tertiary stakeholders
are the employers in and students of the public sector of the state of New Mexico (and to a
similar degree, the nation, and the international community) whose interest in public service,
policy, and management are served by the School.

All of the learning goals listed above are publicly available on the School’s website at
http://spa.unm.edu//about-spa/learning-assurance-plan/index.html . Outcomes data can be found
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at http://spa.unm.edu//about-spa/outcomes-data.html . As dictated by best practice, outcomes are
included on all syllabi used in SPA courses and outcomes are encapsulated in the learning
objectives in the course syllabi.
By displaying both its stated goals in teaching and research, the School provides transparency
and accountability to all interested stakeholders, both internal and external. This allows for
feedback and input by interested stakeholders. Moreover, the reporting of relevant
accomplishments allows stakeholders to assess progress.

Linking Program Performance Outcomes to Populations Served
The entirety of the SPA educational effort aims to enable state and local government
practitioners and others in public service to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their
organizations. As indicated in the SPA mission this effort to improve the operations of
government is informed by demonstrable competence in the skills and abilities essential to the
planning, analysis, and supervision of the key tasks in these activities. Moreover, student
preparation aims to ensure that these actions are be carried out with integrity, transparently,
professionally, accountably, and equitably. This is required by the wide variety of stakeholders
that make up the diverse communities of the State of New Mexico.
Both structured analyses of enrollment data and informal polling of students have pointed to
more immediate concerns tied to the changing characteristics of enrolled students (though
students still are principally oriented toward service in and to the State of New Mexico). Shifts in
student population demographics toward greater representation of pre-service students have
resulted in increased demand for internship opportunities (From AY 13/14 of 3 internships to a
four-year average of 13 internships - AY 14/15- 17/18. This has led to the identification of a
greater need for preparation of pre-service students to show workplace skills and
accomplishments as well as to develop professional networks for placement.
In recent years, opportunities for intern placements had been secured with State agencies,
particularly the Department of Finance and Administration. Nevertheless, with many younger,
local students entering the MPA especially through the new 3-2 (shared credit) programs with
sociology, economics, and liberal arts, the demand and utility for internships in the MPA has
increased dramatically. Consequently, over the last two years there has been considerable
investment in the development of state and local internship placements for the SPA. These have
borne considerable fruit. Recent (2018) formal agreements with the City of Albuquerque have
resulted in an Intergovernmental Services Agreement (IGA) for internships which will result in
placements with City departments. In addition, the SPA is collaborating with the New Mexico
Municipal League (NMML) and other agencies such as the UNM Hospital and other health
agencies. Discussions are underway with the Albuquerque City Council, the Albuquerque Police
Department, other State agencies, counties and municipalities, with the promise of early
availability of a wide array of options for service learning.
The feedback from pre-service students who are placed in internships, in-service working
students, and employers in these organizations provide an ongoing stream of feedback and
information about the preparation of SPA graduates. Program and learning outcomes assessment
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methods, while fine-grained and empirical-looking, for instance, at the analytical and expository
writing quality of ProPapers-have helped the SPA focus on whether or not the program has
succeeded in preparing students for public service. The quality of these assessments is vetted by
discussions with employers such as the City of Albuquerque. Indicators elicited from formal
surveys, focus groups, ongoing discussions among faculty, students and alumni, and other
methods determine whether SPA, the MPA Program, and the present curriculum correspond to
the expectations and needs of public service professionals today, particularly in New Mexico.
1E. Discuss and provide evidence of outreach or community activities (local, regional, national,
and/or international) offered by the unit including:
 how these activities relate to the unit’s achievement of its student learning goals; and
 the impact of these activities on the academic and/or professional success of students.
(These activities could include activities such as colloquia, case competitions, conferences,
speaker series, performances, community service projects, research, etc.)
Activities and Events
The School of Public Administration presents a broad spectrum of outreach events throughout
the academic year that are designed to appeal to the varied interests of external stakeholders. As
a rule, these events allow alumni and community members to mix with current students and
faculty. Some examples of external events include:
The Arthur A. Blumenfeld Endowed Lecture Series: An annual event that honors the life and
work of Art Blumenfeld, former national president of the Government Finance Officers
Association and former Chief Administrative Officer for the City of Albuquerque. Art was
dedicated to furthering best practices in public finance and one of the missions of the Blumenfeld
Lecture Series is to facilitate excellence in public administration and finance.
The School of Public Administration Speaker Series: A monthly event featuring talks by public
administration, policy, nonprofit and health scholars and professionals. The series provides a
forum for informed discussion and debate of central public, nonprofit and health challenges
facing communities today.
At the end of the MHA practicum experience, students present what they have accomplished to
the MHA community, including faculty, preceptors, fellow students, and community partners.
This annual event is open to the public to and all are welcome to attend the formal public
presentation. This presentation will focus on the specific deliverable which showcases each
student's application of classroom learning to a "real world" healthcare setting. The student's
preceptor is also expected to attend this presentation.

The Student Association of Healthcare Administrators (SAHA) is a health-oriented graduate
student organization which holds a monthly lecture series featuring leaders in the healthcare field
from across New Mexico. SAHA’s mission is to provide opportunities for students to interact
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with peers and healthcare industry leaders. It does so to assist in developing the professional
skills and networks vital to achieving student career goals.
The SPA asks visiting scholars (from China and Mexico) as well as its Research Professors to
present their research to SPA students. These faculty have extensive public sector backgrounds
and help bolster the currency of SPA offerings and its comparative and international focus as a
unit. These presentations are made in various classes and at public offerings.
The SPA conducts social events as well. Typically, one is held each semester to include new
student orientations. Current students, alumni and others are invited to these events to network
and participate in activities that build community and fellowship.
1F. Discuss how the unit’s strategic planning efforts have evolved in relation to student learning
goals and outcomes of its degree/certificate program(s), serving its constituents and
stakeholders, and contributing to the wellbeing of the university and UNM community. Include
an overview of the unit’s strategic planning efforts going forward. For example, discuss the
strengths and challenges of the unit, including the steps it has taken to maximize its strengths
and address both internal and external challenges.
Curriculum and Other Planning
Faculty are responsible for all academic aspects of the program. Core faculty exercise their
governance and decision authority directly in plenary faculty meetings and through faculty
standing and ad hoc committees as outlined above. The faculty establishes program goals and
strategic objectives such as the development of new programs, the exploitation of new markets
for students, or collaborative efforts with academic programs or other institutions through study
by ad hoc committees, recommendations to faculty as a whole, and open debate and adoption of
policies at regular or special faculty meetings. In the same manner, the faculty adopts SPA
program policies for standards and operations such as admission policies, tenure and promotion,
travel, peer review, and hiring among others. Likewise, the Core Faculty determine degree
requirements, admission policies, curriculum design and review, and student performance and
student learning objectives. The Core Faculty set academic program goals and objectives as well
as student learning outcomes and performance indicators. These are used to track program
effectiveness in the course of instruction. Assessment of effectiveness is integral with teaching
and program governance efforts.
For example, as previously indicated, the faculty regularly and carefully reviews and revises the
MPA program curriculum as necessary. The faculty annually discusses all components of the
curriculum. As indicated, appropriate changes have been made in the last year in each key
curriculum component: core, concentration, and capstone project (the Professional Paper).

A concrete and important instance of outcome-based performance assessment eventuating in
program changes involves the SPA's Professional Paper, or ProPaper. This "mini-thesis" has
been the "Capstone" or "Integrative" project for all MPA students since its inception. The
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purpose of the ProPaper is to provide an extended, individual, applied research project that
would demonstrate the student's mastery of the competencies outlined in 1.2.1. Chief among
these are the analytical and writing skills necessary to understanding and transmitting efficiency
and effectiveness improvements in concrete, applied contexts and in the framework of diversity
and inclusion. To be effective, the traditional ProPaper requires one-on-one guidance of the
student-selected project by a faculty member as chair, a committee of two additional faculty
members, and a student well prepared to individually develop and conduct an academically
oriented, applied research project.
Over time, this approach ran into three challenges. First, available faculty resources could not
keep up with student demand for project supervision. Increasing student enrollment during the
review period (Fall 2013 313 -total student population to Fall 2015- 256 total student population)
and the focus of faculty on teaching core courses led to a bottleneck in the MPA as students
waiting to finish the paper resulted in a backlog of students who had finished coursework but
could not graduate (Fall 2012) approximately 100 students had completed all requirements
except the Professional Paper.
Second, data from student exit surveys listed the Professional Paper as the single largest source
of dissatisfaction including frustration obtaining a Chair, limited interaction with the Chair and
showed student dissatisfaction with the ProPaper’s efficacy. It was not viewed as a beneficial
project for achieving learning outcomes or as adding value in the workplace setting. On the one
hand, many thought the project "too academic" and felt ill prepared to conduct the required
empirical research and so were stymied. On the other hand, just to finish the project some
students developed projects that were insufficiently empirical to meet the public service goals of
the program.
Third, the ProPaper resulted in a mal-distribution of workload among the faculty. Faculty
members viewed the level of preparation of various students differently and had differential
interest in the projects proposed by students according to the faculty member's area of interest
and supportive expertise for the project. The workload problem occurred as some members
attempted to take on only students whose projects were in their area of expertise and others
agreed to supervise nearly any student that asked. Moreover, in attempting to get students
through the MPA and to correct workload imbalance, the SPA Director had to develop a role of
student advocate in order to find ProPaper supervisors for students. This change led to some
tension.
In response to this data on student performance and feedback regarding this required capstone,
and after considerable discussion at retreats and of committee reports in plenary meetings,
faculty changed ProPaper grading from a graded assignment to a Credit/No Credit grade
assignment. The faculty also created a series of structured opportunities for faculty guidance of
students undertaking the ProPaper, including biannual forums and orientations to the assignment
broadcast via Zoom. Such broadcasts also allow for student review of these resources through
Video-on-Demand.
In response to data on student preparation for completing the ProPaper in a timely manner, the
faculty, as part of an overall restructuring of the curriculum, created a required course entitled
Designing Applied Research. The course was intended to help students complete their capstone
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requirement in a timely manner, by taking them through topic definition, literature review,
determination of methodology, and draft applications of method. Like other courses it was to be
offered on main campus or in distance sites.
This outcome-driven change has led to elimination of the backlog in graduation and has
undergirded an increased and steady graduation and throughput rate for the MPA. Nonetheless,
exiting students continued to indicate that they would find preferable an integrative experience
that was even more an applied analysis and reporting requirement than an academic one. In
short, the ProPaper remained a continuing challenge for the MPA based on outcome data, even
after the modifications outlined.
The faculty of SPA continued to discuss how to address this in retreats and meetings and
eventually gave an ad hoc committee the charge to come up with a "course-based" ProPaper
alternative as a pilot project. The idea of a pilot project was chosen after consultation with the
Office of Graduate Studies (OGS) due to the university regulations that treated the ProPaper as
an "examination" overseen by a three-member faculty "committee." Accordingly, a committee
would need to sign off individual papers even those submitted in a course setting, and OGS was
involved to support, streamline, and track the logistics of this process.
In Fall 2013, the SPA began a pilot program which moved the ProPaper into a course setting that
was team-taught by Professors Desai and Rivera the first semester, and Huang and Rivera the
second semester. A set of cases was used in this course and students practiced the writing and
submission of analytical memos in two initial attempts. They received exhaustive feedback on
the writing, presentation, analysis, and sourcing (literature review and citations were required) of
their first two attempts. The third product was the "course case" - a longer and more involved
analysis. This final case was reviewed by one of the course instructors and by two other faculty
members who signed as examination committee members.
After two years the ProPaper course was moved to a single-instructor modality rather than being
team taught, making it more efficient and easier to staff. At the end of three years the course was
evaluated by Professor Perlman, who had been one of the outside readers for the course. Using
the grading data from the course, he determined that the holdback rate of students was slightly
less than for the traditional ProPaper, but that quality was commensurate. Moreover, exit
interviews indicated that student satisfaction and perceived utility were much higher than for the
traditional ProPaper even when factoring in the new preparation course. This data was reflected
in the enrollment of students in the new course: By Fall 2017, 22 students registered for the Pilot
Course and two students registered for a traditional Professional Paper or 91 percent of
graduating students enrolled in the course, 7 percent in the traditional ProPaper, and 2 percent in
the master’s thesis.

As a result of this assessment sequence of (a) problem identification, (b) design of a coursebased solution, (c) period of trial and adjustment, and (d) formal evaluation, the SPA faculty
made decisions that resulted in program changes. In consultation with the SPA Advisory Board
and employers like the City of Albuquerque, faculty decided to keep the new ProPaper course
and to offer it as one of the new university Plan III (coursework masters only) options for the
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MPA. This necessitated plenary faculty action to introduce several program changes to the
university curriculum process: 1) adoption of the Plan III for MPA; 2) elimination of the
Designing Applied Research course as a prerequisite for the traditional ProPaper (the negligible
demand for it obviated the need for a preparatory course); 3) permitting Pass with Distinction
only for the traditional ProPaper or the Thesis (course-based memos were not deemed as
sufficiently academically-based research to merit this). These changes will all be in the
university catalog by 2019.
Students have indicated that the new ProPaper course experience has more applied value both inservice and in seeking employment. The result is a more greatly satisfied student body in the
MPA, which has led to steady enrollment and reputational gains for the SPA both within the
UNM and in the State of New Mexico. In addition, time to completion and completion rates have
remained steady.
Include an overview of the unit’s strategic planning efforts going forward. For example, discuss
the strengths and challenges of the unit, including the steps it has taken to maximize its strengths
and address both internal and external challenges.

SPA Strategic Planning Efforts
Going forward, SPA will continue to develop most of its initiatives through the faculty
governance process as supported by its faculty standing and ad hoc committees as well as student
groups and the Advisory Board. Future strategic planning efforts are likely to be carried out
using digital media and consist of appropriate polling, opinion, and development techniques.
Some examples are electronic fishbone exercises for problem analysis, strategy and problem
identification, and Delphi style processes. This approach has been suggested by the SPA Director
to faculty in discussion, and faculty is supportive of a modern, best practice approach to
administrative planning.
Faculty discussions about reinstituting a yearly strategic retreat as an activity have resulted in the
finding that faculty do not find retreats to be productive. The main reasons offered are that
retreats do not leave behind the normal unit power dynamics, it is challenging to decide which
issues are ripe for consideration, and that follow-up is difficult because by their nature retreats do
not produce action items for faculty governance. Also, if they are done effectively, they are
costly in terms of both time and resources.

Maximizing Strengths to address Internal & External Challenges
Internal Challenges
Most of the internal challenges in the SPA have to do with faculty motivation and morale of the
key service-deliverers, the faculty. Partly, this is due to budgetary restriction shared by all UNM
faculty – a dearth of significant salary increases, a constrained approval of requested faculty
positions to replace attrition or to support program growth, a lack of travel, computing, materials
and other support for instruction and research. In addition, SPA faculty morale has been
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depressed even more greatly due to a shared perception of heavy-handed mistreatment of the unit
and violation of its members faculty rights by the Provost’s office. This rests on a decision made
by the Provost to invoke a purported process failure in the SPA’s conversion from a Division to a
School – one unknown and unacknowledged by SPA faculty – and on that basis to make the SPA
a de facto department in the College of Arts & Sciences (A&S) – no even reduction to a
Division. This change of unit status and reporting and de facto demotion was done without
consultation with the SPA faculty. The result is a reduction in SPA control over requests for
positions to the Provost’s Office, representation in faculty senate, adoption of internal
governance policies, status of the SPA and its leadership in the organization, and internal and
external reputational damage that has affected both its autonomy and ability to operate in the
public service community. Included in this morale problem is the shared internal faculty
perception that SPA resources are being used to support a budget deficit in A&S from which
generation the SPA did not gain – so, it is subsidizing other units. All of this has led to a
demotivated faculty which thinks this circumstance needs to be addressed still by the UNM
central administration in a collaborative manner.
Nonetheless, the SPA has been a good participant and team player in A&S and continues to
move forward with strategies to advance the unit, whatever its status. In so doing, it has
undertaken strategic actions to build on some of its current strengths to address the identified
internal challenges. Morale effects due to status change is being addressed by ongoing
discussion among faculty about what to do to remedy this. Resource constraints are being
addressed with some of the following strategic actions:

Strategies that Build on Strengths to Address Internal Challenges
Increased MPA – MHA Collaboration
This is largely a resource-sharing strategy to make things count for both programs and to share
resources where equitable and effective. One action taken was the sharing of the SPA’s only
faculty recruitment in the last three years between the two programs. This hire will serve the
MHA in the finance area and will serve the MPA in methods and similar courses and research. In
addition, MPA and MHA are trying to share curriculum offerings by using other resources such
as adjuncts and Research Professors in shared efforts. For example, one Research Professor is
developing a course in Benefit-Cost analysis that would be appropriate for both degrees. In
addition, student groups (PAGSA-SAHA) are sharing speakers and social events.

Streamlined Curriculum Offerings
One strategic initiative that the SPA faculty has undertaken is to streamline the curriculum to
reduce the resource intensive nature of having to offer small classes. This occurs due to two
factors. The first is the number of specializations (certificates) in the MPA. Specializations
require offering courses that support timely matriculation by students selecting them, even
though the student demand for the specialty is low. As has been indicated, some specialties have
low enrollment, but require internal courses and logistics support by staff to be realized.
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Accordingly, faculty have advocated the elimination of specializations and a focus on public
management to optimize resources.

External Challenges
Currently, the SPA does not face many external challenges. In the long run, it needs to be
cognizant of external competition that its programs face from regional offerors such as on-line
programs given by ASU or international student competition from UTEP. In addition, the SPA
copes externally in program delivery with the rural nature of the state of New Mexico because
there are many government, tribal, and not-for-profit entities throughout it.

Strategies that Build on Strengths to Address External Challenges
Strengthening International Linkages
The SPA has strong international linkages and programs. It has faculty that conduct research on
Latin American topics and publish in Spanish. It has strong ties to Mexican universities and has
hosted Mexican faculty, matriculated Mexican MPA students, and participated in programs at
Mexican universities. Recently, SPA faculty have begun to take advantage of these ties, again.
There have been recent discussions with the University of Guadalajara about short-term and joint
programs. In addition, recruiting has taken place there and at the University of Puebla and a
short-term post-doctoral program was held in spring 2018. In addition, the SPA has visiting
scholars from China and has developed links with Chinese universities through these. SPA has
developed Memoranda of Understanding with the Capital University of Economics and Business
and Capital Normal University both in Beijing for Guest Student and other exchange programs.
These are awaiting implementation.

Developing Asynchronous On-line Offerings
An important current discussion in the SPA is the development of asynchronous on-line
offerings (traditional, on-line offerings) to complement and eventually replace the Zoom
offerings which are costlier and have less flexibility in delivery. Doing this would allow the
School to expand its delivery area to include the Southwestern region as well as the state of New
Mexico. SPA faculty have been discussing the desirability of using the UNM Managed Online
Programs (MOP) initiative to support this. Most faculty support this effort, but its development
has been delayed by two factors. First, cutbacks at UNM for marketing online programs. Second,
there is some faculty reluctance to switch to the eight-week format required by MOP.
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Criterion 2. Teaching and Learning: curriculum
The unit should demonstrate the relevance and impact of the curriculum associated with each
degree/certificate program. (Differentiate for each undergraduate and graduate degree and
certificate program offered by the unit.)
2A. Provide a detailed description of the curricula for each degree/certificate program within
the unit.
 Include a description of the general education component required and program-specific
components for both the undergraduate and graduate programs.
 If applicable, provide a justification as to why any bachelor’s degree program within the
unit requires over 120 credit hours for completion.
Degree Programs and Curricula: MPA Degree
The educational philosophy of the SPA is to broaden and strengthen the knowledge and skills of
those in public service careers through graduate professional education in public administration.
This serves to give them the capacity to effectively address the complex and emerging challenges
that face the public sector labor force. Also, it equips them to lead others in the sector to manage
and implement the actions necessary address important developments in the sector.
The main objective of the MPA Program at the University of New Mexico is to prepare men and
women for positions of administrative leadership in public-sector organizations, especially those
located in New Mexico and the Rocky Mountain Southwest, but also, and increasingly, in federal
and state agencies outside the region, along with nonprofit and (less frequently, but nonetheless
significantly) for-profit organizations and consultancies in and outside the Southwest. The
curriculum is designed to give students strong analytical and managerial skills and a broad policy
and administrative perspective within which these skills may be applied.
The MPA curriculum aims to train professionals who can think, analyze, and solve problems.
Problem-solving and decision skills are taught throughout the curriculum. Their Program of
Study provides students with new perspectives from which to view situations which they
typically find in the work place, as well as a framework within which to analyze issues and make
decisions for action. The use of specific tools for decision-making is taught throughout the
program. In addition, students learn how to deal with complex problems, particularly those that
may arise internally in dealing with work team members, clients, supervised personnel, or
colleagues, and externally with those in related fields.
No single curriculum component directly addresses communication. Instead students are
required to develop, refine, and integrate communication skills throughout their graduate
education. This integration is done in written papers, oral presentations, and team projects.
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Curriculum design*
The 42 credit-hour minimum required for an MPA degree consists of a 18-unit core curriculum
followed by an election of a 15-unit concentration.
The following 18-unit core curriculum is required of all students.
PADM 500 Public Management and Policy.
PADM 521 Institutional Development and Behavior.
PADM 522 Program Evaluation
PADM 525 Human Resources Management in the Public Sector.
PADM 544 Public Budgeting.
PADM 596 Research Methods for Public Managers.
* In Spring 2016, the SPA faculty approved a major reconfiguration of the entire curricular
structure. The revised curriculum was approved and became effective Fall 2018. Please see
Appendix A. for the details of the revised curriculum.

Concentrations*
After completing the core requirements, students pursue one of several concentrations as part of
the Master of Public Administration degree program. Individuals already possessing an
accredited graduate degree or pursuing another graduate degree at UNM may seek a
concentration certificate with approval of the SPA director. The student selects one of the
following 15 credit hour concentrations:
Public Management
To enhance the professional expertise of administrators, as well as students who wish to prepare
for a management career in public and nonprofit agencies.
Human Resource Management Concentration
To enhance the professional expertise of practicing human resources managers and students who
wish to specialize in this field. This concentration is intended to serve both public and nonprofit
organizations which need professionally trained human resources managers.
Public Budgeting and Financial Management Concentration
To enhance the professional expertise of practicing budget and financial managers in
public and nonprofit sectors and students who wish to specialize in this field.
Health Policy and Administration Concentration
To enhance the professional expertise of students preparing for administrative positions in
hospitals, health systems, health maintenance organizations and health-related government
organizations.
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* In the Fall 2017, the SPA faculty approved a major reconfiguration of the entire curricular
structure. The revised curriculum will be submitted to the University Faculty Senate in the Fall
2018 for its approval. Please see Appendix B. for the details of the revised curriculum.

Final Project/Capstone
At the end of MPA coursework, the Professional Paper or thesis is intended to serve as both a
capstone and integrative experience. It is expected that the ProPaper draws broadly from the
MPA core courses and from common curriculum components while also delving deeply into one
or two areas of curricular specialization, like organizational development or human resources
management.
Thesis or Professional Paper
A student may elect one of two options. The master’s thesis option requires a 6-credit-hour
Master Thesis course be completed. Option two is a professional paper and is selected by most
students. If this option is chosen, the student must take PADM 553 (Professional Paper) during
the semester that the professional paper is completed. A faculty advisor for this paper is
determined by agreement between the student and a faculty member.

Degree Length
The MPA degree can be completed by a full-time student in 24 months, if the student closely
follows the recommended course sequence in the prescribed semesters. Most students however,
take three years to graduate, averaging 6 credit hours per semester. According to the University
of New Mexico Office of Graduate Studies, 9 credit hours of graduate study in a semester
constitutes full-time enrollment.

Graduate Program Collaborations
The School does collaborate at the graduate level with several departments and programs. First,
the School has two dual degree programs; the MPA/MCRP and the MPA/JD. Second the SPA
participates in the MPP by offering courses and its Director sits on its governance and
admissions committee.

MPA Dual Degrees
MPA/JD Degree Program
This dual degree program is designed for students interested in legal careers in the public sector
and governmental relations, including all levels of government. In this program a student can
earn degrees in law and public administration in about four years of full-time study. In the first
year, the student enrolls in the School of Public Administration and completes a year in the
program. In the second year, the student enrolls in the School of Law and takes first-year law
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courses. In the third and fourth years, the student takes selected law and public administration
courses. The student must get the consent of both the Law School and the School of Public
Administration in choosing courses for the third and fourth years of study. The Law School
accepts six hours of public administration credits toward its degree requirements, and the SPA
accepts six hours of law credit toward the MPA degree requirements. It is important to note that
the applicant must be admitted to both the Law School and the School of Public Administration.
MPA/MCRP Degree Program
The Master of Public Administration (MPA) and Master of Community and Regional Planning
(MCRP) dual degree addresses the needs of students who desire public, private or non-profit
careers in leadership positions requiring professional skill in community and regional planning
and public administration. The program enables students to develop key knowledge and
experience necessary to assess public needs, determine public goals and objectives, develop
community-based strategies, and manage and resolve public disputes. Students admitted to the
dual degree typically aim to become administrators and managers in planning projects or
programs working with local citizens, special districts, and local, state and federal public
agencies. Graduates also work in a variety of consulting situations with community-based profit
and non-profit clients. Students may earn the MCRP/MPA degree in 61 hours, about two-thirds
the time it would normally take to earn both degrees separately (92 credit hours are required
separately, 50 in CRP and 42 in PADM).
MPP Degree
The Master of Public Policy (MPP) program trains students to become professional policy
analysts for government agencies, non-profit advocacy and research groups, and private
firms. An interdisciplinary curriculum exposes students to policy and research fundamentals,
which stress the identification, evaluation and implementation of policy initiatives. Participation
in UNM’s Evaluation Lab gives students hands-on experience. An ongoing Policy Seminar
provides a forum for student collaboration, integration with the local policy community and the
inculcation of professional values and norms.

Degree Programs and Curricula: MHA Degree
The School of Public Administration's Master of Healthcare Administration (MHA)
program was created to meet the significant and unmet need for graduate-level professional
education for administrative and clinical personnel of health service organizations. The MHA
curriculum is designed to address the particular cost, quality, and access needs of the healthcare
industry. The curriculum focuses on healthcare policy and administration issues facing health
services organizations, such as health analytics, health care finance, quality improvement,
management, and leadership. The MHA coursework reflects the needs of our region's Hispanic,
Native American, rural, and low-income populations. The goal of the MHA program is to
produce culturally competent, evidence-based managers and leaders who seek to improve and
transform the health of the populations served by their organizations.
The MHA curriculum aims to train professionals who can think, analyze, and solve problems.
Problem-solving and decision skills are taught throughout the curriculum. Their Program of
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Study provides students with new perspectives from which to view situations which they
typically find in the work place, as well as a framework within which to analyze issues and make
decisions for action. The use of specific tools for decision-making is taught throughout the
program. In addition, students learn how to deal with complex problems, particularly those that
may arise internally in dealing with work team members, clients, supervised personnel, or
colleagues, and externally with those in related fields.
No single curriculum component directly addresses communication and no one course can
satisfy this need. Students are required to employ and refine communication skills throughout
their courses. They do this in written papers, oral presentations, and team projects.
Curriculum design
The MHA program offers a strong curriculum encompassing healthcare finance, human
resources management, health economics, strategic management of healthcare systems, global
health governance, health disparities, Native American health policy and administration,
women's health policy and programs, evaluation of health care policy and programs, health law
and ethics, hospital/clinic administration, payment systems, and health policy and politics.
The MHA degree is designed to meet the Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Management Education (CAHME) accreditation standards. CAHME requires a minimum of 40
credit hours not including the experiential component. The UNM MHA program requires 48
credit hours of graduate study consisting of a core curriculum, an internship/practicum, and a
substantive culminating experience.
MHA Core (10 courses / 30 credits)
PADM 600 Introduction to Health Policy and Management
PADM 521 Institutional Development and Behavior
PADM 525 Human Resources Management in the Public Sector
PADM 562 Health Governance in Global Perspective
PADM 563 Healthcare Finance
PADM 564 Healthcare Policy and Program Evaluation
PADM 566 Health Economics
PADM 596 Research Methods for Public Managers*
PADM 610 Cultural Competence and Healthcare Administration
PADM 611 Healthcare Information and Technology
Practicum (1 course / 3 credits)
PADM 655 Practicum
Electives (Select 4 courses / 12 credits from the list below)**
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PADM 590 Topical Seminars (e.g.: Dispute Resolution in Healthcare)
PADM 612 Healthcare Payment Systems
PADM 640 Hospital and Clinic Administration
LAW 531 Health Law
PH 502 Epidemiologic Methods
PH 524 Social Epidemiology
PH 554 Health Policy, Politics and Social Equity
PH 560 Special Topics in Public Health (e.g.: Women's Health Policy)
PH 579 New Mexico Border Health
POLS 512 Topics in Government and Politics (e.g.: Health Policy and Politics)
SOC 540 Medical Sociology and Health Policy
**Electives not on this list must be pre-approved by the MHA Coordinator
Culminating Experience (1 course / 3 credits)
PADM 561 Strategic Management of Healthcare Systems
2B. Discuss the significance of the unit’s contributions to and/or collaboration with other
internal units within UNM, such as offering general education core courses for undergraduate
students, common courses for selected graduate programs, courses that fulfill pre-requisites of
other programs, courses that are electives in other programs, cross-listed courses, etc.
The School of Public Administration awards the Master of Public Administration (MPA) and the
Master of Health Administration (MHA). The School does not offer undergraduate course,
therefore does not offer general education core courses.
The School however, does collaborate with the Bachelor of Liberal Arts degree to provide a
Shared Credit option for undergraduate students.

Shared Credit Degree Program*
Bachelor of Liberal Arts / Master of Public Administration Shared-Credit Degree Program
Traditionally, students are not able to begin their graduate degree until their undergraduate
degree is completed. However, the School of Public Administration and Liberal Arts &
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Integrated Studies program have partnered to offer an
accelerated way to complete both the Bachelor of Liberal Arts
(BLA) degree and the Master of Public Administration (MPA)
degree. Qualifying students can earn graduate credit towards an
MPA degree during their senior academic year in the Bachelor
of Liberal Arts (BLA) degree program. A year after obtaining
the BLA degree, students may earn an MPA degree as well.
The BLA requires a minimum of 120 undergraduate credit
hours and the MPA requires 42 graduate credit hours. In this
Shared-Credit program, 18 of the MPA graduate credits (6
courses) are taken during the senior year of a student's BLA
degree program and the credits are "shared" to both the MPA
and BLA degree requirements. Thus, this reduces the time
needed to complete the two degrees, compared to the traditional model, and results in significant
savings.
* In the Fall 2017, the SPA faculty and the faculty of the Departments of Sociology and
Economics approved the creation of two new Shared Credit degree Programs. The revised
curriculum will be submitted to the University Faculty Senate in the Fall 2018 for its approval.
Please see Appendix B. for the details of the revised curriculum.
2C. Discuss the efficiency and necessity of the unit’s mode(s) of delivery for teaching courses.
The School of Public Administration serves a student population hailing from extraordinarily
diverse urban and rural communities across the state and region. Around 25% of the Schools
students reside outside the Albuquerque Metropolitan area.
The School of Public Administration reaches all areas of the state and the region, including
underserved northern and central New Mexico, through its Zoom technology. No longer does a
student need to commute to a remote campus to attend class. This technology thereby provides a
high-quality graduate and professional public affairs education otherwise unavailable to many of
these communities.
The SPA has one classroom and one seminar room on the third floor of the Social Sciences
Building where the School administrative and faculty offices are located. These facilities are
uniformly adequate for instruction, whether lectures or seminars and can be reconfigured to
accommodate demand variation. The SPA classroom and seminar room were renovated eight
years ago in a major investment. These School facilities now feature state-of-the-art technologies
including smart boards and built-in projectors for faculty and student presentations. When
needed, additional classroom facilities are provided at the SPA's request in various buildings on
campus. These classrooms vary in size, purpose, and the type of information technology
equipment available. When requesting and scheduling these classrooms efforts are made to
obtain conveniently located and modern rooms.
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As indicated earlier, the SPA formerly offered its programs throughout the central-west and
northern parts of the State of New Mexico using Interactive Television (ITV) at distance
education sites. These sites were administered by the UNM Extended University office and were
located branch campuses and graduate centers in Santa Fe, Taos, Los Alamos, Gallup,
Farmington, Los Lunas, and UNM West in Rio Rancho. The Gallup and Farmington sites in
particular allowed the MPA to reach Navajo and other Native populations which did not have
access previously to graduate professional public affairs education. The instruction and course
content were identical for on-campus and distance sites, the only difference being that those at
ITV sites attended on-screen. All the distance offerings make use of recording technology to
offer web-based video-on-demand (VOD) replay of the distance courses.
In 2016 UNM decided to close distance education sites and replace the ITV platform with a
newer technology as a cost saving measure. The university has adopted a synchronous on-line
(IP) technology, called Zoom. It utilizes two-way videoconferencing technology to provide
educational access to distance students via the Internet and allows students to join classrooms on
a PC or Laptop from home or office rather than having to travel to a distance education site. All
MPA courses are still provided to students in the outlying areas of the state mentioned above as
well as to new areas and neighboring states using this technology. Organizationally, Zoom
support is provided by a unit within the New Media Technology Services.
Classes are offered over Zoom from Woodward Hall in the Media Center and in Dane Smith
Hall, a recently-built state-of-the art facility designed for distance education. There are seminar
rooms and medium-sized and large auditorium lecture halls in both Woodward and Dane Smith
Halls. Both are equipped with advanced interactive technologies allowing full incorporation of
and participation by distance students. Large plasma television screens represent a substantial
investment on the part of the University in high quality technology intended to realize seamless,
full access for distance students. Dane Smith Hall is UNM's second all-classroom facility on
main campus. Dane Smith Hall houses an IT computer pod (lab), Digital Printing Copy Center, a
number of large lecture halls, and smaller classrooms. Each classroom has an overhead projector,
a computer for Internet access and computer-based presentations, and VCR and DVD players for
recorded presentations.
The University of New Mexico is a model for its distance education efforts, in particular to the
extent that these bridge urban-rural divides and reach otherwise underserved Native
communities. SPA faculty are well versed in the use of Zoom technology and adjunct web-based
tools, to provide distance students with the same educational experience as that of the traditional
classroom.
About 85-90% of the SPA Curriculum is offered via Zoom technology, therefore, all students,
regardless of the location can receive the identical instruction and educational support as Main
Campus students.
2D. Discuss the unit’s strategic planning efforts going forward for identifying, changing and/or
examining areas for improvement in its curricula.
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Faculty are responsible for all academic aspects of the program. Core faculty exercise their
governance and decision authority directly in plenary faculty meetings and through faculty
standing and ad hoc committees as outlined above. The faculty establishes program goals and
strategic objectives such as the development of new programs, the exploitation of new markets
for students, or collaborative efforts with academic programs or other institutions through study
by ad hoc committees, recommendations to faculty as a whole, and open debate and adoption of
policies at regular or special faculty meetings. In the same manner, the faculty adopts SPA
program policies for standards and operations such as admission policies, tenure and promotion,
travel, peer review, and hiring among others. Likewise, the Core Faculty determine degree
requirements, admission policies, curriculum design and review, and student performance and
student learning objectives. The Core Faculty set academic program goals and objectives as well
as student learning outcomes and performance indicators. These are used to track program
effectiveness in the course of instruction. Assessment of effectiveness is integral with teaching
and program governance efforts.
For example, as previously indicated, the faculty regularly and carefully reviews and revises
when necessary, the MPA program curriculum. The faculty annually discuss all components of
the curriculum and appropriate changes have been made in the last year in each key curriculum
component: core, concentration, and capstone project (the Professional Paper). An example of
data-driven faculty determination of program curriculum is provided by the faculty recognition
of the difficulties that students encountered in completing the Professional Paper project. This
resulted in unacceptably long times to degree completion. Accordingly, the SPA faculty
developed a Capstone course-based alternative for completing the Professional Paper. This
option has proven to be popular with students. It is now utilized by over 85% of all students in
the MPA as the preferred culminating program experience. Distance students have gained a great
deal from delivery of the course via Zoom, since the course will take them through topic
definition, literature review, methods determination, and initial analysis without requiring the
intensive, one-on-one advising, of the Professional Paper project.
As outlined above, the faculty has significant influence on the policies concerning allocation of
resources to support faculty research and professional development (e.g., travel allocation). Also,
as outlined above, tenured faculty plays a significant role in annual evaluations of untenured
faculty performance and the promotion and tenure of untenured faculty as well as the polices
guiding these processes. By giving input for hiring plan requests to A&S, approving position
descriptions for adds, serving on search committees and reviewing applicants, and making final
recommendations, the School's Core Faculty also plays a significant determinative role in hiring
of new faculty and appointment of affiliated faculty. Faculty governance is deemed key to
program development and improvement during the current School transition-to larger
enrollments, larger faculty, and increasing incorporation of Native American and other
historically underrepresented student and community constituencies.
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Criterion 3. Teaching and Learning: Continuous Improvement
The unit should demonstrate that it assesses student learning and uses assessment to make
program improvements. In this section, the unit should reference and provide evidence of the
program’s assessment plan(s) and annual program assessment records/reports. (Differentiate for
each undergraduate and graduate degree/certificate program and concentration offered by the
unit.)
3A. Describe the assessment process and evaluation of the student learning outcomes for each
degree/certificate program by addressing the items below.
 Describe the overall skills, knowledge, and values that are expected of all students at the
completion of the program (refer to the program learning goals outlined in Criterion 1).
 Explain how the current direct and indirect assessment methods were established and are
administered as program-level assessments including how they are used to measure the
student learning outcomes. Also, provide a description of the courses in which the
assessment methods are administered and the extent to which students are expected to meet
the relevant student learning outcomes.
 Explain and provide evidence of how the program has progressively improved, evolved
and/or maintained the quality and effectiveness of its assessment structure and activities in
order to reflect, sustain and/or maximize student learning (i.e., refer to updated assessment
plans, annual assessment reports, assessment maturity scores, etc.)
Effectiveness and Outcome Assessment
In the six-year trajectory since the last NASPAA accreditation review, the School has moved to a
much greater emphasis on outcomes than outputs in determination of performance and
productivity; in particular, efforts impacting directly on the employability of graduates and their
professional efficacy once on the job. There is much less concern with self-referential
educational and program results and concomitantly greater focus on ultimate outcomes, which
may be summarized in one question: How ready are our graduates for effective functioning in
public service positions upon graduation? While MPA graduates have little difficulty in gaining
satisfactory employment upon graduation, it is the quality of employment and employment
outcomes that matters most (or promotion for those remaining in their present jobs). This shift in
emphasis is consistent with increased concern with demonstrable success in professional, ethical,
and accountable employment in public service.
Assessment of Program Effectiveness is a continuous process in SPA. Two key elements in this
ongoing assessment tie it to the regular activities and operations of the instructional programs
and faculty duties. The first of these elements is the philosophy behind the overall assessment
process, which is underpinned and explained by three premises that operationalize the
assessment activity throughout programs. The second element is the set of Ongoing Data
Collection Processes, which crosscut instruction, faculty endeavors, alumni relations, outreach,
and other continuous SPA operations.
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Assessment Premises
1. Assessment of Program Effectiveness is principally the responsibility of the School faculty
and the Director, with the participation of students, alumni, Advisory Board(s), and other
stakeholders.
2. All Core and Adjunct Faculty track, measure, and report on learning effectiveness indicators
for all core courses as well as the capstone experience i.e. thesis or ProPaper. Both faculty
evaluation of student course performance and student course evaluations are important elements
of assessment of instructional effectiveness. Other measures include core-course learning
outcomes assessments by all faculty and ProPaper performance rubrics reported by faculty
ProPaper advisors and readers upon successful completion of this capstone assignment by
students. Most broadly, the evaluation of student learning effectiveness is suffused through and
integral with all teaching and program governance efforts.
3. The assessment of program effectiveness is mission-based. Assessment ranges from the
evaluation of programmatic outcomes to learning outcomes, separately and in their interrelation,
as specified throughout the present report. All School activities are monitored and evaluated on
an ongoing basis. Appropriate data are gathered and analyzed regularly, so as to inform the
assessment of all major School activities: student admissions, student performance, graduation
and time to degree, curriculum design, program development, faculty hiring and performance,
etc.

Ongoing Data Collection Processes
1. Faculty, through standing committees and regular meetings of the whole, review and assess
SPA's program and policy performance. The assessment of student learning performance in the
various components of the curriculum through triangulated and integrated measurement forms
the basis for curricular and pedagogical improvement. All concomitant changes are determined
and approved by the faculty, through a School Curriculum Committee's recommendations and
whole-faculty deliberations and determinations.
2. Students provide feedback on individual courses and instructors at the end of each semester
though EVALUATION KIT the university-wide survey instrument. EVALUATION KIT
Surveys are individualized by faculty by means of a questionnaire that profiles the nature of the
given course (seminar or lecture class, methods or survey course, etc.). These data, when
aggregated, provide student assessment of teaching effectiveness and educational program
effectiveness. Taken together with regular peer evaluations of teaching, this form of student
assessment then becomes part of each faculty member's annual performance evaluation by the
Director.
3. Through structured surveys conducted each semester, current students as well as recent
graduates provide their assessment of the program's performance. This feedback includes the
prospective and actual value of the SPA's activities for public service. These evaluations are an
important component of performance assessment across the board, from academics to student
support programs.
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4. As previously indicated, through its Advisory Board and other structured means including
periodic surveys, alumni provide regular feedback on SPA's effectiveness, especially from the
perspective of employers, state and local governments and nonprofits, and the larger community.
5. Through continuous listserv communications and both formal and informal interactions, the
School solicits information from students about their course and other program needs. This
information plays an important role in course schedules and offerings, advisement, and student
support resource allocation decisions. These assessments are reviewed by the faculty in both
regular and ad hoc meetings, in deliberation about curricular and program improvements. The
suitability of curricula and of program supports to the transition from academic study to
employment practice is a focal point of all performance assessment and both strategic and
operational decision-making on the part of faculty and School administration. Information
concerning employability for new graduates informs decisions about the development of
internships and student placement activities, graduation rates, endowed lectures and specialized
symposia, advisory board membership, fundraising and development activities, and a host of
other interrelated efforts.

Incorporating Program Assessment Results
The premises above have resulted in development of an ongoing process of monitoring outcomes
by faculty, staff, and administration through a series of devised Accountability Measures (several
ways to demonstrate levels of accomplishment of the strategic goals and priorities through
targeted initiatives). These measures are reported annually to faculty and become the source for
discussion of potential program modifications or other changes in SPA curricula, or program
support processes. Over the self-study period these measures have undergone some changes in
collection and reporting methods due to leadership and university policy modifications but have
remained fairly constant. These measures are produced by the following ongoing activities:
Performance assessment results have taken several forms. As suggested previously, focused
discussions have been conducted in a series of annual faculty retreats and in faculty
conversations on both mission definition and curricular and programmatic changes needed to
accomplish the mission. Annual and biannual student and alumni surveys are intended to assess
the curricular priorities of current and former students, their sense of the quality of the MPA
Program, and (in the case of alumni) the utility of the MPA degree to their career trajectory and
current employment. In addition, specific activities are undertaken to ensure that assessment
results are used in key mission areas.

Incorporating Assessment Results to Improve Student Learning
SPA conducts a number of activities that are designed to assess performance with respect to
student learning and how to improve its effectiveness at it- in addition to the regular
measurement of student learning outcomes. Achieving student learning is the key objective of
the SPA and other assessment actions are undertaken to complement learning outcome
measurement. These activities are:
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1. Assessment of the quality of students' understanding of key concepts and methods in public
administration. This is based on students' performance in core and concentration coursework as
reported in achievement of learning outcomes. Also, it is evaluated by student performance in the
common capstone ProPaper course.
2. Assessment of instruction. Specific objectives are provided for each course in the MPA
curriculum, especially though not solely in course syllabi and other means, making possible
course-based assessment of both teaching and learning. Assessment of faculty teaching quality is
accomplished through in-class and online student course evaluations as well as determination of
level of satisfaction with instruction in student and alumni surveys and other formal and informal
forums.
As indicated above, continuing assessment of student performance in the capstone project
(ProPaper), and the information about the difficulties students experienced in timely completion
of their ProPapers, formed a basis of extensive faculty discussion and resulted in faculty decision
to changes in the curriculum. In addition, assessment also resulted in a regular series of ProPaper
forums and workshops to assist students in successfully completing the ProPaper.

Program Knowledge Goals and Values
The purpose of the MPA program is to provide professional education to prepare men and
women for professional, administrative and leadership positions in public, nonprofit and crosssector organizations; and to inform the study and practice of public administration through
excellence in scholarship. The SPA faculty has adopted general goals for the SPA as well as for
the MPA specifically. The goals for the latter were first adopted in the SPA's Learning
Assurance Plan submitted in the 2013-2014 Academic Year. Through the processes outlined
above and in the rest of these responses, the SPA faculty has reviewed these goals on an annual
basis and modified them as necessary. These are:
Program Goal 1: To enhance the knowledge and competencies of pre- and in-service students for
effective public service leadership at all levels of government and in nonprofit and cross-sector
organizations; to meet the challenges of diverse communities and a rapidly changing
environment, by engaging in proven and innovative pedagogy that builds skills and
commitments to the core values and challenges of public service.
Program Goal 2: To provide students with a firm grounding in the public service values of
objectivity, accountability, equity, professionalism, efficiency, efficacy, constancy in ethical
conduct, as well as diversity competencies, in order to better address the challenges of
contemporary public sector governance.
Program Goal 3: To contribute to public administration scholarship through research and
publication. The School engages in ongoing, integrated planning and evaluation processes that
incorporate a systematic review of curricula and programmatic initiatives that (a) results in
continuing improvement and (b) demonstrates that SPA is effectively accomplishing its mission.
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Strategic planning includes the following interlinked components tying mission, performance
measurement, and instruction:
1. Determination of the aptness of available concentrations, based principally on course
evaluations and student surveys, focused on the utility for eventual professional public service of
particular courses and coursework options as well as the ProPaper, in addition to tracking
completion of the degree and of particular Certificate tracks tied to concentrations.
2. Determination of the utility and efficacy of internships and other service-learning options
through evaluation of individual students completing these as well as assessment of internship
and service learning in their totality.
3. Tracking of direct and indirect performance indicators for students in the MPA Program, in
particular demographics, academic progress, graduation rates and time to completion of the
degree, as well as time to hire and type of hire data for recent graduates, through surveys and
informal exit interviews.
4. Monitoring of the extent and type of practitioner participation in classroom instruction as
adjunct appointments to gauge key factors such as the demographic representativeness of
instructors and their capacity to integrate theory and practice.

Program Goals and Specific Objectives in the MPA Curriculum
The MPA curriculum has addressed the first two program goals in its core, concentration, and
elective courses. More currently, the MPA has placed greater emphasis on the group of common
core courses and an extended methods sequence combined with tailored selection of electives.
MPA advisement is designed to provide specialized construction of a program of electives that,
when combined with the common core of curriculum components, reinforces and extends the
learning objectives established for core courses.
To carry out the goals above, the MPA has adopted several subsidiary objectives tied to an
established set of core competencies which are found in each course syllabus and linked to the
School's mission. In their coursework and in the course of completion of their degree program,
students are expected to demonstrate substantive knowledge related to the management of
public, health, and nonprofit organizations; policymaking and public policy analysis; the political
process; public service values; and professional ethics by being able to:
a. Identify public administration theories and corresponding methods and their application to
various managerial and organizational challenges in the public and nonprofit sectors;
b. Identify major contemporary organizational, human resource, fiscal, budgeting, information
management, and policy issues in various state, local, national, and international contexts and
propose appropriate solutions;
c. Demonstrate diversity and cultural competencies in global, national, and local contexts,
particularly in relation to the diverse populations of the State of New Mexico;
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d. Demonstrate substantive awareness of the role of public service values and professional ethics
in relation to the aforementioned issues and contexts;
e. Demonstrate the ability to use quantitative, analytical, and diagnostic capabilities (statistical
and decisional analysis and problem-solving skills), and to apply these skills appropriately;
f. Identify and demonstrate facility with best professional practices to be used to perform
essential managerial and technical tasks, in particular leadership skills, team-building skills,
human resource management concepts and methods, budgeting and fiscal analysis, information
management, and organizational communications;
g. Exhibit verbal and written communications skills, with appropriate use of technology, suited
to the professional/practitioner in public service (for instance, in course group presentation
assignments and in the Professional Paper or Capstone).

Program Goals and Objectives Linked to Public Service Values
The foregoing learning objectives constitute the program's strategic goals which are implemented
with specific, measurable, behaviors. Linkages have been created in the MPA and the MHA
among program goals, educational mission, programmatic supports and public service values
through goals, outcomes, and objectives process. This linkage is demonstrated in the following
cascade of SPA specific objectives tied to Public Service Values:
• Students will encounter an SPA faculty that strives to employ state-of-the-art teaching tools and
techniques that are particularly well adapted to adult learning, promoting students' mature
commitment to public service.
• Students will encounter an MPA curriculum that combines the conceptual and practical
application of administrative knowledge and skills in the classroom and in experiential or service
learning.
• Students will demonstrate the capacity to apply technology (including information management
tools) to policy and program analysis, with sensitivity to professional and ethical standards
pertaining to applied in-service research.
• Students will understand organizational, policy analysis, and other central strains of
management theory, and appropriately, ethically, and effectively apply theories and methods to
public-service problems.
• Students will develop a nuanced understanding of the public, private and non-profit sectors,
including the challenges of cross-sector governance through public-private partnerships and
contracting networks, with due awareness of the particular challenges that public accountability
brings to these increasingly common forms of cross-sector governance.
• Students will acquire the ethical values (especially professional ethics and the valuing of
diversity and equity) necessary for effective public service leadership in an increasingly
complex, diverse, and global world, whether in state, local, or other settings.
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• Students will encounter an educational climate that reflects and values diversity; for instance,
through the involvement of minorities and women in visiting lectureships and adjunct teaching
service, thus presenting students with strong minority role models.
Broad Program Learning Goals
To create a challenging learning environment aimed at academic distinction wherein students can
develop the knowledge and skills needed to meet the expectations of public and nonprofit agency
leadership in a rapidly changing, complex, diverse global environment.
To enhance the knowledge and competencies of pre- and in-service students by providing
professional development for effective service and leadership in government and public-sector
agencies and non-profit organizations that work with government.
To provide students with a firm grounding in the responsibilities, values, and ethical concerns of
the public service to better the meet the needs and challenges of the public and non-profit
sectors.

List of Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for this Degree/Certificate Program
The School of Public Administration is accredited and adheres to the standards of the Network of
Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration (NASPAA) Commission on Peer Review
and Accreditation (COPRA). The standards include the following goals for student learning:

NASPAA Standard 5.1 Universal Required Competencies
As the basis for its curriculum, the program will adopt a set of required competencies related to
its mission and public service values.
The required competencies will include five domains: the ability
1) to lead and manage in public governance;
2) to participate in and contribute to the policy process;
3) to analyze, synthesize, think critically, solve problems and make decisions;
4) to articulate and apply a public service perspective;
5) to communicate and interact productively with a diverse and changing workforce and
citizenry.

To achieve competency in each of these five domains, the School specifies a hierarchy of six
categories and 22 components of Student Learning Outcomes (SLO).
A)

MPA graduates will demonstrate knowledge of...

1)

Political and legal institutions of governance (NASPAA 1)
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2)

Organizational behavior (NASPAA 1)

3)

Human resource management (NASPAA 1)

4)

Public budgeting and financial management (NASPAA 1)

5)

Intergovernmental relations (NASPAA 1)

6)

Strategic planning and strategic management (NASPAA 1)

7)

Program evaluation and performance measurement (NASPAA 1 & 2)

8)

Comparative and case analysis (NASPAA 3)

9)

Information and network management (NASPAA 3)

UNM Goals ( _X__ Knowledge

B)

___ Skills

___ Responsibility)

MPA graduates will demonstrate the ability to identify...

1)

Policy problems (NASPAA 2)

2)

Organizational challenges (NASPAA 3 & 4)

UNM Goals ( _x__ Knowledge

_x__ Skills

___ Responsibility)

C)

MPA graduates will analyze policies and programs by applying appropriate...

1)

Information technology and data management tools (NASPAA 3)

2)

Quantitative and/or qualitative analysis methods (NASPAA 3)

3)

Professional ethical standards (NASPAA 4 & 5)

4)

Ethical research standards (NASPAA 4 & 5)

UNM Goals ( ___ Knowledge

___ Skills

___ Responsibility)

D)

MPA graduates will appropriately and effectively apply...

1)

Management theory and organizational analysis (NASPAA 1 & 3)

2)

Management theory and policy analysis (NASPAA 2 & 3)

UNM Goals ( _x__ Knowledge

_x__ Skills

___ Responsibility)

E)

MPA graduates will demonstrate a nuanced understanding of...

1)

Public, private, and non-profit sector interactions (NASPAA 4)
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2) Public service values such as accountability, equity, responsibility, and diversity
(NASPAA 5)
3)

Challenges related to managing diversity in the global environment (NASPAA 5)

UNM Goals ( x___ Knowledge

___ Skills

_x__ Responsibility)

F)

MPA graduates will demonstrate excellent...

1)

Verbal communication ability (NASPAA 4 & 5)

2)

Written (expository and analytical) communication ability (NASPAA 4 & 5)

UNM Goals ( x___ Knowledge

_x__ Skills

__x_ Responsibility)

Competencies are learned through face-to-face and distance delivery courses, internships, guided
studies, and capstone projects or theses. Additional learning takes place through extra-curricular
and supplemental activities such as lectures, clubs, Graduate Resource Center tutoring and
classes, and similar use of university and community resources.

Direct measures for each SLO component are obtained from embedded core course assessments
and associated scoring conventions and from the standardized thesis or capstone project scoring
matrix.
Core Curriculum – Catalog Descriptions
PADM 500 Public Management and Policy- Principles and methods of public management and
policy analysis: policy formulation and implementation, organizational relations, institutional
development, administrative process and public sector ethics.
PADM 521 Institutional Development and Behavior - Survey of theories of public organization,
principles for planning in the public sector, methods of developing organizations, implementing
changes and adapting to operational demands. Major issues of human behavior related to ethics
and productivity.
PADM 522 Program Evaluation- This course is intended to provide an advanced introduction to
the theory and practice of program evaluation, along with policy analysis and evaluation.
PADM 525 Human Resources Management in the Public Sector- Survey of human resources
management principles and practices in public sector organizations.
PADM 544 Public Budgeting- Basic management of public funds, preparation and processing of
budgets, revenue projection and expenditure controls. Issues of public policy and establishment
of priorities through budgeting.
PADM 596 Research Methods for Public Managers - This course addresses research methods
applicable to public management. It emphasizes data collection strategies, descriptive and
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inferential statistics (correlation, linear and multiple regression, ANOVA) and mixed quantitative
and qualitative analytical approaches (case and comparative methods).
Indirect information regarding achievement of the program’s learning goals is obtained using the
following measures and methods:
3A.1 Indirect Measures for Program’s Learning Goals
Employment of graduates

Indirect Measures
% graduating within three years of first enrollment

At entry to program

% graduating within four years

At graduation

% graduating within seven years

Three years after graduation

Time to degree

Perceptions/opinions of curriculum and instruction
quality as effective preparation for the knowledge,
skills, responsibilities and values required for
students’ employment
Perceptions/opinions of improvements needed

3A.1 Indirect Methods for Program’s Learning Goals
Biannual surveys of alumni and
employers

Indirect Methods
Course record review (grading patterns, enrollment,
completion rates)

Student evaluations of courses, per
university mandate

Annual consultation with Advisory Board or similar
community focus group

Other faculty meeting discussions

Self-reflection on teaching

Enrollment data review

Semi-annual student exit surveys

Annual faculty performance reviews

Peer evaluations of teaching

Once per semester, faculty meeting devoted to learning outcomes review.

The performance target for the current three-year period (2016-2018) is for 75% of students to
achieve satisfactory (basic competence) or better performance on each SLO. All students who
complete the target courses (the core curriculum and capstone or thesis courses) are assessed.
Each Fall and Spring semester, a faculty meeting is held to review assessment data collected in
the previous semester. Faculty may elect to make immediate changes if they identify
opportunities for improvement that can be implemented right away. Otherwise the information
is sent to the appropriate committee, MPA or MHA, for further study and proposal development.
Another faculty meeting is held at the end of Spring semester in order to review data from the
year and look at data trends over time. At this meeting, faculty members suggest larger initiatives
that can be elaborated over the summer and implemented in the Fall. Faculty may also identify
areas of concern in student learning that can be developed as strategic planning topics.
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In addition, the MPA and MHA standing committees conduct on-going review and improvement
of the curriculum. They meet at least monthly and a review of curricular issues is on the meeting
for each agenda. They review new syllabi for proposed courses. Decisions include new course
pilots, new courses for each program, special topics courses, and, when appropriate, course
sunsetting. They provide input for staff to develop any forms that are necessary for curriculum or
catalog changes.
3B. Synthesize the impact of the annual assessment activities for each degree/certificate program
by addressing the items below.
 How have the results/data of each of the aforementioned program-level assessment
methods been used to support and inform quality teaching and learning?
 How have the results/data from the program’s assessment methods and activities been used
for program improvement, curricular improvement and/or to maximize student learning?
 Overall, explain how the program strategically monitor the short- and/or long-term effects
and/or impact of it changes/improvements.
As indicated above, the SPA goes through a continuous process of review of program-level data
on a monthly and annual basis. Data have been used to develop the newest master’s degree, the
MHA, and have been used to decide which courses need to be developed. The assessment
process has resulted in numerous recent curricular changes to improve the programs, including
reducing the number of special topics courses due to student feedback, changing specializations
due to workload analysis, and redoing the methods sequence based on student outcome data. The
last item came about due to the data on outcome and performance on the prior set-up, which
consisted of one methods course and a preparatory course for the Professional Paper.
This modification of the SPA's Professional Paper, or ProPaper, is a concrete and important
instance of outcome-based performance assessment eventuating in program change. The
ProPaper "mini-thesis" had been the "Capstone" or "Integrative" project for all MPA students
since its inception. The purpose of the ProPaper is to provide an extended, individual, applied
research project that would demonstrate the student's mastery of the competencies outlined
above. Chief among these are the analytical and writing skills necessary to understanding and
transmitting efficiency and effectiveness improvements in concrete, applied contexts and in the
framework of diversity and inclusion. To be effective, the traditional ProPaper requires one-onone guidance of the student-selected project by a faculty member as chair, a committee of two
additional faculty members, and a student well prepared to individually develop and conduct an
academically oriented, applied research project.
Over time, this approach ran into three challenges. First, available faculty resources could not
keep up with student demand for project supervision. Second, data from student exit surveys
listed the Professional Paper as the single largest source of dissatisfaction including frustration
obtaining a Chair, limited interaction with the Chair and showed student dissatisfaction with the
ProPaper's efficacy. Third, the ProPaper resulted in a mal-distribution of workload among the
faculty. Faculty members viewed the level of preparation of various students differently and had
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differential interest in the projects proposed by students according to the faculty member's area
of interest and supportive expertise for the project. The workload problem occurred as some
members attempted to take on only students whose projects were in their area of expertise and
others agreed to supervise almost any student that asked. Moreover, in attempting to get students
through the MPA and to correct workload imbalance, the SPA Director had to develop a role of
student advocate in order to find ProPaper supervisors for students. This change led to some
tension.
In response to this data on student performance and feedback regarding this capstone project
required of all graduating students and after considerable discussion at retreats and of committee
reports in plenary meetings, faculty changed ProPaper grading from a graded assignment to a
Credit/No Credit grade assignment. The faculty also created a series of structured opportunities
for faculty guidance of students undertaking the ProPaper, including biannual forums and
orientations to the assignment broadcast via Zoom. Such broadcasts also allow for student review
of these resources through Video-on-Demand.
In response to data on student preparation for completing the ProPaper in a timely manner, the
faculty, as part of an overall restructuring of the curriculum, created a required course entitled
Designing Applied Research. Like other courses it was to be offered on main campus or in
distance sites. The course was intended to help students complete their capstone requirement in a
timely manner by taking them through topic definition, literature review, determination of
methodology, and draft applications of method.
This outcome-driven change has led to elimination of the backlog in graduation and has
undergirded an increased and steady graduation and throughput rate for the MPA. Nonetheless,
exiting students continued to indicate that they would find preferable an integrative experience
that was even more an applied analysis and reporting requirement than an academic one. In
short, the ProPaper remained a continuing challenge for the MPA based on outcome data, even
after the modifications outlined.

The faculty of SPA continued to discuss how to address this in retreats and meetings, and
eventually gave an ad hoc committee the charge to come up with a "course-based" ProPaper
alternative as a pilot project. The idea of a pilot project was chosen after consultation with the
Office of Graduate Studies (OGS), due to university regulations that treated the ProPaper as an
"examination" overseen by a three-member faculty "committee." Accordingly, a committee
would need to sign off for individual papers even submitted in a course setting and OGS was
involved to support, streamline, and track the logistics of this process.
Accordingly, in Fall 2013, the SPA began a pilot program which moved the ProPaper into a
course setting that was team-taught by Professors Desai and Rivera the first semester and Huang
and Rivera the second. A set of cases was used in this course and students practiced the writing
and submission of analytical memos in two initial attempts. They received exhaustive feedback
on the writing, presentation, analysis, and sourcing (literature review and citations were required)
of their first two attempts. The third product was the "course case" - a longer and more involved
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analysis. This final case was reviewed by one of the course instructors and by two other faculty
members who signed as examination committee members.
After two years the ProPaper course was moved to a single-instructor modality rather than being
team taught, and this made it more efficient and easier to staff. At the end of three years the
course was evaluated by Professor Perlman, who had been one of the outside readers for the
course. Using the grading data from the course, he determined that the holdback rate of students
was slightly less than for the traditional ProPaper, but that quality was commensurate. Moreover,
exit interviews indicated that student satisfaction and perceived utility were much higher than for
the traditional ProPaper even when factoring in the new preparation course. This data was
reflected in the enrollment of students in the new course: By Fall 2017, 22 students registered for
the Pilot Course and two students registered for a traditional Professional Paper or 91 percent of
graduating students enrolled in the course, 7 percent in the traditional ProPaper, and 2 percent in
the master’s thesis.
As a result of this assessment sequence of problem identification, design of a course-based
solution, period of trial and adjustment, and formal evaluation, the SPA faculty made decisions
that resulted in program changes. In consultation with the SPA Advisory Board and employers
like the City of Albuquerque, faculty decided to keep the new ProPaper course and to offer it as
one of the new university Plan III (coursework masters only) options for the MPA. This
necessitated plenary faculty action to introduce several program changes to the university
curriculum process: 1) adoption of the Plan III for MPA; 2) elimination of the Designing Applied
Research course as a prerequisite for the traditional ProPaper (the negligible demand for it
obviated the need for a preparatory course); 3) permitting Pass with Distinction only for the
traditional ProPaper or the Thesis (course-based memos were not deemed as sufficiently
academically-based research to merit this). These changes will all be in the university catalog by
2019.
Faculty, through standing committees and regular meetings of the whole, review and assess
SPA's program and policy performance. The assessment of student learning performance in the
various components of the curriculum through triangulated and integrated measurement forms
the basis for curricular and pedagogical improvement. All concomitant changes are determined
and approved by the faculty, through a School Curriculum Committee's recommendations and
whole-faculty deliberations and determinations.
Each Fall and Spring semester, a faculty meeting is held to the review of assessment data
collected in the previous semester. Faculty may elect to make immediate changes if they identify
opportunities for improvement that can be implemented right away.
Another faculty meeting is held at the end of Spring semester, in order to review data from the
year and data trends over time. At this meeting, faculty members suggest larger initiatives that
can be elaborated over the summer and implemented in the Fall. Faculty may also identify areas
of concern in student learning that can be developed as strategic planning topics.
As an example of the continuous improvement process, the faculty met throughout 2016/2017,
through the MHA and MPA Committees, to review assessment results and to identify potential
changes in teaching, course design, curriculum, and measurement processes, with the aim of
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improving student learning outcomes. The MPA Committee completed a course renumbering
initiative and a rigorous two-year evaluation of the PADM 553 Capstone course.
In addition, the MPA Committee completed a review and reconfiguration of the methods
sequence in the MPA which was driven by three factors: First, the recognition by faculty that
there was not a concerted focus on methods in the MPA that led to the building of analytical
skills. Second, the disjointed nature of MPA methods offerings in both numbering and as
prerequisites. Third, the disconnection of the current methods sequence from the new integrative
Capstone course. This awareness resulted in faculty adoption of a new, three course methods
sequence replacing the single course option of PADM 596.
The three courses, PADM 595, Research Design, PADM 596 Research Methods and PADM 597
Program Evaluation reconfigured three previous courses that were tied to the development of the
final integrative project PADM 553, Professional Paper which has been replaced by the PADM
553 Capstone Course. The forms for this new methods sequence are expected to be submitted in
Fall 2017, processed through the various faculty senate and catalog committees in Spring 2018
and be cataloged and offered in Fall 2018. Their adoption has three salutary impacts on the MPA
program. First, it places related courses (Design, Methods, Evaluation) in a logical, numbered
sequence whereas before they were not sequential and sprinkled throughout the MPA program at
different points. Second, by putting the courses in a numbered sequence, a series of prerequisites
is created for each course allowing both instructors and students to build on the knowledge
obtained in prior courses. Third, it creates an obvious division of the MPA into three distinct
modules which heretofore were disjointed in the program: Core Courses (Basic Competencies),
Methods Sequence (Analytical and Research Competencies), Elective Courses (Specialized
Competencies).
While not included in the assessment of the MPA Program, initiatives undertaken by the MHA
Committee included revisions to the core curriculum, a review and modification of the capstone
experience, and modifications of concentration options. While the new MPA methods sequence
was developed, the needs of the MHA students were reviewed by the MHA committee to
determine if the current shared core and methods courses were adequate. It was determined that
MHA students’ needs would be best served by a divergence in two areas. First, due to the
specialized demands of federal health policy a separate introductory core course was developed
for the MHA and given the number PADM 600 instead of 500. Second, a two-course MHA
methods sequence was developed that diverges from the MPA sequence. The MHA sequence
now includes a separate PADM 596, Research Methods course which although numbered the
same and shared by both degrees is indicated as health-oriented in the course schedule; in
addition, this course and serves as a prerequisite for the other, new MHA methods course in
Health Information Technology PADM 611.
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Criterion 4. Students (Undergraduate and Graduate)
The unit should have appropriate structures in place to recruit and retain graduate students. (If
applicable, differentiate for each undergraduate and graduate degree and certificate program
offered by the unit.)
4A. Discuss the unit’s admission and recruitment processes (including transfer articulation(s))
and evaluate the impact of these processes on enrollment.
Admissions and Recruitment
The SPA strives to attract (1) well-qualified students with a strong commitment to public service
values and to eventual public service, who (2) show promise of successful completion of the
MPA Program, and who (3) bring to the Program strong academic training, intellectual and
analytical abilities, and commitment to professionalism and professional ethics. Thus, admission
decisions are based upon applicants' previous academic record, public service or professional
experience, recommendations, and personal statements-short essays in their applications
detailing plans for public service and how such plans fit with the applicant's life and career
trajectories. Indicators of increasing quality of admissions are fairly evenly distributed among
New Mexican, national, and international students.
The SPA has consistently attracted the majority of its students from New Mexico and the region.
Over 75% of SPA students are working professionals who are either well established or in the
early stages of their careers. This has been a real strength of the program for many years, since
these individuals can share their real-world professional experience in the classroom, making
tangible many of the challenges that their pre-service peers will find in the public sector.
Were the faculty so inclined, they could limit admissions to applicants with GPAs of 3.5 or 3.6
and above, but, in the process of raising that bar some applicants with impressive track records in
public service and advocacy might be lost to the MPA Program. A robust and successful history
of public service may allow applicants with marginally lower grade point averages admission
into the program.
This is of particular importance when the bulk of applications with lower-end GPA's (of 2.9 or
3.0, for instance) comes from those with degrees earned in the eighties or nineties and are
submitted by individuals who have since engaged in public service. In these cases, historic grade
inflation is considered. This demonstrates an earnest effort to enlist students who bring with
them a proven commitment to public values and service as well as preparation.
The School of Public Administration does not offer conditional or probationary admissions. All
applications for admission are reviewed by the Faculty Admissions Committee and decisions are
based on the overall strength of the application, including strength of commitment to public
values and public service, prior professional experience, academic record, likelihood of
successful completion of the program, and the ability of the program to meet the professional
education goals of the applicant. All applicants must hold at least a Bachelor's degree from an
accredited college or university. There has never been an exception to this rule at SPA.
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The SPA Admissions Committee may recommend for admission those with lower than a 3.0
undergraduate GPA who have compensating factors in their records, such as distinction in public
or professional service, a very strong personal statement (reason for graduate study in public
administration, and corresponding professional goals), quality of letters of recommendation, an
undergraduate program from a very selective college or university, and similar factors (typically
in combination, rather than in isolation).
The number of students admitted and enrolled each year varies with the number and the quality
of the applications received. The MPA Program admits students in the Fall and Spring
Semesters. The MHA Program admits a cohort of twenty students each Fall semester. While
admission numbers vary each semester as shown in Table 4A.1 below, the School experienced a
surge in enrollment and credit hours of about 50%. While the surge is related in large part to the
growth of the faculty, credit hour production has remained stable for the past five years.
TABLE 4A.1 SPA Student Credit Hours 2008-2018

All students who are admitted are admitted to full graduate study. Students who show some
promise but who are not admitted to the program when they first apply may be encouraged to
take two introductory courses at SPA in non-degree status so as to demonstrate their ability to
successfully pursue graduate study, and then to reapply. However, there is nothing automatic
about eventual admission when a student is declined but goes on to successfully undertake nondegree work (attaining an A- or better average over six credit hours, for instance). The
reapplication is considered entirely de novo, and strong written endorsement by the SPA faculty
members with whom the applicant has taken coursework is required for a positive admissions
decision in these instances. In all, the School has sharply curtailed recourse to non-degree work
and reapplication, as part of a sustained effort to raise admissions standards.

The pool of both admitted and enrolled students reflects the state's diverse racial, ethnic, and
cultural communities. In turn, it demonstrates the School's success in meeting its goal of serving
these diverse communities. A mission-centered commitment to diversity is manifested in the
School's student profile, particularly at distance sites across Northern and Central New Mexico.

Distribution of interest in academic specializations reflects changing employment demand in the
economy and in the public sector. As healthcare becomes an even larger part of the state and
national economy, the need for highly-trained and well-educated health administrators, leaders
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and executives becomes ever more pressing. The School has therefore reconstituted a health
administration and policy emphasis through courses given in its new MHA degree, as detailed
elsewhere in this report. The School has seen a significant increase in enrollment from students
already engaged in healthcare professions and those planning careers in that field.

Electronic Admissions
SPA has converted to fully electronic admissions for both MPA and MHA degrees. Prior to this,
admission was a lengthy, insecure, and inefficient process as file folders for each applicant were
passed from one Admissions Committee member to the next. This increased the time it took to
process them, often left files unsecured off-site, and was open to pressure on untenured faculty as
tenured faculty chairs reviewed their decisions. The electronic process allows for parallel
reviewing by all committee members, complete confidentiality of member decision and
comments, and security of all student files and decisions in a central database run by the Office
of Graduate Studies (OGS).

Recruitment
The School of Public Administration actively recruits students from across Northern and Central
New Mexico as well as the Navajo Nation, which spans Western New Mexico and bordering
Arizona. The School recruits students across the state in health administration in concert with
major hospital and healthcare organizations such as San Juan Regional Medical Center in
Farmington (which serves a large Native American community) and Christus St. Vincent in
Santa Fe (which serves a large Hispanic community). In order to reach diverse populations of
potential students, SPA's Director, faculty and staff regularly meet with key employers and
constituent groups in Native American and Hispanic-serving contexts in a broad-based, sustained
effort to advance diversity goals and interests.
The MPA and MHA Programs recruit and support through graduation a student body reflective
of minority communities in New Mexico, with particular emphasis on racial and ethnic diversity.
The Program is proud to have a majority-minority student population consistent with the ethnic
makeup of the State, consistent with the University's status as a Hispanic-serving institution, and
reflective of the State's large Native American population. The Program has the highest
proportion of these ethnic groups of any graduate program at the University of New Mexico, and
it has an admirable graduation record among these students.
About two-thirds of students are women and almost a fifth of the students reside outside the
Albuquerque area. The diversity in our student body is both a consequence of, and reason for, the
School's demonstrated commitment to inclusiveness. SPA consistently promotes the value of
diversity across the curriculum and in a host of extracurricular activities. Recognition by the
School and its faculty and students of this context reflects not only those plans, policies, and
programmatic and curricular efforts for diversity outlined in this report, but just as importantly
the reality of a place where diversity, inclusion, mutuality, and equity are valued in their own
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right. Please refer to Appendix Table AC.3 for an example of our most recent ethnic percentage
breakdown for Fall 2017.
As noted in earlier sections, most SPA courses are offered through Zoom technology for the
distance student. It is these courses in particular that provide continuous opportunities for faculty
and students to interact with and learn from counterparts of very diverse backgrounds. SPA's
Zoom technology permits students from a number of distant communities across the state to be
fully integrated into the student body and have allowed SPA to reach Native and rural areas in
particular, which accounts for the majority of Native enrollment and graduation outcomes. The
program is very diverse and strives to become even more so, helping to create a climate of
inclusion that promotes the intrinsic value of diversity.
Student and alumni surveys and interviews suggest that two important factors contribute to the
steady growth in the numbers of Native American students -the availability of distance education
and "word of mouth" in the Navajo Nation and Pueblo communities. SPA has come to be
acknowledged among Native American communities as a place where Native American students
are welcomed and valued and where the curriculum increasingly attends to the important
concerns of Native American communities.
With an average age of 35, the SPA student body reflects a diverse range of ages. This statistic
indicates an additional attribute of the diversity of the School' student body and its range of
experience. It speaks to another aspect of the SPA's diversity and reflects its broad commitment
to diversity and inclusion. This context too, contributes to the enhanced learning opportunities
for all students brought about by the diversity of the SPA's student body.
The SPA recruits students primarily from New Mexico and the region, although it also has seen
an increase in international applications. The School's recruitment efforts principally consist of
participation in Career and Education Fairs and of radio and print advertising done in
conjunction with UNM Extended Learning. Cooperation with the latter is primarily for
promotion of distance education. Through its Distance Education mission, Extended Learning
has been developing and supporting online learning since 1997, and technology supported
distance education since 1985.
Some of the key local and regional efforts by SPA include work with the SPA Advisory Board,
social events and meetings with key employers and constituent groups such as the Navajo Nation
and the Indian Health Service. In addition, SPA participates in international forums such as the
Latin American Network in Government and Public Policy and also collaborates in program
promotion with UNM's Global Education Office (GEO). Taken together, these efforts all make
for effective marketing.
There is consistency and close alignment between these outreach efforts and elements of mission
pertaining to service to diverse communities in a context that includes globalization and
internationalization. The School has been effective in reaching Native American and other
minority communities, particularly in underserved rural areas of the state, in its outreach to
Hispanic communities throughout the state and nationally, as well as in the recruitment of Latin
American and particularly Mexican students. From the perspective of employability and the
utility of the MPA degree, the School identifies and recruits for programs and courses designed
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to serve the needs of employers across the state, in state and local government agencies and
among nonprofits and cross-sector organizations (especially, in recent years, healthcare
organizations), again consistent with stated mission.
4B. Provide an analysis of the unit’s enrollment, persistence/retention, and graduation trends,
including an explanation of the action steps or initiatives the unit has taken to address any
significant challenges or issues highlighted in these trends.
As stated previously, enrollment, credit hour production and graduation trends have been fairly
stable after a period of considerable growth.
TABLE 4B.1 SPA Student Credit Hours (Chart) 2008-2018

Table 4B.2 illustrate the most recent data for the cohort reviewed for the SPA reaccreditation
Self-Study Report.
TABLE 4B.2 Total Number of Students in AY 12/AY13 Cohort
Total Number of Students in AY 12/AY13 Cohort
Initially
Graduated
Graduated
Graduated
Enrolled
within 2 years within 3 years within 4 years
78

28

46

56
63

Those students averaging 12 to 15 credit hours per year will finish the program in three to threeand-a-half years. An examination of student records reveals this pattern to be true for those who
successfully complete the program in that period. They will take 12 to 15 credit hours per year,
often in three semesters.
Those who do not finish within the three- to four-year period typically fall into two major
categories. The first group are those students who drop out of the program with fewer than 15
credit hours completed. The second group are those who have completed all coursework and
have only the capstone project-the traditional, mini-thesis style Professional Paper-to complete.
Most of these students finish, but outside the three- to four-year period. For further detail
regarding graduation rates please refer to Tables AC.2 and Table AC.8 in Appendix C.
In 2010-2011, the faculty reviewed data on program completion as well as comments in surveys
from graduating students and alumni. In order to address the students' identified difficulties in
completing their traditional, mini-thesis style Professional Papers, several curriculum
restructuring endeavors were undertaken by the faculty. The first was the creation of a new
course, Designing Applied Research which is a required course to be taken immediately prior to
enrolling in the traditional, mini-thesis style Professional Paper course. This course was offered
beginning Fall 2011. Later, in 2012, the faculty also offered the Case-based Capstone Course
Professional Paper pilot as an alternative to the traditional, mini-thesis style Professional Paper.
This pilot format proved so popular and drew such substantial enrollment that the Designing
Applied Research course was discontinued by faculty in Fall of 2017. As a result of the changes
in the curriculum, the substantial backlog of students who had completed all requirements except
the Professional Paper was alleviated.
4C. Discuss the unit’s advisement process for students, including an explanation of how the unit
has attempted to improve or address issues regarding its advising practices (i.e., consult with the
college’s designated professional advising manager and/or the program’s designated
professional advisor; refer to the advising: outcomes, assessment practices, assessment data;
etc.).
The SPA has a strong and supportive academic advisement program. Prospective students are
encouraged to meet with the Academic Advisor (a full-time staff position) for degree and career
orientation. Also, they are encouraged to meet with faculty members to discuss the MPA
Program's curriculum, concentration, and graduation requirements, procedures, and deadlines.
A day-long Orientation at the beginning of the academic year is offered for all new students. For
incoming students in that semester, attendance is mandatory. The School's Director, academic
advisor, and faculty all participate in this event. Students are expected to attend a comprehensive
component entitled "Nuts and Bolts" which details all aspects of the program, from course
sequencing to the ProPaper. This "Nuts and Bolts" sequence is reproduced on-line for incoming
second semester students and for all students during the academic year. The orientation also
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includes sessions on library resources, financial aid, and research ethics. These sessions are
conducted by Library personnel for the services involved.
Before students enroll in classes, the academic advisor reviews all planned coursework. This
ensures that students take courses in required and recommended sequences. The advisor holds
regular office hours to respond to questions and provide guidance on subjects ranging from
course offerings, deadlines for submitting Programs of Study (POS), ProPaper requirements, and
graduation paperwork. The School's webpage also provides all necessary information on the
program requirements and deadlines, as well as all required forms, from application forms to
those required for formalization of the ProPaper advising process.
SPA follows requirements set by the UNM Office of Graduate Studies, one of which is requiring
all students to maintain a cumulative 3.0 GPA in all courses taken for graduate credit. Students
falling below the required GPA are placed on academic probation. The student will be suspended
if the cumulative GPA does not reach 3.0 within completion of 12 semester hours of graduate
work or four regular semesters, whichever comes first. Students who do not register for three
consecutive semesters are dropped by the Office of Graduate Studies (OGS). These students
must reapply for admission and have their applications positively assessed by the Faculty
Admissions Committee before they are readmitted to the MPA Program.
For student advising, the Director serves as both the approval of program exceptions and as the
review for appeals of other decisions. Through a series of forms found on the SPA website, the
Director can approve course substitutions or transfers for either master's program. These
variances must be supported by Core Faculty signatures on the forms and the annexation of
appropriate course descriptions and syllabi. The Director evaluates these requests on the basis of
their suitability with respect to maintaining program integrity.
4D. Discuss any student support services that are provided by the unit and evaluate the
relevancy and impact of these services on students’ academic success.
Students receive counseling on their academic progress each semester prior to enrollment in
classes; enrollment in all courses requires review by the Academic Advisor. In cases where
instructor approval is necessary for a course, this occurs after the student has completed that
counseling process. Students must gain these approvals before they can register for a class. This
gives the Academic Advisor and student an opportunity to discuss the student's progress in the
program, and plan of studies or the courses to be taken in the current semester and thereafter.
The Academic Advisor also assists students with all graduation-related paperwork and related
matters.
Students are encouraged to speak with a faculty member on matters related to coursework in a
particular class. Students are also encouraged to meet with the Academic Advisor whenever they
have questions about the program. This includes circumstances such as specific academic or
personal (including financial) difficulties.
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A student whose grades (or other factors) indicate difficulty in completing the program may be
counseled by the academic advisor to discuss underlying problems and ways to solve these.
When appropriate, the academic advisor works with students to obtain additional academic
resources such as the Graduate Resource Center's writing and statistics support services. As
students near completion of the program, special emphasis is placed on supporting students
completing their Professional Papers. In the event that a problem requires further discussion, the
Academic Advisor may refer a student to a faculty member or the Director for further assistance.
The advisor can also refer students to other resources located throughout the university, such as
Student Health and Counseling services.
Whenever disability is a concern, the University's extensive Disability Services and assistive
technologies are enlisted for the student, with the Academic Advisor and faculty working closely
with University resources to ensure that the student can fully participate in and benefit from their
courses. In 2010-2011, Professor Mario Rivera worked closely with then SPA Associate
Director, Bruce Perlman, and the Vice President for Student Affairs, Eliseo Torres, to obtain
funding for closed-captioning of Video-on-Demand for all students with hearing impairments.
This initiative made such access possible for the first time across the University. This resource
has been utilized regularly when necessary for all students requiring different types of
accommodation.
4E. Discuss the success of graduates of the program by addressing the following questions:
 Where graduates are typically placed in the workforce?
 Are placements consistent with the program’s learning goals?
 What methods are used to measure the success of graduates?
 What are the results of these measures?
Since about three quarters of the program's students are in-service, there is a limited demand for
placement services; however, as a growing percentage of pre-service students enroll, internship
and placement resources will become more critical towards student success. The School's
Director has been exceptionally adept at securing University commitments to funding faculty
lines and other resources and will make every effort to secure additional staff resources
commensurate with growing enrollment to allow SPA to better assist students with internships
and career placements. For further information concerning placement of graduates, particularly
in comparison with our NASPAA Program Averages, please refer to Appendix Table AC.9.

Due to budget constraints, SPA does not have its own placement or career support services. The
School uses University and other resources to help students in job search, career support, and
professional development. In particular, SPA uses the UNM Career Planning and Placement
Office.
The School regularly shares information with students regarding costs, beginning with the
application and admission process. The School also includes information on costs, and on
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financial assistance including scholarships, Graduate Assistantships and loans, at the New
Student Orientation. All new students are required to attend the orientation, which is offered at
the beginning of each academic year and also offered on the SPA's website in video and
instructional versions.
The School distributes regular communications to all students through its listserv. These frequent
notices go out at least once a week, but often may go out more than once a day. They include
information about internships, scholarships, course or curriculum changes, and job opportunities
among other topics. In addition, the SPA maintains an active website and Twitter feed. The latter
is used to send out dynamic information on student achievements, announcements, changes and
the like.
The School receives well over a dozen notices of job, internship or professional development
opportunities every week. These opportunities are sent to all students via listserv. The School
posts physical announcements of professional positions from job newsletters, universities, and
government agencies on bulletin boards located outside the office of the Academic Advisor and
in a student resource room where the School's offices are located. Job openings and links are also
provided on the School's webpage and are "tweeted" to SPA followers as well, when appropriate.
Currently, the Academic Advisor provides staff support for career support services.
Another area of opportunity for students to secure permanent employment is through internships.
The School recently entered into an agreement with the City of Albuquerque for paid internships
for its students. This agreement is a template for developing other internship opportunities with
state government and municipalities across the state. While governments at all levels constitute a
major employer for graduates, the Associate Director is engaged in efforts to increase MPA
program's visibility in other sectors of public service, particularly with healthcare nonprofit
organizations.
In general, the MPA curriculum is aimed at bridging the gap between academic study and
practitioner experience in public management and administration. The School of Public
Administration has intensified its efforts to support faculty in establishing governmental and
community partnerships, consultancies, and both public-sector and cross-sector internships that
promise to provide avenues for student involvement in significant, professional practitioner
experiences.
The purpose of the internship is to impart "real world" experience to the learning process,
although the knowledge, skills, and experience gained by interns will vary as a function of the
agency providing the internships. There are several mission-centered auxiliary goals beyond this
central purpose:
• Deepen student awareness of his/her obligations to the public as a professional;
• Enhance communication and resource links between University and practicing professionals;
• Provide the School of Public Administration with an opportunity to evaluate its graduate
program through feedback from interns and employers;
• Give employers insights into the nature of the current University product in the field of public
administration;
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• Afford students a basis for comparing their abilities and interests with professional work
requirements in today's economy;
• Provide students work experiences which introduce the nature of job opportunities in particular
fields.

Evaluation of the internship process has found that internship placements developed by the
students themselves and reflecting their professional career interests have been most likely to
result in permanent employment in the host agency or in closely related work. For example, one
student recently interned with one of the largest healthcare organizations in New Mexico and
was appointed the Education Coordinator upon graduation. The following list of internship host
agencies since 2012 (since the last SPA Self-Study) indicates a preponderance of employment
with State agencies, along with some county and nonprofit organizations, consistent with
analysis of mission offered previously in this report.
4E.1 SPA Student Internship Host Agencies
SPA Student Internship Host Agencies, 2012-2018
• Bernalillo County Personnel Department

• Colorado Department of Transportation

• University of New Mexico Gallup Campus

• Presbyterian Hospital

• State of New Mexico State Budget Office
• Rehoboth McKinley Christian HealthCare
Services
• Christus St. Vincent Hospital

• Bernalillo County Manager's Office
• University of New Mexico Athletic
Department
• Albuquerque Police Department

• State of New Mexico Health Department
• State of New Mexico Human Services
Department
• University of New Mexico Hospital

• Albuquerque Mayor's Office

• City of Rio Rancho Budget Office

• United Way of Central New Mexico

• Albuquerque City Attorney's Office
• Albuquerque City Council

• State of New Mexico Department of Finance and Administration
While the MPA Program does not require it, students without significant experience in public
sector and related employment are encouraged to engage in an internship. A one-semester, threecredit-hour internship typically requires a minimum commitment of 320 service hours per
semester in an approved public, nonprofit, or cross-sector organization. Internship may be paid
or unpaid. In addition to the experiential aspects of the internship, its academic component
typically includes regular meetings with a faculty advisor, a written journal or analytical paper,
and directed reading assignments.
Students who have successfully completed a minimum of twenty-four credit hours of coursework
(eighteen credit hours of core courses and six hours of concentration courses) may apply for an
internship. The Director must approve all internships in advance. Internship at a student's place
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of employment is generally not acceptable. Students may earn up to a maximum of six credit
hours for internship, although the norm is three hours of academic credit. The internship is
graded as Credit/No Credit. Internship has been found to be particularly valuable for students
looking to develop a topic for a Thesis or Professional Paper.
A written evaluation of the intern’s performance is required from the internship agency
supervisor. The intern's onsite supervisor is asked to evaluate the student's performance in
accomplishing explicitly stated experiential and performance objectives. Employer evaluations
of interns help the School ascertain how well the program is preparing pre-service students for
eventual practice.
4F. Discuss the unit’s strategic planning efforts going forward to improve, strengthen and/or
sustain its structures, processes, and/or rates for recruiting, retaining, and graduating students.
In general, SPA has stable recruitment, retention, and graduation rates, all of which are very
good for a program of its size. As noted in Criterion 1, SPA has relied heavily on planning
initiatives developed through the faculty governance process and supported by its faculty
standing and ad hoc committees with input from student groups and the Advisory Board. Future
strategic planning efforts are likely to be carried out using digital media with appropriate polling,
opinion, and development techniques.

Current efforts to improve supportive functions for recruiting, retaining, and graduating students
are handled by faculty committees. For example, concern about recruitment in the region,
especially in competition with on-line programs from other universities, has been an object of
discussion for both the MPA and MHA Standing Committees. Accordingly, these standing
committees have designated a combined faculty-staff group to develop a coordinated marketing
plan that will replace site-visits (deemed unproductive) with digital support. This includes
exploitation of digital media like Twitter as well as “clicks-for-fee” services. Also, the effort
may include webinars featuring SPA faculty and aimed at specific markets and institutions.
With respect to student retention, the faculty have discussed as a current challenge, both in
plenary and in committee, a desired increase in the writing quality exhibited by some students in
coursework. A lack of facility in writing is viewed as an impediment to student success in the
program. In committee, faculty have been tasked with examining writing support possibilities
that range from instituting SPA writing workshops, to on-line courses, to referrals to campus
writing courses. This study is ongoing.
Graduation has not been a current challenge for the SPA. Nonetheless, there is interest among all
stakeholders to keep a floor under its recent, high graduation rates. This goal has not been looked
at from a strategic standpoint, yet, but is likely to be on the unit’s planning radar in the next year
or two.
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Criterion 5. Faculty
The faculty (i.e., continuing, temporary, and affiliated) associated with any of the unit’s
degree/certificate program(s) should have appropriate qualifications and credentials. The faculty
should be of sufficient number to cover the curricular requirements of each degree/certificate
program. Also, the faculty should be able to demonstrate sufficient participation in relevant
research and service activities. (If applicable, differentiate for each undergraduate and graduate
degree and certificate program offered by the unit.)
5A. After completing the Faculty Credentials Template (see Appendix I), discuss the composition
of the faculty and their credentials. Include an overall analysis of the percent of time devoted by
each faculty to the relevant degree/certificate program(s) and his/her roles and responsibilities.
SPA policy in hiring academically qualified faculty is threefold. First, it looks to candidates that
have received terminal degrees from those institutions recognized as leaders in the field of public
administration for the MPA and in the fields of hospital administration and community and
health administration for the MHA. Second, SPA favors academic hires who have a current
research agenda and/or a record of publications in the leading or the better sub -discipline
journals in the aforementioned fields. Third, experience working with government or third sector
agencies on applied research is viewed favorably for academic hires.
A primary consideration in recent faculty hiring has been the candidates' promise of excellence
in public administration teaching and research, as well as their prospects for strengthening
faculty capabilities in core curricular areas. Expertise in program concentrations has also been an
important consideration. The five faculty members hired in the past three years received their
doctorates in Public Administration or Health Administration from nationally-ranked Schools:
The Askew School at Florida State University (Agustin Leon-Moreta)
School of Public and Environmental Affairs at Indiana University (Shane Day)
School of Public Affairs and Administration at Rutgers University (Shuyang Peng)
Emory University, Department Sociology (Kate Cartwright)
Texas A&M, Department of Health Policy and Management (Nick Edwardson)

All five studied with leading scholars in their areas. They bring expertise in the areas of Human
Resources, Organizational Behavior, and Research Methods, Community Health and Hospital
Administration. As indicated, two have specialized backgrounds in health policy and
administration, of great value to the School's strategic initiative in this area.
The MPA Program has actively pursued creation of a diverse faculty, staff, and student body. In
its recruitment and retention efforts, it has pursued diversity with regard to race, ethnicity,
religion, gender, and disability. Of the four recently hired Assistant Professors, one is Asian, one
is Hispanic, and two of the four are women. Additionally, one of the four senior tenured
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professors (during this review period) is Hispanic, two are Asian and one is female. Both nuclear
and adjunct faculty provide strong role models for students-more than two-thirds of whom are
women, and more than half of whom are members of historically underrepresented minority
groups, in particular Hispanics and Native Americans.
As NASPAA and the profession define it, Public Affairs and Administration is an inherently
interdisciplinary field of research and practice. It draws from numerous social science disciplines
such as political science, business administration, sociology, and economics, and its core
scholarship considers how organizational, managerial, fiscal, and policy factors impact the
performance of public organizations and programs. Throughout its history, the UNM School of
Public Administration has been marked by excellence and innovation in scholarly and applied
research of an interdisciplinary character, beginning with Ferrel Heady's lead role in the
development of Comparative Public Administration. New faculty with graduate degrees and
scholarship specifically centered on public administration and health administration
complements SPA's faculty nucleus disciplinarily. All tenured faculty members hold a Ph.D.
degree, either in Public Administration, Political Science and Public Policy, or Science and
Technology Studies, from the University of Pittsburgh, Claremont Graduate School, the
University of Notre Dame, Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute, and the University of Delaware. As
scholars and practitioners, the entirety of the nuclear factory is both academically and
professionally qualified.
Prior to the recent hiring of faculty in Budget and Finance and Human Resources, two emeriti
faculty with pertinent expertise and experience taught courses in these curricular areas. As with
similar recent instances of such recruitment, the temporary reincorporation of emeriti faculty in
its teaching ranks is an indication of the School's appreciation for founding faculty and for the
singular contributions they make.
All faculty teach either core courses in either the MPA or MHA Curriculum, in addition to
courses delivering required competencies as indicated in Table 5A.1.
TABLE 5A.1 Percentage of Courses Taught by Full-Time Faculty

The courses that faculty are assigned to teach fall within their areas of research and teaching
specialization. As the MPA and MHA Programs are the primary researching and teaching areas
for all faculty, all courses are graduate level courses.
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5B. Explain the process that is utilized to determine and assign faculty course-load. Discuss the
efficiency of this process (i.e., how does the unit determine faculty assignment to lower division
vs. upper division courses). Include an analysis of faculty-to-student ratio and faculty-to-course
ratio (based on the total number of credit hours taught).
The standard teaching load for tenure track faculty is two three credit hour courses per semester.
The Director, in determining the course schedule for each semester, reviews data from the
previous semester, and the prior year schedule to build the semester schedule. As the MPA and
MHA Programs have a well-defined schedule of days (MTWR), times (4pm and 7pm) and
classrooms (DSH 132, DSH 134, WH 147and WH 149) for the courses offered, the Director, In
consultation with faculty and staff, reviews the draft schedules based on relevant all pertinent
variable before approving the schedule.
The Director approves scheduling of courses, faculty teaching assignments, and makes adjunct
faculty appointments. As semesters begin, the enrollment distribution review results in class
sections being closed and students steered to open seats. The Director decides on when to close
classes by setting a course cap which is based on the number of sections offered and the number
of available faculty. After consultation with the faculty member teaching the course, the Director
may add a few students above the cap for whom not taking the course would affect their time to
graduation. Otherwise, students are encouraged to take open classes to make sure that workloads
and student credit hour production are balanced across faculty and they are contributing in a
roughly equal manner to the teaching load of the unit.
Section enrollments are examined by the Director each semester with an eye to looking at
student distribution across courses. The examination includes a review of the enrollment
distribution by face-to-face and Zoom sections for each course. This review is conducted with
the aim of ensuring faculty teaching productivity by guaranteeing that seats in both types of
sections are filled and faculty are producing roughly the same amount of student credit hours by
program over an academic year. These guidelines ensure an even distribution of student loads as
well as course distribution.
Growth Projections and Quality Metrics summarizes anticipated student enrollment and credit
hour growth in the two SPA graduate degree programs (MPA and MHA) and the resulting
number of students per teaching faculty member. It is worth noting that the SPA has increased
both enrollment and credit hour production over the last several years and that these are
projected to continue to increase due to expansion of existing and creation of new collaborative
projects. This occurs at a time when UNM enrollments have been decreasing generally. In
delivering these programs, the SPA’s goals have been to maintain quality metrics in course
delivery to meet both student needs and standards in the field and to sustain a teaching workload
that allows for faculty success in the research endeavor and timely achievement of tenure and
promotion goals.
To ensure program quality, the School adheres to performance measures and quality indicators It
aims to maintain a maximum of 30 students per graduate course (25-30 on campus; 6-10 ZOOM)
section, using adjunct faculty or Part Time Instructors (PTIs) as needed to maintain that quality
objective—within the NASPAA accreditation constraint of a no greater than a 50-50 mix of
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core-to-adjunct faculty. In addition, the School aims for a ratio of no more than six graduating
students (i.e., those completing a Plan I thesis or a Plan II Professional Paper or Plan III
Capstone Paper that year) per faculty member thesis or Professional Paper advisor. As indicated
below, these quality metrics have been met in the past, but are currently in danger of being
missed and exceeded in the coming years. This change threatens to erode graduate program
quality in the SPA.
The reason for this change is evident as Table 5B.1 shows also. SPA full-time (four courses per
academic year, advisement, and Capstone) teaching faculty numbers were reasonably constant
for a number of years at about 10.5 FTE teaching faculty spread over 11 full-time faculty – the
11 included one faculty member who devoted .50 FTE to the School of Engineering (SOE). This
10.5 FTE number was reflected in AY 2016-17 staffing at SPA. Unfortunately, the School saw a
drastic decrease in Faculty in AY 2017-18 dropping two full FTE Teaching Faculty positions.
This was due to three factors: 1) the .50 reduction in course load for an FTE Teaching Faculty
who became SPA Director and now devotes .50 FTE to administrative duties; 2) the 1.0 FTE
reduction in FTE Teaching Faculty for a Full Professor who opted for a non-teaching, preretirement program; and 3.) the death of Full Professor at the end of the AY’s Fall semester who
was not replaced in the Spring, thereby resulting in a .50 loss of FTE Teaching Faculty for that
semester and a reduction of 1.0 FTE Teaching Faculty going forward. Additionally, SPA
experienced the resignation of an Assistant Professor effective AY 2018-19, further reducing the
FTE Teaching Faculty by 1.0. This would have left the School down 3.5 FTE Teaching Faculty
in AY 2018-19, (about a third). Fortunately, the School was given permission in Spring of 2018
to hire one FTE Teaching Faculty member to begin in AY 2018-19.
TABLE 5B.1: Growth Projections and Quality Metrics
SPA Credit Hours, Grads, Students and by
Program
AY
SCH* Grads Students MPA MHA
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
2021-22
2022-23

2806
2939
2975
3095
3200
3250
3400

56
56
56
57
58
59
60

248
254
256
265
275
280
290

195
193
195
204
214
214
225

54
61
61
61
61
66
65

Ratio of Credit Hours, Grads, and Students
to Faculty
Faculty
SCH*
Students
Graduates
10.5
8.5
8
8
8
8
8

267.24
345.76
371.88
386.88
400.00
406.25
425.00

23.62
29.88
32.00
33.13
34.38
35.00
36.25

5.33
6.59
7.00
7.13
7.25
7.38
7.50

*Student Credit Hours (SCH)
Nevertheless, the SPA has lost nearly twenty-five percent of its current staffing in just one
academic year with a decrease of 2.5 FTE Teaching Faculty going into AY 2018-19. This
downturn in faculty resources occurs at a moment when the School projects increased workload
in both credit hour production and student enrollment due to enhanced programs for both
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graduates and undergraduates being delivered across A&S and UNM. Moreover, it comes at a
time when the SPA has received national recognition for its excellence by U.S. News and World
Report as one of the Top 100 Public Affairs programs, will undergo its Academic Program
Review, and seeks reaccreditation. This drop in FTE Teaching Faculty threatens the School’s
ability to meet increasing demand and the quality of programs. It’s status as one of the top U.S.
News and World Report programs is at risk, as is its accreditation.
5C. Discuss and provide evidence of the professional development activities for faculty within
the unit including how these activities particularly have been used to sustain research-related
agendas, quality teaching, and support students learning and professional development at the
undergraduate and graduate level.
The SPA and the University of New Mexico place a high value on faculty remaining current in
the field. Moreover, currency in the field is to be reflected in teaching as well as scholarship.
This is emphasized in the annual review process that is conducted internally in the SPA and that
covers both of these areas.
The University provides several resources available to faculty for improvement of teaching.
Training in new pedagogical techniques and institutes on course design are offered by the Center
on Teaching and Learning (CTL). CTL aims to help both students and instructors achieve
student success and targets instructional improvement in its Center for Teaching Excellence
(CTE). CTE offers various grants and awards and a teaching fellows program. The most notable
of the grants is the Teaching Allocation Grant (TAG) which supports teaching effectiveness
through new and innovative teaching methods The SPA encourages tenure-track faculty in
particular to fully avail themselves of the resources and opportunities provided by CTL, in
support of their professional development as teachers. Most SPA faculty have submitted TAG
proposals and received TAGs at some time in their UNM careers and in the last three years two
tenure-track faculty have received TAGs.
The annual review of faculty performance by the Director emphasizes teaching performance,
with inclusion of the employment of the most current scholarship in teaching as an essential
evaluation criterion. Untenured faculty are expected to have regular peer reviews of their
teaching by tenured faculty. As part of their annual evaluation of untenured faculty, senior
faculty members observe their teaching and provide them with detailed, written, evaluative
feedback. In addition, the School organizes lectures and colloquia that provide opportunities for
faculty to remain current in the field.
The School and University encourage and expect the faculty to remain current through their
contribution to scholarship, as well. It places both expectations and resources behind this
encouragement. SPA faculty are expected to demonstrate the development of a research agenda
that includes research projects, interpretative and critical review of research in progress, and
dissemination of findings through journal publications. Resources are provided directly to
support all three phases of the aforementioned research agenda development. Even in a difficult
budgetary climate, the School provides at least a quarter-time graduate assistant to all faculty
members to assist in research projects and publication. Given a shared understanding in SPA that
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critical review of research in progress entails engagement with the research community, the SPA
sets expectations for and supports such engagement. In its annual assessment of faculty
performance, SPA gives priority to faculty participation in academic conferences. In addition,
SPA continues to provide travel support to faculty for presentations at academic and professional
conferences even as budgets have shrunk.
Several special programs in the university, including the Faculty Senate Research Allocation
Committee (RAC) grants program and a similar program of the on-campus Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation Center for Health Policy (RWJF) provide "seed" grants to faculty for
beginning or piloting research projects. The School also encourages faculty to procure other
research funding through both grants and contracts and several faculty members have received
grants from RWJF, National Science Foundation, and contracts with numerous government
agencies.
The faculty regularly collaborate together on research. Faculty research collaboration provides a
nurturing environment for the untenured faculty. Mentoring through collaborative research is a
part of more extensive efforts at senior faculty collegial guidance for untenured faculty, and this
kind of exchange helps all faculty members remain current in their fields. This is reflected in
several research projects that are being pursued or have been completed collaboratively by
faculty. Professors Rivera and Perlman collaborated on an edited volume in honor of Ferrel
Heady's contribution to Comparative Administration in Public Administration that has been
contracted by Peter Lang Publishing. Several faculty members at SPA, including Assistant
Professors Cartwright, Edwardson, and Leon-Moreta have contributed chapters to this work. In
addition, Professors Perlman and Edwardson published an article with a third scholar, Nick
Edwardson, Bruce J. Perlman, Michael Scicchitano, "Administering Health Plan Burdens During
Economic Downturns: Lessons from Local Governments and the Great Recession,"
Compensation and Benefits Review, 48:5-6, 2017, pp. 115-127. Also, this type of mentoring
collaboration takes place in other venues. For example, in the spring semester of 2018, several
Mexican officials (Executive Director of the National Association of Mayors and the President
of the University of Guadalajara, Tonalá campus) came to UNM for three visits in order to
develop post-doctoral research projects. This program was administered by Professor Perlman,
and Assistant Professors Edwardson and Leon-Moreta participated by giving lectures in Spanish
to the guest-scholars.
In addition, faculty engage in other collaborative activities such as proposal writing for joint
research projects. For example, Professors Huang and Desai collaborated on preparing a proposal
for sponsored research on social networks and organizational learning in healthcare delivery
systems. Likewise, Professors Huang and Smith worked together to submit a proposal for
funding a research project on which they embarked on community support and involvement in
the treatment of asthma.
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5D. Discuss and provide evidence of the research/creative work and efforts of the faculty within
the unit at the undergraduate and graduate level. Explain the adequacy and/or significance of
the research/creative work and efforts in supporting the quality of the unit and/or the
program(s).
The School’s faculty have demonstrated productivity both within their research and teaching
activities. Below are selected highlights of recent faculty accomplishments.
Selected Accomplishments
Assistant Professor Kate Cartwright was selected to receive a 2017-18 New Teacher of the Year
Award by UNM’s Center of Teaching Excellence.
Dr. Agustín León-Moreta, assistant professor in the School of Public Administration at UNM,
published an article in the Public Administration Review (PAR). PAR has been the premier
journal in the field of public administration research and theory for more than 75 years. PAR is
the only journal in public administration that serves academics, practitioners, and students
interested in the public sector and public sector management. The article, titled "Social Context,
Institutional Capacity, and Police Services: A Local Public Economies Perspective," examines
the levels of policing services that focus on an assessment of resources and their measurement
for municipalities.
The National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA) elected Regents’ Professor Mario A.
Rivera as a Fellow of the Academy. NAPA is an independent, nonprofit, and nonpartisan
organization established by Congress to assist all levels of government in building more
effective, accountable, and transparent organizations.
Assistant Professor Agustin León-Moreta has published an article titled, “Special District
Formation: Evidence from Panel Data,” with the Public Administration Quarterly (PAQ) for Fall
2017. The paper empirically examines the formation of special districts in the United States. It
investigates, in particular, the adoption of tax and expenditure limitations (TELs) on local
governments to determine how they have motivated special district formation.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) has awarded Dr. Roli Varma, and her collaborator, Dr.
Meghna Sabharwal from The University of Texas at Dallas, a grant in the Science, Technology,
and Society Program through 2019 for a total of $217,155. Keeping U.S. High-Tech Sector
Diverse: Avoiding Reverse Brain Drain from the United States to India” is a collaborative
project that will comparatively evaluate the experiences of expatriated Indian industrial
information-technology and bio-technology engineers, those who stay in the US and those that
migrate back to India; and will develop theoretical understanding of changes in the social
construction of nationality with transnational migration.
Regents’ Professor, Dr. Bruce Perlman, is a Fall 2016 recipient of the Online Course Advisory
Best Practices Certificate for PADM 522 Program Evaluation. Dr. Perlman was certified through
a course review process led by three peer instructors who have taught online and were selected
by the Online Course Advisory Council (OCAC) through Extended Learning. PADM 522
Program Evaluation was reviewed to meet the UNM Online Best Practices Rubric standards in 5
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Categories: Course Overview and Introduction, Instructional Elements, Interaction and
Collaboration, Assessment and Feedback, and Course Evaluation.
5E. Explain and provide evidence of the efforts and strategies by the unit to involve faculty in
student retention and ensure students’ academic success at the undergraduate and graduate
level (i.e., faculty advising efforts, student engagement activities, etc.)
The School strongly believes that high quality teaching is a hallmark of the MPA and MHA
Programs. It is indicative of that value placed that for the first time in at least a decade, one of
the faculty was recognized as one of the Outstanding Teachers of the Year by the Center for
Teaching Excellence. It is considered essential to the strength and vitality of the programs that
tenure track faculty interact with student from the beginning to the end of a student’s academic
program. Faculty collaborate with students on a variety of endeavors ranging from research to
colloquium- from conferences to student organizations.
5F. Provide an abbreviated vitae (two pages or less) or summary of the educational background
and professional experiences of each faculty member. (If the unit has this information posted online, then provide links to the information.)
Full Professors
Uday Desai (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, Ph.D., 1973): Professor Desai teaches
public administration, organization theory and behavior, policy analysis, and environmental
policy and administration. Professor Uday Desai has been elected to the NASPAA’s Executive
Council through 2018. NASPAA is the membership association of graduate programs in public
administration, public policy, and public affairs.
Bruce J. Perlman (Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, CA, Ph.D., 1980): Professor Perlman
specializes in public management, organizational behavior, and institutional reform, focusing on
policy, technology, and information systems. Dr. Perlman is the new director for the School of
Public Administration. He will be serving a four-year term, which started August 1, 2017.
Mario A. Rivera (University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, Ph.D., 1983): Professor Rivera
teaches institutional development and behavior, program and policy evaluation, and comparative
public administration. Dr. Rivera’s major research interests are public sector innovation and
ethics. Dr. Rivera was coauthor with James D. Ward, of “Toward an Analytical Framework for
the Study of Race and Police Violence,” Public Administration Review 77 (2), March/April
2017: 242-250. In October 2018, the National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA)
elected Regents’ Professor Mario A. Rivera as a Fellow of the Academy.
Roli Varma (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, Ph.D., 1993): Dr. Varma is professor
and Regents' Lecturer in the School of Public Administration and teaches graduate courses on
research methods, public policy, and diversity management. She teaches a core undergraduate
course, Technology in Society, for the School of Engineering as well. Professor Varma and her
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collaborator, Meghna Sabharwal, received a 2017 NSF grant in the Science, Technology, and
Society Program. The title of her project is “Keeping U.S. High-Tech Sector Diverse: Avoiding
Reverse Brain Drain from the United States to India” and it is funded for $217,155.

Associate Professors
Kun Huang (University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, Ph.D., 2005): Dr. Huang is Associate Professor
of Public Administration and a Senior Fellow of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Center
for Health Policy at UNM. His research uses organization theory and network analysis to study
health and human services networks, e.g., network strategy, structure, evolution, and governance.
He is a member of Academy of Management, Association for Research on Nonprofit
Organizations and Voluntary Action, and Public Management Research Association. Dr. Huang
published Knowledge Sharing in a Third-Party Governed Health and Human Services Network,
Public Administration Review. This paper also won the Best Paper Award of 2013 Annual
Meeting of the Academy of Management.
Stephanie Smith (Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY, Ph.D., 2009): Dr. Smith holds a Ph.D. in
public administration from the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse
University. Her research and teaching interests focus on health policy and implementation
globally and nationally, public health networks, nonprofit management, and the intellectual
history of public administration.

Assistant Professors
Kate Cartwright (Emory University, Atlanta, GA, Ph.D., 2015): Dr. Cartwright is an Assistant
Professor in the School of Public Administration and a Senior Fellow of the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation Center for Health Policy at UNM. Her research examines how structural
factors and social determinants of health influence racial and ethnic health disparities in the In
summer 2018, Professor Kate Cartwright co-led a study abroad program on Comparative
Healthcare Systems in London, England, for Emory University with Emory Professor Emeritus
John Boli. This course focused on issues and problems in health care delivery in Great Britain
and the United States in addition to other countries.
Shane Day (Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, Ph.D., 2012): Dr. Day’s research interests are
in indigenous group sovereignty and self-governance, environmental policy, natural resource
management, federalism and intergovernmental relations, economic development, collaborative
management, comparative public policy, and international relations. Dr. Day published an article
titled "The Evolution of Elite and Social Norms Pertaining to the Emergence of Federal-Tribal
Co-Management of Natural Resources", Journal of Natural Resources Policy Research 6(4): 291296.
Nick Edwardson (Texas A&M University, College Station, TX, Ph.D., 2014): Dr. Edwardson is
an Assistant Professor in the School of Public Administration. His research focus is innovation
implementation in healthcare—including statistical quality methods, cost-effectiveness, and
psychometrics/survey design. Prior to joining the faculty at UNM, he was the Assistant Director
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at the Center for Health Organization Transformation (CHOT)—a National Science Foundation
Industry-University Cooperative Research Center at Texas A&M University, Georgia Tech,
Northeastern University, Penn State, and the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Agustin León-Moreta (Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL, Ph.D., 2013): Dr. León-Moreta
received his BS in Economics from the Catholic University of Ecuador, his country of origin
where he was a former practitioner and worked for the Internal Revenue Service of Ecuador in
senior positions. His areas of research and teaching interests include public budgeting and
financial management, institutions, federalism, policy analysis, and empirical research
methodologies. Dr. León-Moreta won the prestigious 2016 Paul Volcker Endowment Junior
Scholar Research Grant through the Centennial Center for Political Science and Public Affairs of
the American Political Science Association. Professor León-Moreta published in fall
2017, “Special District Formation: Evidence from Panel Data" in the Public Administration
Quarterly.
Shuyang Peng (Rutgers University, Newark, NJ, Ph.D., 2015): Dr. Shuyang Peng is an Assistant
Professor in the School of Public Administration at The University of New Mexico. Her research
focuses on public and nonprofit management, human resource management, and performance
measurement. She is particularly interested in the influence of organizational environment on
employee motivation and behavior in public and nonprofit organizations. She also conducts
research in the areas of public-nonprofit collaboration, performance information use, and
leadership. Her articles have appeared in Public Administration Review and Public Performance
& Management Review. She is a fellow of the Center for Organizational Research and Design at
Arizona State University. Dr. Peng was awarded a 2017 UNM Research Allocation Committee
(RAC) grant of $9000 for her research, “An Experimental Study of Dishonest Behavior in Public
and Private Workforces."
5G. Discuss the unit’s strategic planning efforts going forward to improve, support, and/or
optimize its faculty.
The SPA has experienced a reduction in faculty resources at a moment when the School projects
increased workload in both credit hour production and student enrollment due to enhanced
programs for both graduates and undergraduates being delivered across A&S and UNM.
Moreover, it comes at a time when the SPA has received national recognition for its excellence
by U.S. News and World Report as one of the Top 100 Public Affairs programs. This drop in
FTE Teaching Faculty threatens the School’s ability to meet increasing demand and the quality
of programs. It’s status as one of the top U.S. News and World Report programs is at risk, as is
its accreditation and the future accreditation of the MHA.
It is in recognition of these factors and an attempt to address them, that the SPA has adopted four
critical goals for faculty optimization. First, it must remedy the effects of a potentially crippling,
and unanticipated attrition of over 30 percent in FTE Teaching Faculty that has resulted from one
faculty separation, one faculty retirement and one faculty death. Second, it needs to provide
sufficient faculty resources to meet program quality metrics under the constraints of projected
workload increases. Third, it aims to add selected faculty specializations that enhance the current
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program offerings and support expected curricular expansion. Fourth, it targets the augmenting
of the research program for the SPA by adding competencies that underpin both current research
efforts and that can attract new funding.
The following section presents by academic year the SPA’s three-year plan to optimize faculty
hiring to meet these goals. Rationale and details for planned requests for each year are included.
These details include a brief summary of the position, its focus, and impact in maintaining school
operations. The positions are presented in priority order for each year and summarized in the
table below.
TABLE 5G.1: Three-Year Faculty Hiring Strategy - Rank, and Specialization
Rank
Specialization
* TT Assistant Professor Public Management
TT Assistant Professor
Health Services Administration
TT Assistant Professor
Justice & Security Administration
TT Assistant Professor
Health IT & Informatics
** WT Full Professor
State & Local Administration
TT Assistant Professor
Nonprofit Administration
* TT = Tenure Track
** WT = With Tenure or Shortened Tenure Period
First Year
In Year One, the SPA would like to add two positions. One would be Assistant Professor with a
specialization in Public Management. The second would be Assistant Professor in Health
Services Administration.

1. Assistant Professor in Public Management
This would be a tenure-track Assistant Professor Position with a specialty in Public Management
Public Management – the study of productivity and policy implementation in and through public
organizations – is a critical mainstay and basic core area for public administration (PA)
programs. It is vital that this focus be maintained for basic course offerings as well as unifying
research across narrower PA specialties. It is needed for SPA to promote innovative research and
be at the forefront of developing areas of inquiry. Also, the position is essential for SPA to
promote innovative research and be at the forefront of developing areas of inquiry for the State
of New Mexico. A hire in this field would serve to meet this demand and allow the SPA to
employ fewer Part-time Instructors (PTIs) on which it relies to meet the demand for these
courses in both the MPA and the MHA Moreover, as a research focus Public Management cuts
across fields from finance to leadership. An already strong collaboration between SPA and
faculty in the Anderson Schools of Management could be boosted. Too, it is anticipated that this
position would be able to pursue funding from both granting agencies for collaboration with and
study of the labs as well as providing technical assistance to industry and state government.
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2. Assistant Professor in Health Services Administration
The SPA needs to add a tenure-track Assistant Professor Position with a specialty in Health
Services Administration. With two different master’s degree programs (MPA and MHA) a
faculty position in Health Services Administration – the direction of healthcare organizations
from hospitals and clinics to state agencies and the oversight of basic service delivery – is the
backbone of any Health Services program. In addition, it is an important complement to the
similar Public Management position but focused on a specialized field that takes specialized
knowledge of the different points of emphasis in instruction, research, and administrative
programming. With a small faculty, the competitive advantage to the MHA and the resultant
increased enrollments that will result are clear. Students getting the MHA would fortify their
credentials for employment and the MHA more attractive academic unit for potential applicants.
The already strong collaboration between SPA and faculty in the Health Science Center,
especially the College of Population Health would be enhanced and in addition, the Veterans
Administration has expressed a strong need for support in health services research. Also, this
position would be essential in achieving the competencies required by the accreditation agency,
the Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Management Education (CAMHE). The MHA
program started preparing for accreditation in Fall, 2017.

Second Year
In second wave of hiring, the SPA would like to search for two Assistant Professors. One
position would be in the area of Justice and Security Administration. The other position in Health
IT and Informatics.

1. Assistant Professor in Justice and Security Administration
Justice and Security Administration – the study of the management and service delivery of
agencies involved in the criminal justice process such as police, courts, and corrections as well as
the interaction with and role in the development and implementation of national-level policies
related to security organizations and outcomes – has been a significant area of study in most
MPA programs since the 1967 “Crime in a Free Society” report and made only more important
after both the establishment of the Department of Homeland Security and the rise of emergency
management as a core public administration topic after Hurricane Katrina. While once a strong
area for the SPA which educated most of the top law enforcement and legal officials in the State
of New Mexico, it is a currently neglected course specialty and research focus that needs to be
renovated; in fact, SPA still has courses on the books in this area. With the advent of its 3-2
shared credit program with the Department of Sociology in 2018, the MPA expects to be
receiving students from the Sociology Criminal Justice program. A position could support
additional coursework for these students in the MPA as well as develop an important research
area for the SPA, UNM, MPP, and the state and could collaborate in research endeavors and
grant funding opportunities with on-campus programs ranging from the National Securities
Studies Program (NSSP), to the DOS, the Institute for Social Research (ISR), to the School of
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Law (SOL). Currently, the SPA Director sits on the NSSP advisory board and the SPA is
working with the Albuquerque Police Department (APD) to place student interns on its grants.

2. Assistant Professor in Health Information Technology and Informatics
The SPA’s MHA program needs to include a health services researcher who specializes in the
field of health informatics and management information systems and improving the quality and
safety of patient care. This is a focus on the use of technology in the healthcare field, to provide
better care at both the organization and population levels. Health informatics professionals are in
high demand because they are needed to assist healthcare professionals in the transition to
electronic health records, health information exchange, individualized care, and other new
healthcare technology. The MHA program lacks an expert trained in working with “big data”—
electronic health data sets so large and complex that they are difficult or impossible to manage
with traditional software and/or hardware. Granting agencies including the National Institutes for
Health (NIH), National Science Foundation (NSF), Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF),
and the Commonwealth Fund consistently fund “big data projects because they are high-leverage
in regard to their breadth and depth, particularly as healthcare organizations begin to link their
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) with genomic information systems. New Mexico does not
currently have any master’s-level, professional programs offering a specialization in health
informatics. Creating this specialty within the MHA program would simultaneously attract a
larger student body of healthcare administrators seeking knowledge in this growing field while
also creating a pipeline of qualified individuals to meet the state’s need for health informaticists.

Third Year
In a third wave of hiring, SPA would like to secure two positions. The first position is a Full
Professor and Director to replace the outgoing Director and Full Professor. The second position
is an Assistant Professor with a specialization in Nonprofit Administration.

1. Full Professor in State and Local Administration (SPA Director)
The SPA needs to replace Full Professors lost due to retirement and to augment its offerings in
State and Local Administration. State and Local Administration – the study of the non-federal
levels and parts of government, their funding, interaction, organization, management, services,
and problems – is ubiquitous in public administration programs throughout the world (know
often as “territorial” studies in Europe); it is not possible to have a credible PA program without
a strong offering in this area. So, a hire in this area would replace both the capacity lost due to
death and retirements prior to 2021, but also replace MPA faculty who may retire by 2022.
Several MPA core courses are offered in area of State and Local Administration and it has been a
hallmark focus of publication and research for SPA professors: SPA professors have been key
participants in the American Society for Public Administration’s Deil Wright (known as the
father of the study of Intergovernmental Relations) Symposium on Intergovernmental Relations.
In addition, it has been a source of both contract and grant funding for SPA ranging from past
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USAID funded municipal mayors’ training projects to current Intergovernmental Services
Agreements and funding with the City of Albuquerque. This addition would have significant
responsibility for ensuring and enhancing the strength of these endeavors including working with
MPP faculty at the State LFC and the Department of Political Science’s Legislative Internship
Program among others on service and research. Also, the added position would be responsible
for a suite of courses and capstone experiences that are essential for MPA graduation.

2. Assistant Professor in Nonprofit Administration
The SPA has considerable demand for a specialty in Nonprofit Administration. Nonprofit
Administration – the study of running organizations that focus on funding and managing service
programs rather than generating revenue; in this regard they both complement public programs
and deliver services for them under contract in coproduction relationships and so are key topics
for PA courses, specialties, and research. While those who are interested in and study nonprofits
may find most basic MPA core courses useful in their studies, they have need for other areas of
coursework and research that are critical to their success and of great use to those in public
agencies as well. These include specialized course and research topics that range from
fundraising to board management to public participation and the use of volunteers. This addition
could support the development of these courses and a new research focus for the MPA and MHA
as both public agencies and healthcare entitles interact increasingly with nonprofits. Moreover,
there is a strong need in the State of New Mexico for competent managers in the nonprofit
sector: the services of many poverty programs in the state are delivered by nonprofits and many
of the economically under-resourced sector of the state’s population rely on these entities to
serve their needs ranging from shelters, to feeding, to clothing assistance programs. It is
expected that an addition in this area would enhance collaboration on both research and teaching
with both the MPP which has a strong nonprofit component and demand as well as entities such
as the Institute for Social Research (ISR) on grant projects.

Additional Consideration: National Director Search
National recruitment for a Director serves three important purposes. First, it ensures that the SPA
has senior leadership to guide the unit. Second, it provides more mentoring for junior faculty to
achieve promotion to Associate and Full Professor and correct the imbalance in ranks in the unit
– clearly, something only a Full Professor with national stature can do. Third, maintaining the
SPA’s standing as program numbered in the top 100 in the U.S mandates that the SPA have a
leader with the national stature and connections to support the reputation, connectedness, and
excellence for which the SPA is known. This individual would be expected to have a good
teaching record, a strong national reputation in the field for research and participation, a
background in academic unit administration, and skill in outreach, and fundraising. the delivery
of health services. and the ability to maintain and enhance the steady MPA graduation trends.
Retirements or cutbacks would make continued funding available for this position. In addition,
the SPA can count on the Rosenthal Endowed Professorship to fund this position. This would
give both scholarly definition and provide an incumbent for an endowed chair.
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Criterion 6. Resources and Planning
The unit has sufficient resources and institutional support to carry out its mission and achieve its
goals.
6A. Explain how the unit engages in resource allocation and planning that are effective in
helping it carry out its mission and achieve its goals. If the unit has an advisory board, describe
the membership and charge and discuss how the board’s recommendations are incorporated into
decision-making.
 Include a discussion of how faculty research is used to generate revenue or apply for
grants. How is the revenue gained from research being distributed to support the unit and
its degree/certificate programs?
As the senior member of the SPA, the Director is able to guide the SPA and have substantial
determining guidance through three major sources of authority and influence: 1.) administrative
control of resource allocation; 2.) administrative decision-making on recommendations to the
Dean; 3.) actual and symbolic leadership of the SPA faculty. In the first instance, the Director
has complete administrative control over the budgetary and facility resources of the School, In
the second case, the SPA Director reports directly to the A&S Dean and as a member of the A&S
Chairs and Directors Council, makes recommendations to the Dean for SPA evaluation, goals,
and policy and interprets and implements A&S policy within SPA. In the third instance, the
Director chairs all faculty meetings and retreats, sets and publishes faculty-meeting agendas, has
final interpretation of faculty policy, and conducts all faculty voting.
Through the control of budgetary resources, the Director is able to guide both the SPA research
and teaching programs. For example, a new administrative policy put into place by a Director
governs the allocation of Graduate Assistants (GA) for research by requiring the submission of
proposals concerning how the GAs will be used and the required number of hours for completing
projects. Proposals that are supported must be in line with the Director's views about the
desirability, feasibility, and fittingness of the proposed research and allows for direct guidance of
faculty research efforts. Likewise, although the faculty adopt travel policy about what sort of
travel is acceptable, it is the Director who funds travel allocations by rank and can fund
additional allocations. In the same way, by scheduling and funding courses, the Director is able
to guide the programs by indicating what are the appropriate instructional priorities for each
program. This includes the funding of ongoing adjunct appointments and term teachers for
particular offerings.
The Director charts the course for the SPA in both financial and human resources through the
direct reporting relationship with A&S. The Director is responsible for submitting a three-year,
rolling hiring plan for approval by the Dean and then the Provost. The inputs for this plan come
from faculty, but the presentation and staging are done in a report prepared by the Director. In
addition, follow up by the Director is important and the actual hiring requests come from the
Director's office. For example, the hiring of an additional faculty member in 2018 came was
made possible by the Director's identification of a candidate in the 2018 current search who
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could fill a position approved for 2019 and gaining assent from the faculty on the desirability of
the hire for the position. This was followed by a request to and negotiation with the Dean to
make a request to move the hire into the current year. Likewise, the Director makes requests for
administrative staff and in the current year has converted two temporary staff to permanent. The
Director is also responsible for resource allocation including space and operating budget
allocations as well as acquisition of additional financial and physical resources. The Director
works closely with the A&S representatives to the UNM Foundation in development and
nurturing of prospective donors and represents the School in all fundraising and alumni relations
efforts.
SPA holds regularly scheduled, monthly faculty meetings. In addition, the faculty meets as a
plenary body whenever necessary to address important matters in depth, depending on the time
of year and other circumstances. Meetings address policies, plans, and strategies, concerning
everything from curricular matters to workloads and budgets. In addition, the faculty is
supported by both standing and ad hoc committees which study particular questions as referred
by the faculty and make recommendations to them.
Once a year, the core faculty meets for a daylong retreat to discuss the vision, mission, priorities,
and broad strategic direction of the School. There is often an intense process of interaction
among faculty members in which the issues facing the School are discussed candidly and
decisions made accordingly. Action items are taken out of these retreats for follow-up.
The SPA Advisory Board also meets regularly. At its meetings, the Director provides the Board
a status report and outlines important short and long-term issues facing the School. For their part,
Board members discuss the School's direction and provide suggestions concerning program
changes and revisions. Theirs is an important part of the School's assessment of unfolding
challenges and opportunities, in broad-based reflection on mission and strategy. Since Advisory
Board members hold prominent positions in state government, law, advocacy, and commerce,
they are well situated to provide the School with the guidance they do.
SPA's budget has been cut by 5% over the last three years, as a result of across-the board cuts in
funding at UNM owing in turn to cuts in state funding which are due to the general economic
downturn in the state. Fortunately, the University has been able to avoid layoffs and mandatory
furloughs. In this climate, there has been only one small salary increase for UNM faculty or staff
over this period. Recently prospects have improved slightly. Effective July 1, 2018 faculty and
staff can expect a minimum of one percent across the board increase in salary. Significant gains
in oil and gas revenues in the state may indicate improvement in the future.
In addition to budgeted resources, the School has been able to supplement graduate assistantship
and tuition fellowship funding from non-state endowment sources and private fundraising. The
School works closely with the UNM Foundation to cultivate prospective donors from around the
country, as well as sponsored research funding. The School has also been able to continue to
fund lectures and colloquia from non-state sources on its endowments. While these efforts are
modest, they reflect the steady and continued support of the community including alumni and
other interested parties.
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The School has maintained a core commitment to offer all required courses each semester. This
is done to provide maximum opportunities for students to register for core and required courses
and ensure timely graduation. Also, it gives greater flexibility for faculty rotation, as well as time
and day variety for course scheduling.
Typically, MPA Concentration courses are offered once a year. That has not presented a barrier
to timely movement through the program, but it has placed a strain on faculty resources for
offering them and for staffing core courses and serving as readers for theses, Professional Papers,
and capstone cases. In addition, as other units at UNM experienced budgetary constraints their
ability to offer listed courses in Concentrations has diminished and they have been unable to
guarantee MPA students places in them when offered. Moreover, as indicated above, a negligible
number of students opt for anything but the broadest Concentration (Public Management) in
variety of course offerings. As a result, substantive discussions within the MPA Committee,
followed by the full faculty, have yielded the decision to eliminate Concentrations effective Fall
2019.
In general, as an occupationally-oriented preparatory field, public administration does not have a
great deal of external support available in research grants. As a rule, there are more opportunities
for faculty to engage in professional-technical research either through institutional contracts or
individual consulting contracts. Too, without a doctoral program and with the bulk of its
students being in-service, the SPA is not well positioned to have faculty research projects
supported by Ph.D. students either individually or in lab-style teams. Accordingly, outside
research funding plays a minor role in the research agenda of the unit and of the individual
faculty. Nonetheless, activity in this area occurs.
Some faculty – mostly untenured – have applied for and received small, UNM internal grants for
the support of research development (RAC – Research Allocation Committee) and teaching
innovation (TAG – Teaching Assistance Grants). These grants do not pay overhead to the unit
but can be used to offset costs that would be paid by the unit such as specialized software or
other data processing, e.g. Mechanical Turk, and to augment travel funds for conference
presentations in the development of research or study of pedagogy. Faculty have been
encouraged to apply for the RAC grant, with an eye both to adding to support available from the
unit for their research agenda as well as to pilot-test ideas for larger grants from outside agencies.
In addition, faculty have been encouraged to use the TAG grant to support any pedagogical
research or experiments that they might wish to develop into larger research projects to be put
into external grant proposals.
Some external-technical support contracts have been used to generate unit overhead, support
faculty research and to support students and their research. For example, a 2013-2014 project
with the City of Albuquerque to staff the Police Oversight Task Force and led by a faculty
member provided support for several graduate students to assist in the project and to pay for
coursework. In addition, one student developed a professional project from the effort. The
faculty member published a technical report for the City on its website. In a similar way the same
faculty member staffed the Albuquerque Police Department’s analysis of its recruiting efforts
and a citywide recruiting summit. This resulted in two conference papers.
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SPA does have one faculty member who holds a .50 FTE appointment in SPA and a .50 FTE
appointment in a STEM field, engineering, where outside support is more readily available, who
has had a steady stream of NSF grants. This faculty member is given a SPA funded Graduate
Assistant (GA) to support both research and teaching duties, so that the faculty member has more
time to conduct grant-specific research and to apply for additional grants. In addition, this
faculty member has been designated to teach courses that are in-line with the field for which
NSF grants are being sought.
The Technical support contracts and NSF grants referenced above have generated some overhead
which has been returned to the SPA. However, the amount of overhead returned to the unit is
small and is not enough to hire additional graduate-level staff. Instead, the funds go to augment
special faculty requests for travel and equipment funds in the SPA. Also, the grants and contracts
mentioned have purchased equipment, software, and other materials for the Principal
Investigators, offsetting SPA expenses.
6B. Provide an analysis of information regarding the unit’s budget including support received
from the institution and external funding sources.
 Include a discussion of how alternative avenues (i.e., external and grant funding, summer
bridge programs, course fees, differential tuition, etc.) have been explored to generate
additional revenue to maintain the quality of the unit’s degree/certificate program(s) and
courses.
The School’s annual expenses are covered primarily by the Operating/Instruction & General
(I&G) funds. Prior to 2017, the School received its allocations directly from the Provost’s Office.
The allocations are now being made through the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition, the
SPA has a variable allocation for both Distance Education (Zoom) and from Course Fees and a
Tuition Differential paid by Credit Hour. The following tables detail those allocations for the last
ten years.
TABLE 6B.1 SPA Budget Breakdown AY2008-09 – AY2017-18
SPA Budget Breakdown AY2008-09 – AY2017-18

AY 2017-2018/FY 18
AY 2016-2017/FY 17
AY 2015-2016/FY 16
AY 2014-2015/FY 15
AY 2013-2014/FY 14
AY 2012-2013/FY 13
AY 2011-2012/FY 12
AY 2010-2011/FY 11
AY 2009-2010/FY 10
AY 2008-2009/FY 09

I&G Salary
Allocation by
Year

Director’s
Summer
Courses
Allocation
by Year

Director’s I&G
Operating
Allocation by
Year* (covers all
operating
expenses
including travel)

Extended
University
Allocation by
Year* (used
for distance
courses and
faculty salary)

Course Fee
Revenue by
Year* (covers
NASPAA fees,
copier, and
advisor travel)

NM Distinguished
Public Service
Award Revenue by
Year* (covers
incidental
expenses,
computers, & GA)

$1,186,526.00
$1,199,441.00
$1,319,716.00
$1,252,910.00
$1,164,382.00
$739,344.00
$924,013.00
$861,000.00
$838,647.00
$842,874.00

$20,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$40,000.00
$40,000.00
$32,000.00
$20,286.00
$13,524.00
$16,905.00
$4,000.00

$32,063.00
$61,222.00
$64,260.00
$71,449.00
$68,612.00
$62,600.00
$68,287.00
$61,409.00
$48,184.00
$28,180.00

$0.00
$30,001
$32,000
$12,000.00
$95,848.00
$95,848.00
$12,000.00
$12,000.00
$12,000.00
$5,400.00

$14,085.00
$14,100.00
$15,480.00
$15,270.00
$16,890.00
$15,705.00
$15,395.00
$12,430.00
$9,540.00
$7,810.00

$320.00
$26,120.00
$6,120.00
$6,235.00
$18,500.00
$3,710.00
$2,855.00
$1,960.00
$13,300.00
$300.00
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TABLE 6B.2 SPA Tuition Differential Revenue by Year and Semester AY2008-09 –
AY2017-18
Tuition Differential Revenue by Year and Semester*
Fall
Summer
Spring
Provost Allocation
AY 2017-2018/FY 18 $63,300.00 $13,375.00 $65,950.00
$0.00
AY 2016-2017/FY 17 $65,600.00 $13,600.00 $56,350.00
$135,128.007
AY 2015-2016/FY 16 $68,850.00 $13,550.00 $64,100.00
$0.00
AY 2014-2015/FY 15 $61,150.00 $14,425.00 $60,025.00
$0.00
AY 2013-2014/FY 14 $71,487.50 $14,950.00 $70,425.00
$0.00
AY 2012-2013/FY 13 $62,350.00 $34,593.48 $63,393.75
$135,000.007
AY 2011-2012/FY 12
$0.00
$6,375.00
$100.00
$87,670.00
AY 2010-2011/FY 11
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$62,330.00
AY 2009-2010/FY 10
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
AY 2008-2009/FY 09
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
*Used for Faculty Salaries, Adjunct Salaries, GA Support, Student Support, Director SAC &
Summer
*Deposit and Pullback of Director Salary by Provost Office
6C. Discuss the composition of the staff assigned to the unit and their responsibilities (including
titles and FTE). Include an overall analysis of the sufficiency and effectiveness of the staff in
supporting the mission and vision of the unit.
In addition to the Director, the School’s administrative and professional staff provides strong
academic and operational support to the faculty and students. The staff consists of:
A full-time Director of Operations and Advisement (DO&A) provides strong academic and
professional advising services to the students and the program faculty. The DO&A also performs
an overall supervisory function for administrative staff, and coordinates marketing and program
development and helps implement policies, and operating procedures such as workflow for staff
and the School of Public Administration. The DO&A monitors and evaluates admission,
enrollment and graduation rates, and effects changes required for improvement such as
recommending the addition or deletion of courses. The DO&A participates as a member of the
management team in planning, problem resolution, and reviewing the School’s overall
performance in community service. The DO&A assists the Director in the development,
preparation and submission of program reports and assessment such as the School of Public
Administration’s Academic Program Review, NASPAA and other reports for the University.
The DO&A monitors and administers processes associated with individual student academic
standing, as appropriate, to include probations, suspensions, and other Graduate Studies
directives.
A full-time Business Manager is responsible for budgetary and personnel management. The
Business Manager provides financial and Human Resource administrative support to the Director
and faculty. The Business Manager manages fiscal affairs of the school including budget
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planning, expenditure and cost analysis, procedures for expense payments, and financial
projections as well as coordinating account reconciliation and financial reporting activities and
overseeing the administration of transportation, lodging, and meal coordination for travel,
meetings, and conferences. The Business Manager is responsible for enforcement of all
university policies relevant to financial and fiscal matters for the School. This includes those
delineated in the University Policies and Procedures (Big Red) and the Faculty Handbook.
A full-time Administrative Assistant II (AAII)is responsible for overseeing supply inventory and
equipment maintenance including the processing of supply orders and work order requests and
serve as point of contact for faculty and staff inquiries relating to maintenance issues. The AAII
assists in coordinating semester schedules of classes and submission of all necessary forms and
revisions to the Scheduling office. The AAII is responsible for the continuous oversight and
maintenance of SPA's website and content to ensure accuracy and currency of information
including serving as the point of contact for faculty to submit information for the website. These
duties include staying abreast of University-wide policies relating to website management and
completing web updates accurately in a timely fashion for review and approval by the Director.
A .50 FTE MHA Program Manager (PM) whose responsibility is to establish and leverage
professional networks with senior leadership of healthcare and health-related organizations in
New Mexico and the Southwest region to support MHA/MPA and supervise internship
placement. The PM works closely with the MHA faculty committee to provide support for the
MHA program, including student recruitment, advising, internship and job placement and
provides administrative support for the MHA program, including maintaining records, recruiting
materials, preparing reports, newsletters etc.
6D. Discuss and provide evidence of the adequacy of the library resources that are available
and/or utilized to support the unit’s academic and research initiatives.
UNM University Libraries (UL) is a member of the Association of Research Libraries and is
composed of four separate branch facilities, which house its large physical collection. The
facilities are Zimmerman Library; Centennial Science and Engineering Library; Parish Business
and Economics Memorial Library; and the Fine Arts and Design Library. In addition to the
University Libraries, UNM students and faculty also have access to the Health Sciences Library
& Informatics Center and the Law Library. The UL purchases or subscribes to extensive online
resources relating to Public Administration. Some of the key online resources include:

TABLE 6D.1 UNM Library Resources
UNM Library Resources
Business Source Complete
PolicyMap
Web of Science Core
ICPSR (datasets)
EconLit
JSTOR
Sage Research Methods Core
Education Research Complete
Social Explorer
Rocky Mountain Online Archive
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The UL also continues to increase the number of electronic books available to faculty and
students via its quick search or vendor site for all disciplines. In addition, the library’s
interlibrary loan and library express service provides students and faculty access to materials at
other libraries in North American and around the world catalog.
Todd Quinn, library faculty member, is the liaison to Public Administration. He regularly
informs faculty about new resources, handles resource requests from faculty, and requests
feedback and recommendations for the program and faculty research.
6E. Discuss the unit’s strategic planning efforts going forward to improve, strengthen, and/or
sustain the sufficient allocation of resources and institutional support towards its
degree/certificate program(s), faculty, and staff.
As indicated in Criterion 1, SPA develops most of its strategic initiatives through the faculty
governance process as supported by its faculty standing and ad hoc committees as well as student
groups and the Advisory Board. As indicated, also, future strategic planning efforts are likely to
be carried out digitally using appropriate polling, opinion, and development techniques. The two
standing committees, the MPA and MHA Committees conduct on-going review of all challenges
to the programs including resource challenges.
In general, as the tables above indicate SPA has reasonably stable revenues, retention and
graduation rates, all of which are very good for a program of its size. Because its graduate
Student Credit Hour (SCH) production is stable, SPA faculty is hopeful that it can weather the
storm of future rescissions due to reductions in undergraduate enrollment across UNM. Also,
because a large component of its resources devoted to SCH production comes from that
production itself in the form of support given for distance education and earned from differential
tuition paid by SCH, the SPA must make sure to keep SCH levels as they are currently. In order
to do so, faculty are discussing several initiatives:
Development of online offerings and, eventually, fully online degrees that are less resource
intensive to deliver and can be marketed to a diverse group of students
Improve marketing and recruitment in the region, especially in competition with on-line
programs from other universities in order to broaden the marketing catchment area
Development of fee-based, short-term summer “certificate” programs, including international
ones, both on campus and online which could develop revenue for SPA during the time it
generates less revenue
Development of technical support contracts with cities, counties, and the State of NM to increase
revenues flowing into the SPA
Development of a proposals for an increase in Tuition Differential that would allow SPA to
expand and serve more students
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Development of fair comparison metrics for the SPA in hiring and resource allocation at A&S
where it is compared to programs principally serving undergraduates that are not nearly as
productive at the master’s level as the SPA
The poor fit of SPA in A&S (a growing master’s level, interdisciplinary occupational program in
an undergraduate-serving discipline centered, traditional academic departmental college
experiencing a downturn) has been an object of concern for SPA faculty. In the situation where
resources are allocated across A&S, the SPA is not and cannot compete well for resources. This
is the biggest challenge facing SPA from a resource maintenance standpoint. It is one that may
not be addressable by internal strategy but only by administrative, institutional, organizational, or
governance means.

Criterion 7. Facilities
The facilities associated with the unit are adequate to support student learning as well as
scholarly and research activities.
7A. Provide an updated listing from UNM’s current space management system of the spaces
assigned to your unit. Discuss the evolution and sufficiency of the amount of space your unit has
been assigned by category (e.g., offices, support spaces, conference rooms, classrooms, class
laboratories, computing facilities, research space, specialized spaces, etc.).
 Include an analysis of the square footage-to-student ratio and square footage-to-faculty
ratio.
 Explain if the unit has any spaces outside or in other locations that are not documented in
UNM’s space management system.
The School of Public Administration occupies the entire third floor of the Social Sciences
Building, a three story building housing the Social Sciences, centrally located on the Main
Campus, directly North of Zimmerman Library and directly West of the Anderson School of
Management. The School’s assigned facilities consist of the following areas, all of which are
documented in UNM’s space Management system (FAMIS).
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TABLE 7A.1 Office Space Allocation

TABLE 7A.2 SPA Floor Plan

Square footage to graduate student ratio = total square footage/total students (3,893/255= 15.26)
Square footage to faculty ratio = square faculty footage/faculty (1,583/12=131.91)
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The faculty offices are adequate in size ranging from 115 square feet to 162 square feet. The
mail, supply and copy room is adequate in size. There is a dedicated School Lounge sufficient
for small gathering such as site visits, Faculty interviews etc. The 582 square foot classroom is
sufficient for courses of up to 24 students.
At present, the eight Graduate Assistants are housed in a former conference room as that is the
only space currently available for them.
7B. Discuss the unit’s ability to meet academic requirements with the current facilities. Explain
the unit’s unmet facility needs.
 If applicable, describe the facility issues that were raised or noted in the last APR. What
were the outcomes, if any?
At present, the School’s ability to meet the academic requirements is only hampered by the lack
of a dedicated classroom available for online/distance instruction. The School shares the
resources available via the Zoom technology with many other programs at Dane Smith Hall.
Occasionally, the School must curtail course offering because of availability of appropriate
classrooms for distance education.
7C. Discuss any recent space management planning efforts of the unit relative to the teaching,
scholarly, and research activities of the faculty associated with the unit. Include an explanation
of any proposed new initiatives that will require new or renovated facilities.
Currently there are no plans for changes in the space utilized by the School. Discussion of a
remodeling of the SPA lobby has occurred as well as discussion with the SPA advisory board
about raising funds for this effort. None of this has progressed to the planning stage.
7D. Discuss the unit’s facility goals and priorities for the future and the timelines associated
with them. Include a description of short-term goals (1 – 3 years) (e.g. renovation requests) and
long-term goals (4 – 10 years) (e.g. new facilities) and how they align with UNM’s strategic
planning initiatives.
 Explain the funding strategies associated with any of the unit’s facility goals.
The School has begun to consider seeking additional space required for expansion of the
programs and degrees offered by the School in the future. There has been discussion of looking
for a building that would support current needs and provide room to grow.
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Criterion 8. Peer Comparisons
The degree/certificate program(s) within the unit are of sufficient quality compared to relevant
peers. (If applicable, differentiate for each undergraduate and graduate degree and certificate
program offered by the unit.)
8A. Discuss the distinguishing characteristics of the degree/certificate program(s) within the unit
after completing the Peer Comparison Template provided as Appendix J (i.e., examination of
student enrollment rates, degrees/certificates offered, number of tenure-track faculty,
research/creative work of faculty, etc.). Include an analysis of the unit’s degree/certificate
program(s) based on comparisons with similar or parallel programs:
 at any of UNM’s 22 peer institutions (i.e., http://oia.unm.edu/facts-andfigures/index1.html);
 at other peer institutions identified by the unit; and
 designated by relevant regional, national, and/or professional agencies.
The School selected a total of fifteen programs for comparison, all at research institutions. The
programs chosen for comparison can be divided into two groups; True Peers, which programs
are from institutions considered by UNM as its Peers, and Aspirational Peers, which are the top
public administration programs in the nation and may be from institutions that are ranked more
highly than UNM. Three of the fifteen total institutions are private, (Syracuse University,
University of Southern California and Princeton University).
The five True Peer programs are from institutions listed as UNM Peer Institutions by UNM:
Arizona State University, New Mexico State University, Texas A&M University, the University
of Texas at Austin and the University of Colorado-Denver. Three of these five UNM peer
institutions are officially designated as Hispanic Serving Institutions (Arizona State University.
New Mexico State University and Texas A&M University). All are in the Southwest.
The Aspirational Peers are from an additional ten institutions; Syracuse University, Indiana
University, Princeton University, New York University, University of California-Berkeley,
University of Southern California, University of Kansas, University of Washington, University
of Wisconsin, and Florida State University. All but three (Princeton University, University of
California – Berkeley and University of Wisconsin) are accredited by NASPAA (The Network
of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration). All are highly ranked by the US News
and World Report rankings of the Best Graduate Schools of Public Affairs in the United States.
Now that the SPA has joined these ranks, it is important to include them for future strategic
considerations.
The table below presents a comparison of the True and Aspirational Peers with the UNM SPA.
Thee comparison is on the important areas of degrees, faculty, enrollment, and UNWR rankings.
All the programs offer the master’s degree and all but five (as well as the University of New
Mexico) offer the Ph.D. in Public Administration (New Mexico State University, Texas A&M,
University of Texas at Austin, University of Wisconsin and Florida State University.
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TABLE 8A.1 True and Aspirational Peer Comparison with UNM SPA

Total
University
Enrollment

Unit
Undergraduate
Degrees/
Certificates
Offered

Unit
Undergraduate
Student
Enrollment

Unit Graduate
Degrees/
Certificates Offered

Unit
Graduate
Student
Enrollment

Total # of
Unit
Faculty

TRUE PEER
INSTITUTIONS

Status/Ranks/
Comparisons
(i.e., program
goals,
curriculum,
faculty, and
students, etc.)
USNWR
Rankings

MPA
MHA
University of
New Mexico

23,911

N/A

N/A

2 dual degrees:
MPA/MCRP and
MPA/JD

252-MPA

11

96

140 enroll
ed

30

#9

25
enrolled

8

#RNP

184
enrolled

22

#28

181 enroll
ed

50

#9

137
enrolled

32

#34

35

2

5 degrees in MPA
Arizona State
University

71,946

N/A

N/A

1 EMPA program
1 PhD program

New Mexico
State University

22,413

N/A

N/A

MPA degree
MPSA

Texas A&M
University

68,825

N/A

N/A

MIA
6 online
certificates
5 degrees

University of
Texas at Austin

51,000

N/A

N/A

17 dual degree
9 specialize
MPA

University of
ColoradoDenver

MCJ
18,937

N/A

N/A

7 dual degrees
7 certificates
PhD in PA

ASPIRATIONAL
PEER
INSTITUTIONS

MPA
Syracuse

22,484

N/A

N/A

MAIR
PhD in PA

137 MPA
65-75
MAIR
6 PhD
95

Total
University
Enrollment

Unit
Undergraduate
Degrees/
Certificates
Offered

Unit
Undergraduate
Student
Enrollment

Unit Graduate
Degrees/
Certificates Offered

Unit
Graduate
Student
Enrollment

Total # of
Unit
Faculty

Status/Ranks/
Comparisons
(i.e., program
goals,
curriculum,
faculty, and
students, etc.)

391enrolle
d

49

1

82

#9

475- MPA
enrolled

91

#9

121
enrolled

91

#6

MPA
Dual degrees:
MPA-MSES,
MAAA-MPA
PhD in PA
Indiana
University

43,710

N/A

N/A

Certificates:
nonprofit mgmt,
public budgeting
and fin. Mgmt,
public mgmt,
social
entrepreneurship,
hazard materials
mgmt
MPA

Princeton
(Wilson)

8,181

N/A

N/A

MPA/JD

PhDPA

MPP

JDP

142 MPA
220 MPP
33 PhD

MPA
MUP
MS in Public
Policy
EMPA
Dual Degree:
MBA-MPA
NYU

59,061

N/A

N/A

PhD in PA
Certificates – fin.
mgmt and pub
finance; health
finance; health
policy analysis;
mgmt for public
and nonprofit
orgs; public
policy anaylsis

UC Berkeley

41,910

N/A

N/A

MPA
MPP

PhD
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Total
University
Enrollment

Unit
Undergraduate
Degrees/
Certificates
Offered

Unit
Undergraduate
Student
Enrollment

Unit Graduate
Degrees/
Certificates Offered

MPA
MPP
MSPP
43,000

USC (Price)

N/A

N/A

MGPP
MNLM
MPL
MHA

EMHA
EMPL
EML
EMUP
IPPAM
PhD

Unit
Graduate
Student
Enrollment

Total # of
Unit
Faculty

Status/Ranks/
Comparisons
(i.e., program
goals,
curriculum,
faculty, and
students, etc.)

338-core
Master
students
304 –
executive
prog
students

53

#2

120
enrolled

26

#23

363
enrolled

26

#6

50+
enrolled

15

#23

147
enrolled

18

#28

18 joint &
certificate
programs
48 PhD
students

University of
Kansas

28,447

N/A

N/A

MPA
MUP

PhDPA

MPA
University of
Washington
(Evans)

46,686

N/A

N/A

University of
Wisconsin
(LaFollette)

31,710

N/A

N/A

EMPA

IPPHL

PhD in
PP &
Mgmt

Global
MPA

MPA
MIPA
MPA & Policy
Joint Degrees with
URP, social work,
criminology,
criminal justice,
law

FSU (Askew)

41,900

N/A

N/A

Certificates:
emergency mgmt,
public fin. mgmt.,
Florida city and
county mgmt,
health services
admin and policy

One of the recommendations of the 2009 APR review was the suggestion that the SPA seek
programs that were regionally significant and relatively comparable in characteristics. Of the five
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UNM Peer institutions, four of the five are nationally ranked (New Mexico State is not currently
ranked) and well regarded within the discipline. All but New Mexico State University have
roughly half to two-thirds the number of students the School of Public Administration currently
has in the MPA and MHA Programs. All but New Mexico State University have at least twice
the number of tenured track faculty.
The contrasts are great when UNM SPA is compared to the Aspirational Peers. Several of these
peers have up to eight times the faculty while having a third less students. (Princeton and
University of Southern California). In addition, eight of them rank in the top ten UNWR
programs, The School of Public Administration has steadily improved within the rankings. In
2007-2010. the School was able to add four faculty. During that period, the School also received
support for the creation of the Master of Health Administration, a degree program with
significant potential for both the School and the State of New Mexico.
Unfortunately, the SPA has lost more than half of these additions due to circumstances outlined
in this report. The School is in jeopardy of losing some, if not all, of the ground gained in recent
years if the losses in faculty due to retirement and death are not made up. In addition, the
growing needs to support the new MHA Program will render it difficult if not impossible to seek
CAHME accreditation.
8B. Discuss the unit’s strategic planning efforts going forward to improve, strengthen, and/or
sustain the quality of its degree/certificate program(s) in relation to peer institutions.
While much of the strategic planning for the next several years will focus on the need for
additional faculty, much of which is beyond the control of the School, there are other
components that the School is endeavoring to implement. As outlined elsewhere in this report,
these include a number of initiatives for increasing the SPA’s regional presence.
Many of the peer institutions have developed online certificate or other specializations designed
to attract students that may not pursue a MPA degree, but that would benefit from coursework to
enhance their skillset. The School is considering the development of certificates and short-term
programs in Not-for-Profit Administration and potentially other areas such as Hospital
Administration or Security Administration. It has considered resurrecting certificate programs in
Criminal Justice, Public Management, and Human Resources. These programs can also serve as
feeder sources for potential students into the more traditional programs.
In addition, the School has long been a bastion for nontraditional mid-service students. In light of
both the changing demographics in New Mexico as well as the relative stagnation in several of
the traditional markets for public administration, the School made the decision to gain entrée to a
younger student population. The first of these efforts to attract students still in baccalaureate
programs is the Shared Credit student.
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Shared Credit Degree Program
Traditionally, students are not able to begin their graduate degree until their undergraduate
degree is completed. However, the School of Public Administration has received approval for
two new Shared Credit Degree Programs; BA ECON/MPA and BA SOC/MPA to begin in Fall
2019. These accelerated ways to complete both the Bachelor’s degree and the Master of Public
Administration (MPA) degree will enable qualified students to earn graduate credit towards an
MPA degree during their senior academic year in the Bachelor’s degree program. Essentially, a
year after obtaining your BLA degree, you may earn an MPA degree as well!
In this Shared-Credit programs, 18 of the MPA graduate credits (6 courses) are taken during the
senior year of a student's degree program and the credits are "shared" to both the MPA and BA
degree requirements. Thus, this reduces the time needed to complete the two degrees, compared
to the traditional model, and results in significant savings. These programs will be marketed
aggressively beginning in late 2018 and the first students will be admitted Fall 2019.
These programs will enable the MPA Program to recruit younger pre-service students that
typically will be full-time students. This will increase the demand for additional courses as well
as additional placement services. Also, under discussion, are the possible addition of several
other Shared Credit partners. Finally, if approved, the creation of a PA minor will permit upper
division undergraduates to take graduate level coursework in the areas of public administration
towards their undergraduate degree. As a whole, these represent considerable opportunities for
growth and reach of the MPA Program.

International Programs and Students
A second area in which the School must compete with the regional peers is attracting
International students. Many of the peer institutions, both regional and aspirational have been
quite successful in attracting international students. This is a market in which the School can be
competitive.
It has strong ties to Mexico and Latin America due to its former Spanish language program, the
presence of Spanish speaking faculty, and UNM’s proximity to the South. The SPA has faculty
that conduct research on Latin American topics and publish in Spanish. There have been recent
discussions with the University of Guadalajara about short-term and joint programs. In addition,
recruiting has taken place there and at the University of Puebla and a short-term post-doctoral
program was held in spring 2018. Most importantly, the School provides a sound educational
experience at a very reasonable cost, especially relative to its peers. The School also can boast of
a vibrant diverse student population as well as a diverse faculty. Though not competitive in terms
of funding for international students, the Director and faculty are exploring several areas of
funding to mitigate this weakness.
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Faculty Resources
The SPA has been in substantive discussions and negotiations with two universities in China to
develop programs designed to bring to the School students from China who will take up to a year
of coursework applicable to their degree from their home university. The SPA has hosted visiting
scholars from several Chinese universities and has developed links with Chinese universities
through these. The SPA has developed Memoranda of Understanding with the Capital
University of Economics and Business and Capital Normal University both in Beijing for Guest
Student and other exchange programs. These are awaiting implementation.
While these initiatives illustrate areas for growth, the fundamental need for additional faculty
will overshadow all these efforts. As stated earlier, the School competes with peers at least twice
the size and until efforts are realized for additional resources, further improvements in the
national rankings may prove to be elusive. The SPA has lost nearly twenty-five percent of its
current staffing in just one academic year with a decrease of 2.5 FTE Teaching Faculty going
into AY 2018-19. This downturn in faculty resources occurs at a moment when the School seeks
an increased workload in both credit hour production and student enrollment. Moreover, it
comes at a time when the SPA has received national recognition for its excellence by U.S. News
and World Report as one of the Top 100 Public Affairs programs, undergoes this Academic
Program Review, and seeks reaccreditation. This drop in FTE Teaching Faculty threatens the
School’s ability to meet increasing demand and the quality of programs. Its status as one of the
top U.S. News and World Report programs is at risk, as is its accreditation.

Any short and long-term strategic plans involving peer institutions must consider replacement of
lost faculty resources and SPA status at UNM. To compete, the MPA must replace n FTE
Teaching Faculty as outlined in this report to meet program quality metrics and realize potential
growth in SCH. Also, it must augment the research program for the MPA by adding
competencies that underpin both current research efforts and attract new funding.
For the MHA, the most important challenge in the future in comparison to the Aspirational Peers
will be achieving CAHME accreditation. This will not be possible to achieve this without adding
additional full-time faculty dedicated to the MHA program. It is anticipated that to seek CAHME
accreditation, more than 2 FTE Faculty will be needed for the MHA: probably a total of 5 FTE
Faculty will be necessary. Also, an important objective for the MHA is to increase the annual
cohort of to the planned 20 students and this will further pinch resources.
To fully realize its potential and join the ranks of its Aspirational Peers, the SPA will need more
faculty. As this report has outlined, without recovery of the place it held in the UNM structure as
an independent unit reporting to the Provost for nearly fifty years, where its national and
international stature and accomplishments can be recognized and rewarded, this outcome is at
best uncertain and at worst impossible. As the comparison of SPA with True Peer and
Aspirational Peer Institutions makes evident, there are almost no institutions of UNM’s size,
importance, and stature that have a public administration program quite so neglected and
ignored. Clearly, there are few at UNM or any institutions that have accomplished so much with
so little.
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Appendix A: COPRA Review Memo
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Appendix B: COPRA Final Memo
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Appendix C: Program Characteristics
UNM MPA Program Characteristics, Fall 2017
Students
The UNM School of Public Administration’s MPA program is more selective in its admissions
than the average of NASPAA accredited programs that reported data for the 2015-2016
academic year (which includes the education performance of 191 accredited programs and ten
programs seeking accreditation) and more successful in attracting admitted applicants to enroll in
our program:
TABLE AC.1 Comparisons to NASPAA Accredited MPA Program Averages: Admission
& Enrollment Selectivity
Comparisons to NASPAA Accredited MPA Program Averages
Admission and Enrollment Selectivity
Percent of applicants who are offered admission
Percent of those offered admission who enroll

NASPAA
Average
2015-2016
61%
60%

UNM
2015-2016

UNM
2016-2017

84%
83%

86%
82%

As a result of efforts to increase graduation of students over the past three years, the MPA
program achieved record enrollment and produced a record number of graduates:
TABLE AC.2 Number of Students Enrolled & Graduating, 2012-2017

We enroll a highly diverse student body. Data shown in the charts below are typical for the
student body as a whole. Female students make up two-thirds to three-quarters of our enrollment.
The age range is broad, but the average age has been decreasing in recent years as more students
enter the program directly after completing a bachelor’s degree.
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TABLE AC.3 SPA Students Entering Fall 2017

Time to Degree
Students taking on an average of 12 to 15 credit hours per year will finish the program in three to
three-and-a-half years. An examination of student records reveals this pattern to be true for those
who successfully complete the program in that period. Students will take 12 to 15 credit hours
per year, often in three semesters.
Those who do not finish within the three- to four-year period, typically consist of students whose
work/family life require them to proceed at a slower pace at 9 to 12 credit hours per year.
Most of these students finish within a four to five-year period.
Faculty
Our faculty size is typical of NASPAA-accredited programs:
TABLE AC.4 Comparisons to NASPAA Accredited MPA Program Averages: Faculty
Presence
Comparisons to NASPAA Accredited MPA Program Averages
Faculty Presence

NASPAA
UNM
UNM
UNM
Average
2015-2016 2016-2017 Fall 2017
2015-2016
average: 12
median: 8

11

11

9

Percent of core courses taught by full-time faculty

83%

76%

75%

67%

Percent of all courses taught by full-time faculty

75%

63%

64%

73%

Number of full-time faculty
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Learning Outcome Assessment
Each spring, we measure students’ achievement of specific learning outcomes in our core
courses, to see how effective we are in achieving the competencies expected for program
graduates. This assessment information is evaluated by the faculty and used to improve the
design and delivery of the curriculum. These are the results of the learning outcome assessments
conducted in spring, 2017:
TABLE AC.5 Student Learning Outcomes, Spring 2017
Student Learning Outcomes

Advanced
Basic
Incomplete
competence competence competence

Demonstrate knowledge of:
Organizational behavior

26%

58%

16%

Human resource management

39%

61%

0%

Public budgeting & financial management

76%

12%

12%

Strategic planning & strategic management

26%

58%

16%

Program evaluation & performance measurement

33%

67%

0%

Comparative & case analysis

0%

100%

0%

Information & network management

26%

58%

16%

26%

58%

16%

Demonstrate the ability to identify:
Organizational challenges

Analyze policies and programs by applying appropriate:
Information technology & data management tools

10%

40%

50%

Quantitative and/or qualitative analysis methods

0%

50%

50%

Ethical research standards

64%

21%

14%

26%

58%

16%

Public, private, & non-profit sector interactions

33%

67%

0%

Managing diversity in the global environment

26%

58%

16%

Verbal communication ability

71%

29%

0%

Written (expository & analytical) communication
ability

83%

17%

0%

Appropriately and effectively apply:
Management theory & organizational analysis
Demonstrate a nuanced understanding of:

Demonstrate excellent:
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Student Satisfaction
Every graduate is asked to rate their satisfaction with the program at the time of their graduation.
The information is used by the faculty to identify areas of both excellence and concern, and
inform curricular improvements. These are results from the past three years:
TABLE AC.6 Student Satisfaction, 2014-2017
Agree or strongly agree:

2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017

I gained knowledge and skills applicable to my career

72%

77%

90%

I improved my ability to write clearly and effectively

92%

77%

74%

I improved my ability to speak clearly and effectively

86%

62%

80%

I improved my ability to think logically and analytically

84%

70%

80%

I improved my problem-solving skills

77%

69%

90%

I developed leadership skills

70%

77%

78%

I developed independent learning skills

91%

70%

78%

I gained understanding of different values and beliefs

88%

85%

90%

I would do it again if I were starting over

91%

84%

90%

I would recommend the program to a friend

95%

92%

90%

Student Employment
Most graduates worked full time while they studied:
TABLE AC.7 Employment Status while in the MPA Program, 2014-2017
Employment status while in the MPA program

2014-2015

2015-2016 2016-2017

Employed full-time

70%

77%

85%

Employed part-time

12%

8%

13%

Not employed

18%

15%

6%

Employment commitments for UNM MPA students may contribute to the relatively slower rate
of progress for students compared to the national average:
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TABLE AC.8 Comparisons to NASPAA Accredited MPA Program Averages: Graduation
Rate
Comparisons to NASPAA Accredited MPA Program Averages
Graduation Rate

% graduating within 2x stated time to degree

NASPAA
Average
2015-2016

UNM
2015-2016

UNM
2016-2017

80%

58%

76%

The School is encouraging faster degree completion by offering more assistance and options for
completing the capstone requirements, and by ensuring that the courses needed for degree
completion are available at optimal times and locations for working adults.

UNM MPA graduates continued their employment, or found new employment at the time of
graduation, in the following fields:
TABLE AC.9 Comparisons to NASPAA Accredited MPA Program Averages: Employment
of Graduates
Comparisons to NASPAA Accredited MPA Program Averages
NASPAA
Average
2015-2016

UNM
2015-2016

UNM
2016-2017

government (includes health, education)

39%

62%

81%

nonprofit

20%

11%

7%

private

17%

15%

6%

obtaining further education

3%

5%

2%

unemployed

4%

7%

4%

Employment of Graduates
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Appendix D: Student Learning Outcomes
Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Matrix 2017
Students who graduate from the MPA program are expected to achieve the following learning
outcomes by completing the required core and capstone courses. While outcomes may be
acquired and demonstrated across a variety of courses, they will be formally assessed in the
indicated courses.
TABLE AD.1 Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Matrix 2017
SLO 1: Demonstrate knowledge of:

500
Pub
Mgt

Organizational behavior

521
Inst
Dev


522
Prog
Eval

525
HR
Mgt

544
596
552
Pub
Res
App
Budg Meth Res



Human resource management



Public budgeting & financial mgt.


Strategic planning & strategic mgt.



Prog eval & performance measurement



Comparative & case analysis


Information & network management
SLO 2: Demonstrate the ability to
identify:

500

521

522

525

544

596

552

553

522

525

544

596

552

553



Organizational challenges
SLO 3: Analyze policies & programs by
applying appropriate:

500

521

Information technology & data mgt. tools



Quantitative/qualitative analysis methods




Ethical research standards
SLO 4: Appropriately and effectively
apply:

500

500

Verbal communication ability

522

525

544

596

552

553

521

522

525

544

596

552

553

525

544

596

552

553




Managing diversity in the global environment
SLO 6: Demonstrate excellent:

521


Mgt. theory & organizational analysis
SLO 5: Demonstrate a nuanced
understanding of:
Public, private, & non-profit sect. interactions

553
Capstone

500

521

522



Written (expository & analytical)
communication ability
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Appendix E: Professional Paper Evaluation

Master of Public Administration Program
ProPaper Evaluation Form
Name:

ID#:

Date:

Title of Paper:
Written Expression
SLO 6b, “Demonstrate excellent written (expository and analytical) communication ability.”
Incomplete Competence:
Experiences difficulty with
clarity of expression,
grammar, structure.

Basic Competence:
Effectively expresses ideas and
concepts; generally correct
grammar and structure.

Advanced Competence:
Especially strong in expressing
ideas and concepts.

☐-1

☐-4

☐-7

☐-2

☐-3

☐-5

☐-6

☐-8

Comments:

2. Organization
SLO 6b, “Demonstrate excellent written (expository and analytical) communication ability.”
Incomplete Competence:
Research paper shows some
degree of disorganization in
structure and subject.

Basic Competence:
Research paper is well-structured,
containing descriptive and
appropriate logical presentation
of subject.

Advanced Competence:
Research paper is especially
well-structured and logical in
presentation, greatly enhancing
quality of research.

☐-1

☐-4

☐-7

☐-2

☐-3

☐-5

☐-6

☐-8

Comments:
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3. Analytical Skills
SLO 3a, “Analyze policies and programs by applying appropriate information technology and
data management tools.”
SLO 3b, “Analyze policies and programs by applying appropriate quantitative and/or qualitative
analysis methods.”
Incomplete Competence:
Analysis of data, information
or problems is weak;
methodology deficient.

Basic Competence:
Analysis of data, information or
problems is strong; effective.
Appropriate methodology.

Advanced Competence:
Especially strong analysis of
data, information or problems.
Strong methodological
grounding.

☐-1

☐-4

☐-7

☐-2

☐-3

☐-5

☐-6

☐-8

Comments:

4. Use of Literature
SLO 4b, “Appropriately and effectively apply management theory and policy analysis.”
SLO 4c, “Appropriately and effectively apply other central strains of management theory as
appropriate.”
Incomplete Competence:
Appropriate literature
referenced, but significant
gaps in relevant literature.

Basic Competence:
Good use of literature, no major
gaps in use of relevant literature.

Advanced Competence:
Extensive, thorough and
appropriate use of relevant
literature.

☐-1

☐-4

☐-7

☐-2

☐-3

☐-5

☐-6

☐-8

Comments:

TOTAL SCORE (add checked numbers for categories 1 – 4):
Additional Comments:

☐ - Recommended

Signature of Evaluator

☐ - Recommended with Distinction

Print or Type Name

☐ - Do Not Recommend

Date
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Appendix F: Dual MPA/MCRP Program Checklist
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Appendix G: MHA Program Sequence
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Appendix H: MPA Program Checklist
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Appendix I: Faculty Credentials
Directions: Please complete the following table by: 1) listing the full name of each faculty member associated with the designated
degree/certificate program(s); 2) identifying the faculty appointment of each faculty member, including affiliated faculty, (i.e., LT, TTI,
TTAP, AD, etc.); 3) listing the name of the institution(s) and degree(s) earned by each faculty member; 4) designating the program level(s) at
which each faculty member teaches one or more course (i.e., “X”); and 5) indicating the credential(s) earned by each faculty member that
qualifies him/her to teach courses at one or more program levels (i.e., MD, TDD, TDDR, TDO or Other). Please include this template as an
appendix in your Self-Study Report for Criterion 5A.
TABLE AI.1 Faculty Credentials
Name of Unit/Academic Program(s):
Full First and Last
Name

Katie Cartwright

Shane Day

School of Public Administration/Masters of Public Administration

Faculty Appointment
Continuing
Lecturer (LT)
Probationary/Tenure Track Instructor (TTI) or Asst. Prof.
(TTAP)
Tenured - Assoc. Prof. (TAP),
Prof. (TP), or Dist. Prof. (TDP)
Prof. of Practice (PP)
Temporary
Adjunct (AD)
Term Teacher (TMT)
Visitor (VR)
Research Faculty (RF)
Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Institution(s) Attended, Degrees
Earned, and/or active
Certificate(s)/Licensure(s)
(e.g., University of New
Mexico—BS in Biology;
University of Joe Dane—MS in
Anthropology; John Doe
University—PhD in Psychology;
CPA License—2016-2018)

Program
Level(s)
(Mark each level
taught by the
faculty. Please
leave blank or
include “N/A”
for each level the
faculty does not
teach at least one
course.)

University of Granada – BA in
English & Spanish; Lehigh
University- MA in English
Literature; Emory UniversityPh.D. in Sociology

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

University of Washington-BA in
Political Science; MA in Public
Administration, MA in

Undergrad
uate
Graduate

X

Faculty Credentials
Faculty only completed a Master’s
degree in the discipline/field (MD);
Faculty only completed a terminal
degree in the discipline/field (TDD);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
in the discipline/field and have a
record of research/scholarship in the
discipline/field (TDDR);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
outside of the discipline/field but
earned 18+ graduate credit hours in
the discipline/field (TDO); OR
Other (Explain)
Faculty completed Summer Institutes
at
University of WA and Columbia
University in discipline. Faculty
completed terminal & masters degree
outside discipline.
Faculty completed terminal degree &
masters degree in discipline.

X
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Full First and Last
Name

Uday Desai

Nicholas Edwardson

Kun Huang

Faculty Appointment
Continuing
Lecturer (LT)
Probationary/Tenure Track Instructor (TTI) or Asst. Prof.
(TTAP)
Tenured - Assoc. Prof. (TAP),
Prof. (TP), or Dist. Prof. (TDP)
Prof. of Practice (PP)
Temporary
Adjunct (AD)
Term Teacher (TMT)
Visitor (VR)
Research Faculty (RF)

Professor

Assistant Professor

Associate Professor

Institution(s) Attended, Degrees
Earned, and/or active
Certificate(s)/Licensure(s)
(e.g., University of New
Mexico—BS in Biology;
University of Joe Dane—MS in
Anthropology; John Doe
University—PhD in Psychology;
CPA License—2016-2018)

International Studies, graduate
certificate in International
Development Management.
Indiana University Joint Ph.D. in
Public Policy & Political Science.
India-BA degree in Engineering;
City University of New York-MA
in Engineering; University of
Pittsburgh-Ph.D. in Public
Administration
Texas A&M University-BA in
Political Science; Carnegie
Mellon University-MS in Public
Policy & Management; Texas
A&M University-Ph.D. in Health
Services Research
Huazhong University-BA in
English; University of ArizonaMA in Communication;
University of Arizona-Ph.D. in
Management

Program
Level(s)
(Mark each level
taught by the
faculty. Please
leave blank or
include “N/A”
for each level the
faculty does not
teach at least one
course.)

Faculty Credentials
Faculty only completed a Master’s
degree in the discipline/field (MD);
Faculty only completed a terminal
degree in the discipline/field (TDD);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
in the discipline/field and have a
record of research/scholarship in the
discipline/field (TDDR);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
outside of the discipline/field but
earned 18+ graduate credit hours in
the discipline/field (TDO); OR
Other (Explain)

Doctoral

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral
Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

Faculty completed terminal degree in
discipline.
X

Faculty completed masters degree and
terminal degree in discipline.
X

X

Faculty completed masters outside if
discipline
Ph.D. completed in discipline.
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Full First and Last
Name

Agustin Leon-Moreta

Shuyang Peng

Bruce Perlman

Faculty Appointment
Continuing
Lecturer (LT)
Probationary/Tenure Track Instructor (TTI) or Asst. Prof.
(TTAP)
Tenured - Assoc. Prof. (TAP),
Prof. (TP), or Dist. Prof. (TDP)
Prof. of Practice (PP)
Temporary
Adjunct (AD)
Term Teacher (TMT)
Visitor (VR)
Research Faculty (RF)

Institution(s) Attended, Degrees
Earned, and/or active
Certificate(s)/Licensure(s)

Assistant Professor

Catholic University of EcuadorBS in Economics; Florida State
University-MA in Public
Administration; Florida State
University-Ph.D. in Public
Administration; Certificates in
Public Financial Management and
Taxation.
East China University-LLB in
Political Science and Law;
Rutgers University-Masters in
Public Administration; Rutgers
University-Ph.D. in Public
Administration.
California State Polytechnic
University-BA in Social
Science/History; Claremont
Graduate School-Ph.D. in
Government.

Assistant Professor

Professor

(e.g., University of New
Mexico—BS in Biology;
University of Joe Dane—MS in
Anthropology; John Doe
University—PhD in Psychology;
CPA License—2016-2018)

Program
Level(s)
(Mark each level
taught by the
faculty. Please
leave blank or
include “N/A”
for each level the
faculty does not
teach at least one
course.)

Faculty Credentials
Faculty only completed a Master’s
degree in the discipline/field (MD);
Faculty only completed a terminal
degree in the discipline/field (TDD);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
in the discipline/field and have a
record of research/scholarship in the
discipline/field (TDDR);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
outside of the discipline/field but
earned 18+ graduate credit hours in
the discipline/field (TDO); OR
Other (Explain)

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

Faculty completed masters and
terminal degree in discipline.

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

X

Faculty completed masters and
terminal degrees in discipline.
X

X

Faculty completed masters degree
outside of outside discipline. Ph.D. in
discipline.
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Full First and Last
Name

Mario Rivera

Stephanie Smith

Roli Varma

Faculty Appointment
Continuing
Lecturer (LT)
Probationary/Tenure Track Instructor (TTI) or Asst. Prof.
(TTAP)
Tenured - Assoc. Prof. (TAP),
Prof. (TP), or Dist. Prof. (TDP)
Prof. of Practice (PP)
Temporary
Adjunct (AD)
Term Teacher (TMT)
Visitor (VR)
Research Faculty (RF)
Professor

Associate Professor

Professor

Institution(s) Attended, Degrees
Earned, and/or active
Certificate(s)/Licensure(s)
(e.g., University of New
Mexico—BS in Biology;
University of Joe Dane—MS in
Anthropology; John Doe
University—PhD in Psychology;
CPA License—2016-2018)

Harvard College-BA in Social
Relations; University of Norte
Dame-MA in Theology;
University of Norte Dame-Ph.D.
in Political Science; University of
Norte Dame-Certificate in Latin
American Studies.
University of California DavisBA in Rhetoric and
Communication; San Francisco
State University-MA in Public
Administration; Syracuse
University-Ph.D. in Public
Administration.
McGill University-BA in Political
Science; State University of New
York-MA in Political Science;
Rensselaer Polytechnic InstituteMS in Science, Technology &
Values; Rensselaer Polytechnic

Program
Level(s)
(Mark each level
taught by the
faculty. Please
leave blank or
include “N/A”
for each level the
faculty does not
teach at least one
course.)

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

Faculty Credentials
Faculty only completed a Master’s
degree in the discipline/field (MD);
Faculty only completed a terminal
degree in the discipline/field (TDD);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
in the discipline/field and have a
record of research/scholarship in the
discipline/field (TDDR);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
outside of the discipline/field but
earned 18+ graduate credit hours in
the discipline/field (TDO); OR
Other (Explain)
Faculty completed maters and
terminal degrees outside discipline

X

Faculty completed masters and
terminal degrees in discipline.
X

Faculty completed masters and
terminal degrees outside discipline.
X
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Full First and Last
Name

Kelly O’Donnell

Shannon SanchezYoungman

Thomas Zane Reeves

Faculty Appointment
Continuing
Lecturer (LT)
Probationary/Tenure Track Instructor (TTI) or Asst. Prof.
(TTAP)
Tenured - Assoc. Prof. (TAP),
Prof. (TP), or Dist. Prof. (TDP)
Prof. of Practice (PP)
Temporary
Adjunct (AD)
Term Teacher (TMT)
Visitor (VR)
Research Faculty (RF)

Research Associate Professor

Research Assistant Professor

Retired Faculty/Adjunct Faculty

Institution(s) Attended, Degrees
Earned, and/or active
Certificate(s)/Licensure(s)
(e.g., University of New
Mexico—BS in Biology;
University of Joe Dane—MS in
Anthropology; John Doe
University—PhD in Psychology;
CPA License—2016-2018)

Institute-Ph.D. Science and
Technology Studies
University of New Mexico-BA in
Economics, MA in Economics,
Ph.D. in Economics.
University of New Mexico-BA
Political Science; University of
Minnesota-MA Political Science;
University of New Mexico-Ph.D.
Political Science.

Harding College-BA in History;
University of CA Los AngelesMA in Political Science;
University of Southern
California-Ph.D. in Political
Science. Harvard University- Inst
for Educational Management.
American Arbitration

Program
Level(s)
(Mark each level
taught by the
faculty. Please
leave blank or
include “N/A”
for each level the
faculty does not
teach at least one
course.)

Faculty Credentials
Faculty only completed a Master’s
degree in the discipline/field (MD);
Faculty only completed a terminal
degree in the discipline/field (TDD);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
in the discipline/field and have a
record of research/scholarship in the
discipline/field (TDDR);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
outside of the discipline/field but
earned 18+ graduate credit hours in
the discipline/field (TDO); OR
Other (Explain)

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral
Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

X

Research Faculty completed terminal
and masters
Degree outside discipline.

X

Research Faculty completed masters
and terminal degree outside of
discipline.

X

Retired Faculty completed terminal
and masters degrees outside of
discipline.

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral
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Full First and Last
Name

Anthony Cahill

James Pendergast

Ronald Aldrich

Faculty Appointment
Continuing
Lecturer (LT)
Probationary/Tenure Track Instructor (TTI) or Asst. Prof.
(TTAP)
Tenured - Assoc. Prof. (TAP),
Prof. (TP), or Dist. Prof. (TDP)
Prof. of Practice (PP)
Temporary
Adjunct (AD)
Term Teacher (TMT)
Visitor (VR)
Research Faculty (RF)

Adjunct Faculty

Adjunct Faculty

Adjunct Faculty

Institution(s) Attended, Degrees
Earned, and/or active
Certificate(s)/Licensure(s)
(e.g., University of New
Mexico—BS in Biology;
University of Joe Dane—MS in
Anthropology; John Doe
University—PhD in Psychology;
CPA License—2016-2018)

Association-Certificate in Basic
Arbitration, Advanced Arbitration
Advocacy; Association for
Conflict Resolution-Certificate in
Advanced Practitioner Arbitrator;
UNM School of Law & State
Bar-Mediation Certificate.
State University of New York @
Albany-BA; Colgate UniversityMA in Teaching; University of
Pittsburgh-MA Public &
International Affairs; University
of Pittsburgh-Ph.D. Philosophy in
Public & International Affairs.
Canisius College-BA in
Sociology; Syracuse UniversityMA in Public Administration.
University of South Florida-BA
in Economics; University of
Florida-MBA Health & Hospital

Program
Level(s)
(Mark each level
taught by the
faculty. Please
leave blank or
include “N/A”
for each level the
faculty does not
teach at least one
course.)

Faculty Credentials
Faculty only completed a Master’s
degree in the discipline/field (MD);
Faculty only completed a terminal
degree in the discipline/field (TDD);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
in the discipline/field and have a
record of research/scholarship in the
discipline/field (TDDR);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
outside of the discipline/field but
earned 18+ graduate credit hours in
the discipline/field (TDO); OR
Other (Explain)

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

Adjunct Faculty completed terminal
degree in
discipline

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral
Undergrad
uate
Graduate

X

Adjunct Faculty completed terminal
degree in discipline.
X
Adjunct Faculty completed masters
degree in discipline.
X
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Full First and Last
Name

Steven Meilleur

Randall Van Vleck

Faculty Appointment
Continuing
Lecturer (LT)
Probationary/Tenure Track Instructor (TTI) or Asst. Prof.
(TTAP)
Tenured - Assoc. Prof. (TAP),
Prof. (TP), or Dist. Prof. (TDP)
Prof. of Practice (PP)
Temporary
Adjunct (AD)
Term Teacher (TMT)
Visitor (VR)
Research Faculty (RF)

Adjunct Faculty

Adjunct Faculty

Institution(s) Attended, Degrees
Earned, and/or active
Certificate(s)/Licensure(s)
(e.g., University of New
Mexico—BS in Biology;
University of Joe Dane—MS in
Anthropology; John Doe
University—PhD in Psychology;
CPA License—2016-2018)

Admin; University of MissouriGrad studies in Management
Labor Relations & Finance; The
Union Institute Graduate CollegeGrad studies in Organizational
Development & Behavior
Bucknell University-BA English
Literature; University of New
Mexico-MBA and Ph.D.
Educational AdministrationLeadership & Organizational
Learning; National Society for
Human Resource ManagementSr. Professional in HR; UNM
School of Law-Certified
Mediator; Institute for Applied
Mgt & Law-Employee Relations
Law Certificate.
Loyola University of Chicago-BA
in Political Science; Washburn

Program
Level(s)
(Mark each level
taught by the
faculty. Please
leave blank or
include “N/A”
for each level the
faculty does not
teach at least one
course.)

Faculty Credentials
Faculty only completed a Master’s
degree in the discipline/field (MD);
Faculty only completed a terminal
degree in the discipline/field (TDD);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
in the discipline/field and have a
record of research/scholarship in the
discipline/field (TDDR);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
outside of the discipline/field but
earned 18+ graduate credit hours in
the discipline/field (TDO); OR
Other (Explain)

Doctoral

Undergrad
uate
Graduate
Doctoral

Undergrad
uate

Adjunct Faculty completed masters
degree in discipline.
X

Adjunct Faculty completed Juris
Doctorate in discipline.
120

Full First and Last
Name

Faculty Appointment
Continuing
Lecturer (LT)
Probationary/Tenure Track Instructor (TTI) or Asst. Prof.
(TTAP)
Tenured - Assoc. Prof. (TAP),
Prof. (TP), or Dist. Prof. (TDP)
Prof. of Practice (PP)
Temporary
Adjunct (AD)
Term Teacher (TMT)
Visitor (VR)
Research Faculty (RF)

Institution(s) Attended, Degrees
Earned, and/or active
Certificate(s)/Licensure(s)
(e.g., University of New
Mexico—BS in Biology;
University of Joe Dane—MS in
Anthropology; John Doe
University—PhD in Psychology;
CPA License—2016-2018)

Program
Level(s)
(Mark each level
taught by the
faculty. Please
leave blank or
include “N/A”
for each level the
faculty does not
teach at least one
course.)

Faculty Credentials
Faculty only completed a Master’s
degree in the discipline/field (MD);
Faculty only completed a terminal
degree in the discipline/field (TDD);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
in the discipline/field and have a
record of research/scholarship in the
discipline/field (TDDR);
Faculty completed a terminal degree
outside of the discipline/field but
earned 18+ graduate credit hours in
the discipline/field (TDO); OR
Other (Explain)

University of Topeka School of
Law-Juris Doctorate
Graduate
Doctoral

X
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Appendix J: Full Peer Comparison
With the understanding that not all programs are included in every peer institution. This template can be adjusted to remove
institutions which do not have similar programs, add institutions that the unit deems adequate, or add columns that the unit feels
reflects a certain characteristic that is not already mentioned. However, please do not remove any columns. 2017-2018.
TABLE AJ.1 Full Peer Comparison
Total
University
Enrollment

PEER
INSTITUTIONS

54,058

Unit Undergraduate
Degrees/Certificates
Offered

Unit
Undergraduate
Student
Enrollment

BA

4-BA

3 Certificates

89-Certificate

Unit Graduate
Degrees/Certificates
Offered

Total #
of Unit
Faculty

Status/Ranks/
Comparisons (i.e.,
program goals,
curriculum,
faculty, and
students, etc.)

215

USNWR
Rankings

252-MPA

11

96

140 enrolled

30

#9

25 enrolled

8

#RNP

184 enrolled

47

#28

Unit Graduate
Student Enrollment

18-MA

MA
2 MS dual degrees
PhD

10-MS dual
degrees
7-PhD

MPA
MHA

University of
New Mexico

23,911

N/A

N/A

Arizona State
University

71,946

N/A

N/A

2 dual degrees –
MPA/MCRP and
MPA/JD
5 degrees in MPA
1 EMPA program
1 PhD program

New Mexico
State
University

22,413

N/A

N/A

Texas A&M
University

68,825

N/A

N/A

MPA degree

MPSA
MIA
6 online certificates
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Other
(please specify)

Total #
of Unit
Faculty

Status/Ranks/
Comparisons (i.e.,
program goals,
curriculum,
faculty, and
students, etc.)

181 enrolled

50

#9

7 dual
degrees
7 certificates

137 enrolled

32

#34

PhD in PA

137 - MPA
65-75 MAIR
6 PhD

35

2

Certificates – nonprofit
mgmt, public budgeting
and fin. Mgmt, public
mgmt, social
entrepreneurship,
hazard materials mgmt

391 enrolled

49

1

MPA
MPA/JD
MPP

142 - MPA
220 MPP
33 PhD

82

#9

475 enrolled

91

#9

Total
University
Enrollment

Unit Undergraduate
Degrees/Certificates
Offered

Unit
Undergraduate
Student
Enrollment

University of
Texas at
Austin

51,000

N/A

N/A

University of
ColoradoDenver

18,937

N/A

N/A

MPA
MCJ
PhD-PA

Syracuse

22,484

N/A

N/A

MPA
MAIR

Unit Graduate
Degrees/Certificates
Offered

Unit Graduate
Student Enrollment

5 degrees
17 dual degree
9 specialize

MPA
Dual degrees: MPAMSES, MAAA-MPA
PhD in PA

Indiana
University

43,710

N/A

N/A

Princeton
(Wilson)

8,181

N/A

N/A

NYU

59,061

N/A

N/A

PhD in PA
JDP

MPA
MUP
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Other
(please specify)

Total
University
Enrollment

Unit Undergraduate
Degrees/Certificates
Offered

Unit
Undergraduate
Student
Enrollment

Unit Graduate
Degrees/Certificates
Offered

Unit Graduate
Student Enrollment

Total #
of Unit
Faculty

Status/Ranks/
Comparisons (i.e.,
program goals,
curriculum,
faculty, and
students, etc.)

91

#6

53

#2

26

#23

MS in Public Policy
EMPA
Dual Degree: MBAMPA
PhD in PA
Certificates – fin. mgmt
and pub finance; health
finance; health policy
analysis; mgmt for
public and nonprofit
orgs; public policy
anaylsis

UC Berkeley

41,910

N/A

N/A

MPA
MPP
MPA
MPP
MSPP

USC (Price)

43,000

N/A

N/A

MGPP
MNLM
MPL
MHA

University of
Kansas

28,447

N/A

N/A

MPA

PhD
EMHA
EMPL
EML
EMUP
IPPAM
PhD

121 enrolled
338-core Master
students
304 – executive
prog students
18 joint &
certificate
programs
48 PhD students

PhD in PA

MUP
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120 enrolled

Other
(please specify)

Total
University
Enrollment

Unit Undergraduate
Degrees/Certificates
Offered

Unit
Undergraduate
Student
Enrollment

University of
Washington
(Evans)

46,686

N/A

N/A

University of
Wisconsin
(LaFollette)

31,710

N/A

N/A

Unit Graduate
Degrees/Certificates
Offered

Unit Graduate
Student Enrollment

Total #
of Unit
Faculty

Status/Ranks/
Comparisons (i.e.,
program goals,
curriculum,
faculty, and
students, etc.)

MPA

Global MPA

EMPA

363 enrolled

26

#6

IPPHL

PhD in PP
& Mgmt

MPA

MIPA

50+ enrolled

15

#23

147 enrolled

18

#28

MPA & Policy
Joint Degrees with
URP, social work,
criminology, criminal
justice, law

FSU (Askew)

41,900

N/A

N/A

Certificates: emergency
mgmt, public fin.
mgmt., Florida city and
county mgmt, health
services admin and
policy
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Other
(please specify)

